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Stellingen/Theses

1. Manyprocesses may be deterministic.But when the end is more sensitive to the beginning and tothe
progression than we are able to establishthese,thenitis best toassumetheprocesses stochastic. Within
waterqualitythisismoreoftensothannot.
2. Focusingonthedifferences intheunderlyingassumptionsconcerningthedeviation between "whatwesee"
and "whatwe model" willcontributetobridgingthegap betweendeterministic andstochastic modelling
approaches. Thestrengthsofeachapproachmaybedrawn toprovidemodellingsolutionsappropriatetothe
availableresources, theavailabledata, thenatureofthesystemandproblemathand.
3. Onevaluatingthe uncertainty inareturnperiodanalysis adistinctionshouldbemade between uncertainty
expressinga lackofknowledgeconcerningthevalue ofagiven quantity and itsinherentvariationin time.
ThismaybedoneusingembeddederrorpropagationmethodssuchasEmbeddedMonte Carlosimulations.
4. Automated calibrationwill have limitedsuccess in water quality modelling if it does not quantitatively
includetheengineersexperienceandintuition,for example, intheform ofaprioriparameterdistributions.
5. Urbanwater qualitymanagement has not the roleof "protecting our natural waters againstpollution".
Within theperspectives of the resourcesprioritisedby society, urban water management should, whilst
fulfillingfunctional, hygienic and aestheticdemands,createthe conditionswhich willpermit ourchosen
aquaticecosystemto flourish.
6. Waterqualityofcombinedsewer overflowisinfluencedbyso manyunknownfactors andpoorlyunderstood
processesthatinvestigationsaimedatimprovedpredictionrequiretheincorporationofstochasticprocesses.
7. With theever-increasingscientificspecialisation, there istooanincreasingneedandpotentialforresearch
focusedatknowledgetransferbetweendisciplines.
8. Proof is needed to convincea scientistthat onemethodology is betterthan another. Convincingawater
qualitymanagerrequiresmuchmore.
9. Given tousaremerelythedataofourconsciousness.... Thereisonlyonewayfromthemto "reality,"towit,
the way of conscious or unconscious intellectualconstruction, which proceeds completely free and
arbitrarily. ... Wearefreetochoosewhichelements wewishtoapplyintheconstruction ofphysicalreality.
Thejustificationofourchoiceliesexclusivelyinoursuccess.
A.Einstein.
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PREFACE
Theresearch presentedin thisthesiswasdoneat theAquatic Ecology and Water Quality Management Group,
Departmentof Environmental Sciences, Wageningen University under the supervision of Professor Lambertus
Lijklemaandco-supervisionoflr. R.HansAalderink. TheresearchworkformedpartoftheEUsponsoredMATECH
research network (European Centrefor Mathematics and Technology of UrbanWater Pollution). Thisthesis is
presentedasoneoftherequirementsinobtainingthedegreeofPhD. inEnvironmentalScience. Thethesisconcerns
urban runoffpollution inthecontextofintegratedurban watermanagementwithspecialfocusondeterministicand
stochasticmodellinganduncertaintyinreturnperiodanalysis.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
ABSTRACT
With its offset in the turbulent history of urban surface waters, this chapter gives the background for the presented
research. An introduction to theprincipal problems motivating thepresent research leads on to a brief presentation
of the main conclusions. Two main results pertain to deterministic and stochastic modelling approaches, and to
handling of uncertainty in returnperiod analysis. Finally, the build-up of this thesisand the interrelationship between
parts and chapters isoutlined.

PartsofthischapterarebasedonGrum,M.andAalderink,R.H.(1997).TrendsandTraditionsatthe7.International Conference
onUrbanStormDrainage,Hannover 1996.European WaterPollution Control,\o\. 7,No. l,pp69-71,1997.
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URBAN WATERS
Surface waters inand aroundurban settlements have lived turbulent lives.Streams andriver have often been
straightened to drain-out low-lying areas or diverted to bring water to city fortifications or to improve
waterway-access into the cities. Increased urbanisation has meant that many urban streams have been
covered orevenpipedunderroads andbuildings.Thefast drainingroofs andpaved surfaces haveresultedin
increased peak hydraulic loading during rainfall adding further stress to river and stream environments.
Indeedmanyurban watershaveendedupasdrainsoraspartofthesewersystem.
Duringthe secondhalfofthe 19,tlcenturydrastic stepsweretaken inmostofEuropetochallengethehazards
ofwater born decease. Thiswasdone subsequent tothe peststhat swept across Europekilling large portions
of the population. Clean water was to be distributed under pressure in pipes and foul water was to be
removed throughgravitysewersanddischarged intonearbysurface waters.Waterborntoiletswere gradually
introduced toreplacethe thencommon night-soil system. This uncompromising separation ofclean and foul
water constituted acornerstone inraising the living standard and establishingrobustnessagainst waterborne
epidemics (Harremoes, 1999).This separation stillconstitutes acornerstone intoday'spublichealth.Insome
of the world's largest urban concentrations economic and managerial factors have meant that the hard-line
separation of clean and foul waters has not been implemented or maintained and here water borne decease
and epidemicspersist(Butlerand Parkinson, 1997,BriscoeandGarn, 1995).
The sewage was for many years discharged to the nearest surface waters, which posed yet a stress on the
urban waters. This discharge took place during both dry and wet weather. Clean water was often supplied
from ground water reservoirs and the lowering of the groundwater table sometimes led toreduced flow and
low dilution rates in the already hard hit urban waters. Figure 1.1 illustrates typical changes in waterpathways that have come about as a result of urbanisation. The combined effects of reduced flows, low
dilution rates andpollutant loadingresulted inoxygen depletion, ammonia poisoning, eutrophicationandthe
accumulation of heavy metals and organic micro pollutants in sediments. In some parts of Europe rural
activity had already changed thewater landscape completely. Starting withthereclamation ofsubsidingpeat
moors in the years 800 to 1250,theNetherlands has alonghistory of active surface water management and
structural intervention aimed initiallyatdraining lowlyingareas(VandeVen, 1993).
With increased welfare and shifts in the priorities of society, interceptor pipelines were constructed and
sewerage was led by gravity or pumped to treatment plants discharging treated sewerage primarily into the
sea,ocean,largerlakesorrivers.Althoughthisconstituted amajor improvement tothestateofurban surface
waters it did not lead to any significant improvements in the urban aquatic ecosystems. One of the reasons
for this was that during large rainfall events the limited flow capacity of the pipes leading to the sewerage
treatments plants meant that sewerage mixed with rainfall water was discharged into the surface waters.
Since the seventies storage basins have been constructed at overflow structures to reduce combined sewer
overflow and other alternatives are constantly sought, tested and implemented. These include the reduction
of the runoff surfaces through porous surfaces and other forms of local infiltration, domestic storage and
usage ofroofrunoff and overflow treatment. Manyofthealternative approacheshavebeenpartofanoverall
wish to close theurban watercycle and therebyobtain longterm sustainable water systems.The recognition
ofthenegative effects that storagebasins caninflict ontreatmentplantperformance fruited further interestin
examiningpossiblealternatives.
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Figure 1.1.Illustration oftypical effects ofurbanisation resulting in lowdryweather flow rates
inurban streams andsignificantly reduced dilutionratesinurban lakes,damsandponds.
Pollution from combined sewer overflow was initially evaluated in terms ofthe total annual discharged loads
and number of overflow events. However, as emphasised in Lijklema (1993), pollutant loads should be
evaluated at time scales comparable to their rate of degradation in the surface waters. In the context of
combined sewer overflow this led to the main distinction between acute and accumulative pollutants for
which the effects are best evaluated using extreme statistic and annual averages respectively. This means that
acute surface water effects such as oxygen depletion and ammonia poisoning should be evaluated using
return period curves. Return period here being defined as the mean time between occurrence, for example,
the mean time between the occurrence of a given low concentration of dissolved oxygen. Nutrient loading to
lakes and bays however should be evaluated through annual averages due to longer characteristic time
constants of the nutrient cycles which if overloaded ultimately lead to eutrophication.
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Duetotheirdifferent primary functions, surface waters,sewersandwastewatertreatment plantsdeveloped to
become legislatively and administratively independent. Combined sewer management decisions were most
often taken irrespective ofpossibleconsequences tothetreatmentplant andpossible lackofimprovementsto
the receiving surface waters. The classical example being the increased discharge of nutrients from the
treatment plant due to longer periods with maximum hydraulic loading resulting from basins installed with
the aim of reducing combined sewer overflow. In the eighties it became increasingly clearthat urban water
quality management requires an integrated approach involving all three components, namely the surface
waters, the treatment plant and the sewer system (INTERURBA, Lijklema et al., 1993). In spite of this
recognition some years ago traditions and administrative and institutional barriersprevent arapid transfer of
theintegrated approach tomanagementpractice.
Ourperception oftheessenceofanintegrated approach tourbanwaterqualitymanagement hasalsochanged
from implyingtheneed for anintegrated evaluation totheneedfor anintegrated optimisation ofinvestments.
Harremoes et al. (1996) found that water quality standards of a stream, which received discharge from
combined seweroverflows duringrain,wereviolated even duringdryweather conditions.Thefunds, already
allocated to the reduction of combined sewer overflow, would perhaps have been better spent creating a
more robust stream by improving its dry weather state. Frequent or even permanent violation of the water
quality standards is also common for many Dutch surface waters.Upholding an isolated policy of pollutant
load reduction may often have the negative consequences of reducing dilution to almost nothing. Through
groundwater exploitation and an increase in impervious areas, urbanisation has often led to a reduced base
flow inurban streamsand reduced dilutionratesinurban damsand lakes.Theconsequencesare comparable
todirect waterpollutionandtheyoughttherefore politicallytobeconsidered assuch.
Considering the role of urban water quality management as having toprotect our naturalwaters against
urban runoff pollution is but a perception of the past. We must recognise the fact that most urban surface
waters have been so tampered by the works of man that our task is to create the urbanaquarium of our
choice.Within the perspectives of resources prioritised by society, urban water quality management should,
whilst fulfilling functional drainage,hygienic and aesthetic demands,create theconditionswhichwillpermit
ourchosen ecosystem to flourish.

MODELLING
There may be many reasons for modelling sewer systems, wastewater treatment plants, surface waters,
ground water or the integrated system as awhole.In the following "reasons for modelling"arediscussed in
three categories: understanding, design and operation. Each of the different uses of models sets different,
thoughoverlapping demandstothemodelsused.
Modellingfor aBetter Understanding
Models can be used to find cause-effect relationships explaining for instance unexpected flooding or fish
kills. This would generally imply detailed modelling incorporating much physical, chemical and biological
theory. The precisevalue ofthesimulated output would often be of subordinate importancecompared tothe
ability to simulate the phenomena in question and thereby pinpoint bottlenecks or likely causes for an
undesired behaviour.
Models can also be used to evaluate dominating ecological relationships and dependencies in a given
recipient as presented in Scheffer (1998). In practice one may for a given recipient wish to evaluate the
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expected consequences of changes in dilution rate, introduction of tree shading, encouragement of filter
feeders or selective fishing. At a scientific level, models are often used to study complex postulated
biological andphysicalmechanisms.
ModelsinPlanningandDesign
Models can be used for planning and design of the engineered elements of the integrated water system. The
required precision will depend much on what stage the project is at. In the very early proposal stages of a
project one mayonlyrequire veryrough estimates ofthe expected costs and water quality improvements.In
such initial investigations itisoften moreimportant thatthemodels areabletodistinguish between proposed
scenarios than the precise output values predicted. In the planning stages it is valuable if the models are
computationally fast as the event lumped models presented in Chapter 4. At a later design stage more
precision may bedesired inorder to beabletoevaluate andcompare a small selection ofoptional scenarios.
High precision is generally required during the final stages of structural design where at most a handful of
scenarios aremodelled.Thechosenprecisionwilloften alsodepend ontheconsequencesofbeingwrongand
on the resources available for the work. In the later detailed design stages of a project's life cycle it is
commonandoften reasonabletomodel onlyisolatedelementsoftheintegrated system.
The characteristics of the models used for design will also depend on the type of design criteria used. In
integrated water quality management design criteria mayrelateto average values (e.g.ofnutrient discharges
or nutrient flows) or return periods of given conditions (e.g. flooding or low oxygen concentrations in
streams). These both require an evaluation of the integrated system's long-term behaviour and would often
bedoneusing historic rainfall series. In somecases it maybenecessary andpossible toboil down thelongterm series approximating it by selecting a few events as representative of certain return periods. As
discussed in Chapter 10the appropriateness of this approximate method depends much on whether or not
there is a linear relationship between the inputs (e.g. rainfall, sunlight, temperature and wind) and the
evaluated effects (oxygenorammoniaconcentration). Laterinthisintroductionwewilllookmorecloselyat
modellingforreturnperiodanalysis,which forms amajor partofthisthesis.
There are two main reasons why models should be used when calculating the return periods of given
detrimental events.Thesecanbesummarised as follows:
1. Measuring in the field in order to find the return period of given detrimental effects would require
monitoringperiods severaltimes longerthanthereturnperiodofinterest,which isnotpractical.
2. Analysis of proposed structural or operational modifications requires models in order to evaluate
improvements. Downscaling of the real world system to a physical model in the laboratory is neither
practicalnorcosteffective norrealistic.
Asaconsequence ofthefirst point,longhistoric seriesoftheprimarydrivingforce,rainfall, areusedandthe
integrated systems behaviour is modelled and simulated. Amelioration projects are often followed by a
period of a few years of intense monitoring of water quality conditions, such as surface water dissolved
oxygen concentration, inorderto evaluate improvements.Without modelsthis evaluation cannotbemadeto
any reasonable degree of certainty. Attempting to estimate the minimal oxygen concentration with a return
period ofoneyearonthebasis ofatwo-year monitoringperiod is similarto estimating apopulation average
onthebasis oftwoobservations.The result ishighlyuncertain.What themonitoringdatacanbeused for, is
theidentification and calibration ofhydraulic and waterqualitymodelswhich canthen subsequentlybeused
in combination with historic rainfall series several times longer than the return periods of interest. With
modelscontainingasufficient degreeofphysical,chemical orbiological theoryitisthenpossibletoevaluate
the expected return periods for proposed improvement. Incontrast, empirical models would not contain the
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parameters and structure associated with the proposed improvements and would be of no used to such an
extrapolation.
ModelsinOperation
Subsequent to developments in electronics, robust sensors and changing attitudes of operations personnel,
models are becoming an integrated part of the operation of integrated urban water systems. This maybe in
the form of early warning systems or as automated real time control systems. The requirements of models
used inoperation differ considerably from thoseused indesign.Modelsusedinoperation needtopredict the
water system's behaviour in the short-term and need not necessarily include much physical, chemical or
biological theory. Models may also be used as software sensors for indirect monitoring of avariables value
asafunction ofothermonitoredvalues.
Though thisthesisdoesnot deal with operation specifically, the studied approaches and methodologies have
ahighpotential inboth earlywarningsystems andrealtimecontrol.

APPROACHES TO MODELLING
Traditional deterministic approach to modelling has been deductive with models built up of physical,
chemical and biological theory. Starting often with continuity or mass balance equations and proceeding to
definitions ofprocessrates.Therehasbeen atendencytoincorporate allthinkableprocesses intothemodels.
Thishas often ledtomodels with many veryuncertain parameters. Calibration of such deterministic models
is often done by fixing certain parameters based on intuition and engineering experience, andthen adjusting
other parameterstobest fit the observed series.Often there aremanymoreparameters inthemodelthancan
actually be identified from the data. Theresult is that the estimated set of parameters isnon-unique and the
parameters, which are being calibrated, cannot be identified from the available data. The continuous
inclusion of more and more processes into the models is likely to lead to a situation where some of the
includedprocessesthatarelessimportantthanphenomenathatthemodel doesevennotdescribe.
Arising first inthe sixties, the stochastic approach tomodelling wasbased purelyon statistical relationships
between data and was initially deprived of any physical, chemical and biological theory. Associated to the
highly data dependent empirical models of classical time-series analysis were methodologies such as
automated parameter estimation, parameter statistics, identifiability, experimental design and residual
analysis. These methodologies were all aimed at being able to simulate and forecast the observed data.
Though stochastic modelling had a strong breakthrough in other fields such as economics, only very little
interest wasshowninwater andwaterqualityengineering.
It isnot onlyonthese peripheral aspectsthat deterministic and stochastic approaches differ. Attheverycore
of modelling methodology, there is a clear cut difference in the underlying assumptions made during
deterministic andstochastic modelling.
In the context of urban runoffpollution this thesispresents a newportrayal of the
essentialdifferencesbetween deterministicandstochasticmodelling whichfocuses on
thedifferentassumptionsmadeconcerningthesourceofthedeviationbetween observed
andmodelledvalues.

GeneralIntroduction

Chapter1

In deterministic modelling all deviation between modelled and observed variables is implicitly assumed to
result from observation error alone. The model is assumed to contain a perfect description of the system
behaviour. In stochastic modelling the deviation is implicitly assumed also to result from random behaviour
within the system itself. Stochastic modelling thus recognises that the model is unable to describe all
variations in the system.
This study and presentation of the essential differences is done in an attempt to bridge the gap between the
deterministic and stochastic schools. By pointing to what is the only clear-cut distinction between
deterministic and stochastic modelling the author hopes to ease the transfer of knowledge and methods
between the two schools and thereby to strengthen water quality modelling as a whole.

UNCERTAINTY OFRETURN PERIODANALYSIS
Return periods of detrimental effects such as flooding and oxygen depletion form a major criterion in design
of integrated urban water systems. The return period analysis can be made in a number of different ways with
different forms of data and different types of models. This has been organised in a general framework in the
methodology review of Chapter 10.
With return period analysis playing such an important role in integrated water engineering it is also relevant
to look at the certainty with which the return periods are actually estimated. Substantial uncertainty is found
in the return periods ofthe hourly minimal dissolved oxygen concentration in the pond of an integrated urban
water system. Figure 1.2 illustrates what is understood by uncertainty in a return period analysis. In this
thesis it is argued that water mangers and others involved in the decision making process would be better off
with both the estimated return period and with the funnel shape in Figure 1.2 representing the 95%
confidence region within which this curves may in fact be situated. Though not examined explicitly, it is in
Chapter 10 also outlined how the uncertainty is often significantly lower once one is comparing proposed
scenarios.
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Figure 1.2.Thereturn periodcurve (left) anditsuncertainty (right).Thecurve give(fictitious) return periods for
minimum values ofanunspecified environmental variable of interest.
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Inthisthesis anewmethodology for evaluatinguncertainty inreturnperiod analysis ispresented:
On evaluatingtheuncertaintyin areturn periodanalysisadistinction should bemade
betweenuncertaintyexpressingalackofknowledgeandinherentvariation intime:
The evaluation is implemented as an embedded error propagation involving two layers of probability
distributions:aninner layer consistingofquantitiesvaryingfrom event toevent and anouter layer consisting
of uncertain but constant quantities. Error propagation was in this work evaluated by Monte Carlo
simulations. For each set of random realisations of values in the outer uncertainty layer a full Monte Carlo
simulations ofthe inner inherent variations layerwasperformed. Thegeneral methodology ishere described
as Embedded Error Propagation and its implementation in this work using Monte Carlo simulations is
described asEmbedded Monte Carlo Simulations.
Often whenuncertainty isincluded inreturnperiodsanalysisthedistributionsoftheuncertain parametersare
treated in the sameway as withthe inherent variations from event to event. That inherent variations suchas
rainfall depth vary from event to event is inthis context notuncertainty though how and howmuch itvaries
maywellbe.
In fact the whole purpose of the return period analysis isto find out how often the variations in the driving
forces result in given rare effects. In this work it is shown how such pooling of uncertainty with inherent
variation distortsthepictureasitsystematicallyincreasesthefrequency ofextremeevents.

THIS THESIS
The chapters ofthis thesis have been arranged in three parts: an opening, a part on modelling and apart on
uncertainty in return period analysis. This section briefly outlines the contents and relationship between the
partsandthe chaptersthattheycontain.Figure 1.3 showsthe interrelationship betweenparts andchaptersof
thisthesis.
Part I opens the thesis with this introduction to the problem and brings attention to main findings of this
thesis. With its focus onmethodologies,the presentresearch didnot encompass anyfield monitoring ordata
collection.Theresearch hasbeen basedontheanalysisof existingwaterquantityandqualitydata.Chapter2
introduces these main data setsthat havebeen used andthat arecommon tomost ofthestudiespresented in
this thesis. The opening is rounded off with a multivariate analysis of event mean overflow concentrations
from Dutch andDanishurbandrainagecatchments.Themultivariate analysisisaimed atgainingpreliminary
insightintotheunderlying structureofvariations intheeventmean concentrationdata.
In Part IIfocus is onmodelling of the combined sewer system. As primary driving force, rainfall is inputto
all the studied models. Water quantity and/or water quality variables of combines sewer overflow are the
main model outputs. In Chapter 4 an evaporation dependent wetness index is identified from event lumped
data of rainfall depth and duration, and overflow quantity. For the studied data sets event lumped rainfall
variables are found to have little relation with the event mean overflow concentrations. Chapter 5containsa
detailed discussion on deterministic and stochastic modelling. Here a new portrayal of the essential
differences between deterministic and stochastic modelling is presented and illustrated with a case study
involving a combined sewer rainfall-runoff model. In Chapter 6 attempts have been made to use stochastic
differential equations forbothwaterqualityandwaterquantitymodellingofacombined sewersystem.
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One of the conclusions of the studies on stochastic modelling is that the data used has to fulfil certain
minimum conditions with respect to the required sampling frequency needed for adequate system
identification. Chapter 7 therefore looks at random coefficient modelling as an interesting alternative to
stochastic modelling.
Part in encompasses application of models in its presentation of one of the key points of this thesis: a
distinction should be made between uncertainty and inherent variation on evaluating the uncertainty of a
return period analysis.InChapter 9this ispresented withinan integrated settingwithasmallpond as surface
water receiving combined sewer overflow from an urban drainage system. The uncertainty in the return
periods of minimum oxygen levels in the pond is here of primary interest. A methodological review on
return period analysis and its uncertainty ispresented in Chapter 10.Ageneral framework of approaches to
return period analysis inurban runoff pollution ispresented andused toplace theapproach of Chapter 9ina
broaderperspective.
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ABSTRACT
Theassimilation of measured data into modelsis a centralthemethroughout this thesis.Observations ofour
physical, chemicalandbiologicalenvironmentareusedtostrengthen ourtheoreticaldescriptions. Monitoringand
datacollectionhashowevernotbeenpartofthisresearchproject. Selectionsfrom existingcombinedsewerdatasets
havebeenstudied.
Thischaptergivesanoverviewofthecatchmentcharacteristicsandthemonitoringprogramsandtheresultingdata.
References aremade tothemonitoringprogram'soriginaldocumentation andtoearlierstudies inwhichthe data
has beenused. Only information relevant tothepresentresearch workispresented. Readers are referred tothe
originaldocumentsfor moredetailsonthemeasuringcampaigns,samplingtechniquesandanalyticalmethodology.
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Figure 2.1. MapofTheNetherlands showing the
locations ofthethree studied combined sewer
catchments.

Figure 2.2.MapofDenmark showing the
locations ofthetwo studied combined sewer
catchments.

INTRODUCTION
Observed data is a vital ingredient to most of the studies presented in the following chapters. Some of the
studies have been performed using the same data sets. The descriptions of the urban catchments and the
monitoring programs have therefore been concentrated in this chapter.
This chapter contains no description of methods or models. The chapter contains no discussion on the
characteristics of the available data in relation to what would be required or desired in various modelling
situations. Such a discussion at this point would be pre-emptive as these questions relate strongly to both the
problem addressed and the methods applied. For discussions on data adequacy readers are referred to the
chapters of the individual studies and to the more general discussion on identifiability in Chapter 8.
This chapter is divided in to two sections. The first section outlines the event lumped data sets and the
respective catchments. The second section describes the time varying data setthat has been used.

EVENTLUMPEDDATA SETS
Event lumped data is in the present work used to describe data sets in which the considered variables take a
single value for each event. This may be a totality, such as the total volume of rain or the duration of
overflow, or it may be average variables such aspollutant event mean concentrations (EMC). Some variables
had been measured directly as event lumped variables while others were converted into event lumped values
from time varying data. Event lumped data has been used in the three chapters that follow. The multivariate
analysis in Chapter 3 is conducted using data from the three Dutch and the two Danish urban catchments
described below. The study on event lumped models in Chapter 4 and their application in Chapter 9 have
been conducted using event lumped data from the Loenen catchment only.
Table 2.1. Thefive catchment areasandtheir impervious fractions
Units

Loenen
NL

NL

NL

DK

DK

Area

[ha]

56.5

48.0

22.5

5.29

17.2

Impervious fraction

[%]

28%

46%

49%

45%

23%

Catchment
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The three Dutch urban catchments were Loenen, located in the heaths (heather hills) of the eastern
Netherlands, Bodegraven, located in the western lower lands of the old Rhine delta, and Oosterhout in the
south west.Theirgeographical locationsareshownonthemapinFigure 2.1.
Thedata setswerecollected from 1981to 1986aspartof a studycarriedoutbytheNational Working Group
on Sewerage andWater Quality(NWRW/STORA 1990).Analyses of the Dutch datahaveearlierbeenmade
and presented in studies by Van der Heijden et al. (1986), Benoist and Lijklema (1989), van Sluis et al.
(1991),vanWalraven etal.(1985),Bakkeretal.(1988)and byBakkeretal.(1989).
The study on event lumped models in Chapter 4 and their application in Chapter 9 have been conducted
using event lumped data from theLoenen catchment only.Anextract of the Loenen data setwasused.Table
2.2 gives a summary of the variables usedin Chapter 4.Theparticulate and dissolved pollutant components
are more precisely described as fast settling and slow/non-settling parts. For the purpose of the study in
Chapter4anewvariable isintroduced onthisbasis.Thisisthe"slow settlingfraction", / , which isdefined
as the sum of the slow and non-settling parts divided bythetotal concentration. Suppose aconcentration of
280 mg COD/1was observed before settling and a concentration of 252 mg COD/1after settling. Then the
slow settling fraction would becalculated as(280- 252)/280= 0.1 (withnodimensions).The"slow settling
fraction", / , thus includes the entire dissolved component and the part of the particulate component which
hadnot settled after onehour.Duetouncertainty inthemeasurement analysisaslow settling fraction greater
thanoneisseenfor afew observationswheretheabsoluteconcentrationswhereverylow.
The two Danish catchments are both located north-west of Copenhagen in the river basin of Mcllea (see
Figure 2.2). The data was collected from 1979to 1980 aspart of an urban runoff study (the Mollea study)
carried out as acooperation between the city council of greater Copenhagen (Hovedstadsradet) and theInst,
of Env. Sci. & Eng., Tech. Univ. of Denmark (Johansen et al. 1981).The data have since been studied by
Johansen etal.(1981),Johansen (1985),Halletal.(1990),Jensen (1990),Arnbjerg-Nielsen etal.(1994)and
others.
The areas of the five catchments canbe seen in Table 2.1. TheDanish data isbased onvolume proportional
sampling from the combined sewer main stream duringthe rainfall-runoff event whereas the Dutch data set
is exclusively based on multiple sampled combined sewer overflows with EMCs calculated by volume
proportional weighting.

Table2.2. Summaryofthedatavariablesstudied.
Variable
Rainfall

Symbol

Depth

"RAIN

Duration

•^RAIN

Intensity
Overflow

Volume

EMCs

Kjeldahl Nitrogen (N-Kj)
Slowsettling N-Kj fraction
Chem. oxygen demand (COD)
Slowsettling COD fraction

••RAIN

V
' OVERFLOW

r
'-'N-KJ
J N-KJ
^COD
./COD

Unit
mm

N
284

Mean
8.1

Minimum
1.3

Maximum
57.0

min.

284

412

10

1986

mm/min.

284

6.1

0.4

169.6

m

63

1163

3

8591

mg/1

48

10

3

26
2.94

-

44

0.83

0.03

mg/1

48

262

62

873

-

46

0.39

0.07

0.98

Suspended solids(SS)

^ss

mg/1

47

288

28

1196

Slowsettling SS fraction

7ss

-

45

0.14

0.00

0.97
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The exploratory multivariate analysis presented in Chapter 3requires a data set without any missing values
for anyofthevariables. Biological oxygen demand (BOD) hadnot been measured attheDanish catchments
and,toobtain acompletedatasetfor themultivariate analysis,total anddissolved BODvaluesoftheDanish
sets had to be estimated using regression models. These regression models expressed the deviation of the
BODconcentration from themonthly averages (which were available for theDanish data sets) as a function
of the deviations of the other EMC variables from their monthly average. The models were initially
calibrated on the Dutch data sets and thereafter used to estimate the missing BOD values inthe Danish sets.
Itisnotthoughtthatthishashadmuch influence ontheoverallresultsofthemultivariate analysisbut itdoes
poselimitationsonconclusions thatcanbedrawn inrelationtothephysical catchment characteristics.

TIMEVARYING DATA SET
Timevaryingdata set is here used in contrast toeventlumpeddata and refers todata sets containing several
observations of each variable during asinglerainfall-runoff event.This could be water level everyminuteat
a givenpoint inthesewersystemortheconcentration ofapollutant intheoverflow everyfive minutesorfor
everycubic meter ofoverflow. ADutch timevarying data set,Loenen,hasbeen used inthepresent research
work. Loenen islocatedasshowninFigure 2.1.
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Figure2.3.ExtractofthetimevaryingdatafromtheLoenencatchment(Event25).
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Table2.3.Summaryofcatchmentcharacteristics(Loeneri,TheNetherlands).
Characteristic
Total catchment area
Impervious area
Imperviousarea
Meanpipe gradient
Volume belowweir
Depth below weir

Value
56.5
28
15.8
3.3
895
5.7

Unit
ha

%
. ha
°/oo
m3
mm

Loenen
TheLoenen sewerisalooped systemwith asingleoverflow structure atwhichwater level andwater quality
variableshave been monitored continuously overaperiod offour yearsfrom 1982to 1986.Water ispumped
to the treatment plant from the lowest point in the sewer. During actual overflow, samples for chemical
analysis were taken roughly at volume proportional intervals. Thus no water quality samples were taken
before and after the actual overflow. Only rainfall events that resulted in combined sewer overflow were
usedinthe studieswithtimevaryingdata.Table2.3givesasummaryofthemaincatchment characteristics.
The rain gauge was situated a few hundred meters east of the 15.8 ha catchment. The tipping bucket
raingauge had a cup corresponding to 0.1 mm and was connected to paper-roll-writer. The paper role
recordingswerelatertypedmanuallyintoadigital form.
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Figure2.4.ExtractofthetimevaryingdatafromtheLoenencatchment(Event29).
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Chemical analysis forbiological oxygendemand (BOD),chemical oxygendemand (COD),suspended solids,
Kjeldahl nitrogen andtotal phosphorous had beenmade on samples before and after one hour settling. Thus
the variables available corresponded roughly to total concentrations and dissolved concentrations. A rough
value for the corresponding particulate concentration was calculated by subtracting the value obtained after
one hour's settling from that obtained before settling. In a number of cases one or the other value was
missing and the difference could not be calculated. Inother casesthe concentration after settling was higher
than the concentration before settling. Thus the number and frequency of the water quality observations
varied greatly and a number of rainfall-runoff events were screened out as their data information content
compared tomodellingtimewastoolow.TheplotsinFigure2.3and2.4giveavisualimpression ofthekind
oftimevarying dataavailable intheLoenen dataset.

CONCLUSION
The data selection criteriadepended ontheproblembeingaddressed andthemethodologybeingstudied.For
the multivariate analysis it was important to have or to be able to drive the event mean concentrations ofa
large number of pollutants common to all or most of the included data sets. Potential explanatory event
lumped variables such as rainfall depth, discharged volume of water and preceding dry weather period
should also be available along with a general catchment characteristics. Data from three Dutch and two
Danishcatchmentswasusedfor themultivariateanalysispresented inChapter3.
An event lumped modelling study such as presented in Chapter 4 requires event lumped overflow data
including volume ofwater discharged, duration ofoverflow andeventmean concentrations of the pollutants
of interest. It was also necessary to have event lumped rainfall data such as rainfall depth, duration and
maximum intensityfrom araingaugeinornearthestudied catchment.
For the remainder of the studies in this thesis the data from the Loenen catchment in the Netherlands was
preferred due to thetimevarying dataofboth waterlevel and anumberofpollutants,andbecause Loenenis
a catchment with only one overflow structure. Ideally, pollutant sampling for the purpose of dynamic
modelling should include more frequent and regular sampling of pollutants and sampling should take place
from the onset of the rainfall event until the combined sewer overflow has stopped. Aspects of the
information content oftimeseriesdatasetsarediscussed further Chapter5and8.
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CHAPTER 3
MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF
EVENT MEAN CONCENTRATIONS
ABSTRACT
Urban runoff pollution loads can essentially be characterised by fluid quantities and pollutant concentrations.
Although several pollutant storage and transport mechanisms have been postulated there remains substantial
unexplained variation inevent mean concentrations of combined sewer overflowpollutants. Through aseries of wellestablished multivariate pattern recognition techniques the present study has aimed at disclosing the underlying
structure of systematic variations in the event mean concentrations (EMC) ofpollutants in combined sewers during
rainfall. Thestatistical methods that have been applied to thepollutant concentration variables arefactor analysis,
cluster analysis, distribution analysis and correlation analysis. The event mean runoff data considered includes
eleven pollutant variables originatingfrom five combined sewer catchments inDenmark and in the Netherlands. The
combined results of the analyses support earlier findings that EMCs are best described by bimodal or mixture
distributions, andfurther suggest that event based pollutant modelling could be improved through a recognition of
these characteristics.

ThischapterisbasedonGrum,M.,Aalderink,R.K, Lijklema,L.and Spliid,H.(1997).TheUnderlyingStructureofSystematic
Variations intheEventMean Concentrations ofPollutants inUrban Runoff. Wat. Sci. Tech. 36(8-9), 135-140.Publication after
oralpresentationat7*InternationalConferenceonUrbanStormDrainage,Hanover,September1996.
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INTRODUCTION
Adequate water quality management requires mathematical models that canbe used to estimate and predict
overflow impactsunderdifferent engineering scenarios (Houseetal., 1993).Ithasbeenpossible to construct
models accountingfor variationsinrunoff quantitieswith somesuccess.However,althoughseveral pollutant
storage and transport mechanisms have been postulated there still remains substantial unexplained variation
in pollutant concentrations (Harremoes, 1994; Driver and Troutman, 1989). In an attempt to increase
understanding and insight into the relevant pollutant runoff processes, the present study examines the
underlying structureofEMCvariations.

THE DATA
Thedatausedinthepresent studyoriginatefromthefive combined sewercatchmentsdescribed inChapter2
of this thesis. These are the three Dutch catchments, Loenen, Bodegraven and Oosterhout, and the two
Danish catchments, Cedervaenget and Vester Paradisvej. See Chapter 2 for more detail on the catchments
and data.
Of particular interest to the study in this chapter is the definition of a new variable used in the multivariate
analysis. Under the assumption that all Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) is included in the Chemical
Oxygen Demand (COD), a "Non-Biological Oxygen Demand" variable hasbeen defined as the COD value
minusBODvalueofthesamesample.
It is assumed thatBOD5ishere roughlyequaltoBOD;n(inity.Inseweroverflows the BOD-decayrate constant
is generally much higher than in pure sewage and wastewater treatment plant effluents and subsequently the
BODs/BODindnityratioiscloseto 1.Thissuggeststhatthisassumption isreasonable.
Prior to the analysis all the event mean concentrations were standardised with respect to the catchment's
mean and standard deviation. Events with many missing EMC values were omitted from the data set and
events with few missing values had these reconstructed using linear regression models on the non-missing
valuesinordernottoloosethevaluableinformation present inthenon-missingvariables.
In the Danish data setsthetotal anddissolved biological oxygen demand (BOD)values havebeen estimated
usingregression modelsthathad beencalibrated ontheDutchdata sets(seeChapter2).

METHODOLOGY
This section contains a brief outline of the essential concepts of each of the statistical methods: cluster
analysis,factor analysis,distribution analysis andcorrelationanalysis.
Cluster analysis isdesigned to makean objective grouping of multivariate observations onthe basis of the
values of theobserved variables. Considering each observation in ann-dimensionalvector space (where nis
the no. of variables), groups or clusters are formed by finding the events with the shortest distance between
22
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Table3.2.Thedistributionofthethreerainfall-runoff pollutioneventtypes(thethreeclusters)foreach
ofthecombinedsewercatchments,fortheircountryoforiginandfortheentiresetofevents.Thevaluesin
parenthesisarethepercentagesthathavefallenwithineachofthethreeclusters.
CombinedSewerCatchment
CountryofOrigin
Cluster Loenen Bodegraven Oosterhout Cedervaenget V.Parad.
The
Clus. 1
Clus.2
Clus.3
Total

NL
28 (60)
11 (23)
8 (17)

47(100)

NL
16 (64)
4 (16)
5 (20)

25(100)

NL
17 (61)
6 (21)
5 (18)

28(100)

DK

DK

14 (67)
4 (19)
3 (14)

14 (70)
4 (20)
2 (10)

21(100) 20(100)

Netherlands Denmark
61 (61) 28 (68)
21 (21) 8 (19)
18 (18) 5 (12)

100(100) 41 (100)

Total
All
events
89
29
23

(63)
(21)
(16)

141 (100)

them. In the present study, cluster analysis was applied to determine whether events could objectively be
divided into groups and if so, to characterise the groups. The clustering method used here was Ward's
methodwhich isdescribed inSAS(1990).
Factoranalysis isin contrast tothe cluster analysis designed tomake an objective groupingofthevariables
rather than the observations. The interrelationship between a large number of variables is used to find a
smallernumber ofnewuncorrelated variablescalled factors that explain asmuch aspossibleofthevariation
found intheoriginaldataset.Theroleoffactor analysis inthepresentstudyistosummarisethevariationsof
the eleven interrelated water quality components thus portraying only the essence of the problem at hand.
The essential mathematics behind factor analysis is summarised in Cattell (1965) and an extensive
introduction to the techniques is given by Harman (1968). In the present study the factors have been
extracted asprincipalfactorsandthereafter rotatedusingvarimaxrotation.
Distribution analysis has here encompassed a visual study of the factors' histograms with particular
emphasis on the nature of the distributions right-hand tail and on the presence of mixture distributions as
suggested inHall etal.(1990).Theadvantage of looking atthefactor's distributions,ratherthanthoseofthe
original observed variables, is that the dominant variations are contained in fewer variables and thus
particular features ofthedistributionswillbemoredistinct.
Correlation analysis,which isameasure ofthelinearrelationship between twovariables,hasinthepresent
studybeenusedtoevaluatetherelationshipsbetween thepollutant factor variables andtherainfall, hydraulic
andseasonalvariablesfrom thesamerunoff events.
From an engineering point of view the rainfall, hydraulic and seasonal variables would be considered as
potential explanatory variables andmethods suchascanonical correlation could havebeenused tostudythis
relationship. However, in the present study a factor and cluster analysis has been preferred because the aim
of the present exploratory study is more that of proposing hypotheses rather than the formulation of an
empirical model for the system. It is furthermore the authors' impression that the employed approach will
facilitate interpretation and communication ofresults.Similarmultivariate methodshaveearlierbeen applied
inthecontext ofurbanwaterqualitybyMullissetal.(1994).
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
The results of the factor analysis on the eleven pollutant variables show that their variation could be well
described by three factors. The correlations between the three factors and the original EMC variables (the
factor loadings) are given in Table 3.1.The three factors, which are independent linear combinations of the
original variables,canbe characterised verbally asinthebottom rowofTable 3.1. Consideringtheprocesses
of pollutant storage and transport in a combined sewer system, an objective separation of the variables into
particulate and non-particulate is to be expected. The further separation of dissolved non-biological oxygen
demand from the other dissolved pollutants could be related to a different source and/or to the processes
takingplaceinthesewersystem.
Thefar rightcolumn ofTable 3.1 contains ameasure of theproportion of the variables'variation that canbe
described by the three factors. Note that only 60% of the variations in dissolved BOD and only 38% in
conductivitycanbedescribedbythethree factors.
This indicates that variations of these two variables are dissimilar both to the other EMC variables and to
each other. The entire set of rainfall-runoff pollution events was by the cluster analysis separated into three
major types of events containing respectively 63%, 21% and 16%of the events. From the distributions over
clusters(given inTable 3.2) itisevident thatthethreeeventtypesareequallycommontoallfive catchments
andtoboththecountriesoforigin.

Table3.1.Theresultantrotatedfactorpattern,thevarianceexplainedbyeachfactorandasummarycharacterisation
ofeachofthethreefactors(coefficient ofabsolutevaluelessthan0.4havebeenmarked"-").
Factors
Communalities,hf(%)
Variable
m
Dissolved
(Notsettled
in 1 hour)
Particulate
(Settled
within1
hour)
Total Solids
DryWeight
Conductivity

Non-biological oxygendemand (COD-BOD)
Biologicaloxygendemand (BOD)
Kjeldahl Nitrogen
Total Phosphorus
Non-biological oxygendemand (COD-BOD)
Biologicaloxygendemand (BOD)
Kjeldahl Nitrogen
Total Phosphorus

ExplainedVariance(Cumulative %)
SummaryCharacteristicsofthe
ThreeFactors
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-

0.590
0.670
0.850
0.775

0.939
0.849
0.906
0.719
0.819
0.823

-

43%

0.580

66%

0.466

70%

Particulate
Dissolved/
Nonbiologically
pollutantslevel fineparticulate degradable
pollutantslevel dissolved
pollutants
level

72
60
74
73
89
74
85
58
69
81
38
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Theresultsofthefactor andcluster analyseshavebeencombined intheplotofFactorIIagainstFactorIwith
the symbol indicating the event type (Figure 3.1). Similar plots with Factor IE showed that the event types
(clusters) had no relationship to this third factor. Summary characterizations of the event types can be
formulated asfollows usingFigure3.1a:
Cluster 1 :eventswithlowparticulate anddissolvedpollutants concentrations,
Cluster 2:eventswithhighlevelsofdissolvedpollutantsbutlowparticulate concentrations,
Cluster 3:eventswithhighparticulate concentrations andmediumranged dissolved concentrations.
I Though less pronounced, the plot of non-settleable BOD against settleable BOD (Figure 3.1b) exhibits the
samespreadofthethreeevent types.Thefact that thepatternofspreading islesspronounced relatestoBOD
havingavariation pattern somewhat different totheother includedEMCvariables.
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 contain histograms of the particulate pollutants (Factor I and settleable BOD) and
dissolved pollutants (Factor II and non-settleable BOD) respectively. Being essentially a different
representation of the same information contained in Figures 3.1,3.2 and 3.3 nevertheless illustrate how the
different eventtypesorclusters result inprobabilitydistributions thatdonotreadilyfall within theclassesof
frequently encounteredtwoparameternormal,lognormal andextremevaluedistributions.
Consideringthehistogram ofFactor IinFigure 3.2c,it isseenthatthedistribution ofeventsinCluster 1 and
2,andthatoftheeventsinCluster 3barelyoverlap.Duetotherelativelylargevariance ofFactorIfor events
in Cluster 3 and the small number of events, it is difficult to say whether or not this in fact could be well
described by two parameters distributions. In the case of settleable BOD the separation of the events in
Cluster 1and 2 from the events in Cluster 3 is less pronounced. Using purely theoretical considerations,
Song (1994) has shown how bimodality can be associated with turbulent flow. This would suggest that the
events in Cluster 3 are events dominated by resuspension of sediments in the sewage system. This agrees
well withthe fact thatthe averagemaximum rainfall intensityoftheevents in Cluster 3wasfound tobe 6.3
mm/hr. as opposed to the average values found for the Clusters 1and 2 which were 1.9 mm/hr. and 2.0
mm/hr.respectively.
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Factor n hasearlier inthechapter been characterised as describing the dissolved pollutants. The histograms
in Figure 3.3 show the empirical distributions of Factor IIandnon-settleable BODfor events in Clusters 1
and 2. Though less pronounced, the same phenomena areapparent as in thecase of the distributions of the
particulate pollutants (i.e.Figure3.2).

CONCLUSIONS
Through afactor analysis ithasbeen possible tosummarize theevent mean pollutant concentration variables
into three independent linear combinations of the eleven studied pollutant variables. Through the cluster
analysis, CSO events could objectively be grouped into three different types of events. A summary
characterization of the event types wasmade byrelating these three groups tothethree independent factors.
Though theobservation data originated from three combined sewer catchments intheNetherlands andtwoin
Denmark, itwasfound that events from allfive catchments were similarly distributed inthethree event type
groups. Thedistribution analysis that followed thecombined cluster andfactor analysis hasconfirmed earlier
findings that event mean pollutant concentrations are often best described as originating from mixture
distributions. Theresults suggest that event based combined sewer overflow modelling could be improved
either bymodelling thedifferent event types separately orby including a class variable indicating the event
type andusing adiscriminant analysistodecide onthe event type in question.
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CHAPTER 4
EVENT LUMPED MODELLING OF
COMBINED SEWER OVERFLOW
ABSTRACT
Thecomplexity ofmodels chosenfor integrated urban waterquality management maydependonthe engineering
alternatives to be examined, the currentprojectphase and the available resources. In thischapterfocus ison
combinedseweroverflow (CSO) modelslumped bothinspaceand intimeas eachrainfall-runoffoccurrence is
consideredtobeaseparatesingleevent. Theresultingshortcalculation timesmakethemsuitablefor returnperiod
anduncertainty analysis ofCSOeffects. Twoevent lumpednon-linearregression models have beendeveloped; a
seweroverflow volume model andan eventmeanconcentrations (EMC) model. Selection ofmodelstructure was
basedprimarily on thenature of the resulting residuals and the identifiability of the estimatedparameters. The
rainfall, water quantity, chemical oxygen demand, Kjeldalh nitrogen andsuspendedsolidsdataoriginatefrom a
Dutchurban catchment. Intheoverflowvolumemodeltherunoffcoefficientisexpressedasafunctionofa wetness
indexwhichinturnisidentifiedasafunctionofanestimatedcut-off'sinusoidaldryingrate. Thethusestimateddrying
ratewasfoundtocoincidewellwithmeanmonthlyopenwaterevaporationwhichisconsequentlyusedasinputinthe
finalmodel. Both totalandslowsettlingfractionswere includedintheEMCmodel. Focus washereonachievinga
descriptionofthejointdistribution.

ThischapterisbasedonGrum,M.andAalderink,R.H.(1999).Eventlumpedmodellingofcombinedseweroverflowpollution.In
preparation.
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INTRODUCTION
Extreme statistics of CSO loads and effects are often used as design criteria in urban storm water
management. The extreme statistics often take the form of return periods calculated using models having
rainfall as major input. This is done both because rainfall has often been observed over a longer period and
asrainfall isalsotheprimarydriving force thispermitstheanalysisofproposed engineeringscenarios.
Models maybe dynamic describing the evolution ofrunoff, pollutant transport and storage overtime orthey
may be event lumped describing only variables such as the total overflow volume and event mean
concentration of pollutants as a function of the total depth, duration or mean rainfall intensity. This studyis
concernedwith event lumpedmodels forpredicting CSOvolumesandpollutant concentrations.

CATCHMENTAND DATA
In this study an extract of the Loenen data set described in Chapter 2 is used. See also Chapter 2 for a
definition ofapollutants"slow settling fraction".

APPROACH
Thefollowing three components arecharacteristic oftheapplied modelbuilding approach:
• apriori conception oftheprocessestakingplace,
• principals ofparsimony,
• graphical examination ofthedifference betweenobserved andmodelledvalues.
Ourapriori conception oftheprocessestakingplacemayrange from theknowledge that water ispumpedto
the treatment planttothe ideathatthe amount of swirled uppollutant material depends on rainfall intensity.
Inclusion of this knowledge and understanding both increases the engineering value of the model and may
sometimes leadtomoreparsimonious modeldesigns.
Through care in allotting of parameters the principals of parsimony aim at reducing the non-uniqueness of
the estimated parameter set. This can help identify the most relevant terms and reduce the chance that the
structure becomes specific to the given data set. However, parsimony alone does not necessarily lead to
improved estimatesonextrapolation beyondtherangesofthegivendataset(Reichert andOmlin, 1997).
Graphical examination of the residuals helps to reveal breaches in the underlying assumptions and may
suggest modifications leading to an improved model structure. The most important plots include those of
residuals against independent variables, candidate independent variables and against candidate independent
classvariablessuchas weekday-weekend.
In the approach, the three components are put to use simultaneously. A pattern in a residual plot could, in
combination with our conception of the processes taking place and a high correlation found between two
parameters, suggest certain alterations in the model structure. Acomprehensive treatment ofmodel building
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in non-linear regression analysis can be found in Draper and Smith (1989). No outliers have been removed
during the regression analysis. With rainfall as driving force, itis likely that model modifications would
demonstrate that presumed outliers are neither observations ofadistinctly different eventtype northeresult
oftyping errors, but simply that they are extreme casesoftheoccurrences beingmodelled. Inthe context of
returnperiod analysisitisimportantthatthemodel isalsoabletomodeltheextremes.

MODELS
Overflow Volume Modelling
Thecore of the final overflow model isbased on the following balance:runoff will eitherbepumped to the
treatment plant, be stored behind the weir or overflow into the surface water. This results in the following
expression for theoverflow volume,Kcso,<:
K™
' CSO.,I « / " * '

feK >0
«"
otherwise

'CSO. I

3

[L ]

—

where

"• 'ai ' " RAIN.I

2

[L ][-][L]

^

"• 'VpuMP '^RAIN, i

E

'STORE

2

[L ][L/T][T]

Ki

[il]

[u]

where Aisthe impervious catchment area, H^^ , and Z)RA]N , arerainfall depth and duration respectively,
a, is the estimated runoff coefficient, QPUMP is an estimated pump capacity (relative to impervious surface
area) and VST0RE isthe sewer systems static storage capacity behind the weir. This static storage was
calculated onthebasis ofthe systemspipegeometry and wasassumed tobeaknown fixed parameter during
theparameter estimation. Theerrors £•,,,. are assumed tobeindependent andnormallydistributed withmean
zero and variance a]. The runoff coefficient was assumed to be a linear function of the wetness index Wt
valueatthegivenevent.Thedimensions shownwithLfor lengthandTfortime.

«. =a +b-JF.

where

W, = W,e

•r

At -t )

(4-2)

1

where a and b are estimated parameters representing the minimum runoff coefficient and the wetness
dependency respectively. As shown in (4.2) the wetness index Wt, is itself a function of it's value at the
previous rainfall event Wt_x, theprecedingnumber ofdrydays t,- /,_,,afirstorderdryingrate rDRYrNC, and
the depth of the current rainfall event. The annual variation in the drying rate was described by a cut-off
sinusoidal expression (4.3) where ?, isthe dayof theyear andwhere theconstant parameters r 0 , rs and rc
wereestimated from therainfall-overflow data alongwithothermodelparameters.
r' f o r r / > 0
0 forr. <0

.
.(2^-t^
(ln-t^
where K =rn+s r<. •sin „ „ c+rr •cos~zrrr
' °
V365J
^ 365

(4-3)
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In the final model the expressions in (4.3) are replaced by the dependency to Dutch mean open water
evaporation shownin(4.4).
r
'DRYING.I

(4-4>

=r -E(A
r

o

^Vi)

where E(t) istheDutch longterm mean open water evaporation rate for the /,h dayoftheyearin [mm/day]
and where the estimated constant coefficient r0 hasunits [mm'1]. Theinput evaporation data seriesusedhad
been linearly interpolated from a series of mean monthlyvalues. Estimation of parameters inthe non-linear
overflow volume modelling was done using the downhill simplex optimisation on a least square estimation
criteria.

EventMeanConcentrationsModel
The final form of the event mean-concentrations model is shown in (4.5) where i = 1,2,3 for Kjeldahl
Nitrogen, CODandSSrespectively.
(4-5>

ln(C,)=« , + V / R A 1 N + ^
where 1^^ is the mean rainfall intensity, a,and b, are estimated constant coefficients and £r is a random
error with zero mean. The inverse of the slow-settling fraction of the pollutants was found to be best
described by a straight line using the log of the total concentration as independent variable. This can be
written asin(4.6)with i =4,5,6for thatofKjeldahl Nitrogen, CODandSSrespectively.

TO

, \ •

In — =ai+brln(Ct)

(4 6)

+£i

Parameter estimation in these log-linear models was done using a least square criteria on each component.
Simultaneous estimation using the simplex optimisation routine on amaximum likelihood criteria wasused
whenexaminingmorecomplex non-linearmodel formulations. Thetwomethodsyielded verysimilarresults
for thepresented log-linearmodel.
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Overflow VolumeModel
Theresults of selected overflow volume models arepresented inTable4.2withthefinalmodelpresented as
Model 4. The results of the three other versions have been included in order to give an impression of the
modelbuildingprocess andto illustrate the importance oftheincluded terms.Resultspresented inTable 4.2
arefor thefollowing models.
Model 1. Constantrunoff coefficient.
Therunoff coefficient, a, in (4.1),is assumed to be constant overtimeand does therefore
notvaryovertheyear.
Model 2. Wetnessdependentrunoff coefficient withconstantdryingrate.
Here the runoff coefficient is assumed to be a function of a wetness index as defined by
(4.2). The intercept a and gradient b are estimated along with the other parameters. Also
estimated from thedataistheconstant dryingrate rDRYiNG•
Model 3. Wetnessdependentrunoff coefficient withacut-off sinusoidal dryingrate.
This is the model described by (4.1) to (4.3). The wetness index is here a function of a
drying rate, which in turn is a function of the cut-off sinusoidal expression in (4.3). In
Table 4.2,row Dof model 3,the resulting drying rate, r ,has been plotted. This has been
calculatedusingtheexpression in(4.3)withtheestimatedvaluesofthethreeparameters.
Model4. Wetnessdependentrunoff coefficient withanevaporation dependent dryingrate.
This is the model described by (4.1), (4.2) and (4.4). The wetness index is expressed asa
function ofthedryingrate,which inturn isexpressed asafunction ofthemean openwater
evaporation rate as shown in (4.4).In Table 4.2,row Dof Model 4, the evaporation input
series, E(t) hasbeen plotted.
The results of Model 4 (far right column in Table 4.2) would suggest that the effective impervious surface
area is 9.2 ha (16%) rather than the documented/reported 15.8ha (28%) and that the sewer receives excess
water from an additional pervious area of up to 17.8 ha (31%).The suggested effective impervious area of
9.2 ha can be seen in the far right column of Table 4.2 where the estimated value for the runoff coefficient
interceptor, a, is 0.58 rather than 1.0 which would correspond to the documented impervious 15.8ha. The
suggested additional pervious area, which contributes after very wet periods, is seen from the maximum
value of the effective time varying runoff coefficient shown in row Cof the far right column in Table 4.2.
This maximum is 1.7 where 1.0 again corresponds to an area of 15.8 ha. After subtracting the impervious
area (9.2 ha) above this gives a value of 17.8 ha. After long wet periods this results in an effective runoff
surface of about 27 ha equivalent to 47% of the total catchment area. Characteristic of the gardens in the
Loenen catchment aretheir convex shape and their slight elevation withrespecttothe impervious roadsand
pavements.Itislikelythatexcesswaterfrom thesesocalledperviousareasentersthesewersystem.
The apparent seasonality in the runoff coefficient has been subject to much debate. In the initial studies
(Bakkeretal., 1989)arunoff coefficient wasestimated for eacheventusingadynamicmodelandtimeseries
ofrainfall and water levelatthecombined seweroverflow situated inthe sewers lowestpoint. Seasonalityin
these runoff coefficients was evident and contributions from the impervious area was also then given as a
possible explanation. No attempts were then made to relate this seasonal variation, through modelling or
35
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otherwise, to surface wetness or moisture. Later studies, also based on dynamic modelling of individual
events,revealed that the apparent seasonality could result from the combined effect ofmore intense thunder
showers in the summer months with long drizzly rainfall events in thewinter and questionable assumptions
concerningtheactualpumpoperation procedure.
The current results also suggest seasonal variation intherunoff coefficient butrelates itthrough the wetness
index, to surface moisture. In spite ofthishighlyplausible physical explanation andthe good fit between the
thus empirically estimated drying rate and mean monthly open-water evaporation rates (see Table 4.2, row
D), it is important to realise that because the long less intense rainfall eventsoccurgenerally during the wet
winters andthe short intense stormsduringthe summers, it isnot possibleto completely exclude thetheory
that the apparent seasonality results from a faulty description of the pump operation procedures. The pump
description in this event lumped model assumes that thepump operates at its estimated capacity all through
the rainfall-runoff event. In Loenen there are in fact two screw pumps, which are turned on and off
dependingonthelocal waterlevel.Intheevent lumped description anaverageisassumed and estimated.
The location andthecut-off leveloftheestimated dryingratecurveofModel3isseentocoincide well with
the Dutch mean monthly open-water evaporation (Table 4.2, row D). In Model 4 the expression (4.4) was
therefore used as in the model in place of the cut-off sinusoidal expression in (4.3). The number of model
parameters was thus reduced from 6 to 4 without loss of fit. This further removes the somewhat rigid
sinusoidal structure from the model. Though wetness indices are widely used in rural rainfall-runoff
modelling,references toexpressions withfirstorderdryingrateswerenot found.
Parameter correlation coefficients between the Model 3parameters werebelow 0.4 (absolute).An exception
tothiswastheestimated cosinecoefficient withacorrelation of-0.7 witheachofthetwootherparametersin
the drying rate expression. The estimated pump capacity of 0.47 mm/hris lowcompared tothereported 0.7
to 1.1 mm/hr. The pump capacity was found to correlate somewhat (0.4) with the constants relating the
runoff coefficient tothe wetness index. This is an example ofacase inwhich ourrough apriori knowledge
of the pump capacity could beneficially have been incorporated quantitatively intothe parameter estimation
criteria (Reichert, 1997andChapter5).
Within the framework of identifiable event lumped rainfall-runoff models future efforts should aim at
incorporating mean open water evaporation as a model input, examining the generality and possible
weaknesses ofusingawetness indexwith afirstorderdryingrate andcomparison with overflow predictions
made usingdynamicmodels.
EventMeanConcentrationsModel
Results of the EMC and slow-settling fraction modelling are presented in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. Each
column in Table 4.3 represents one of the three pollutant components N-KJ, COD and SS with the total
eventmean concentration modelsinthetophalfandthe slow-settling fraction inthebottomhalf.
ForthetotalEMCsthecoefficients ofdetermination,R2,of0.24to0.35,aremuchlowerthanthoseachieved
for the overflow model. A great variety of independent variables and model structures were investigated in
an attempt to obtain better predictability. Candidate independent variables included rainfall depth, duration,
maximum intensity, functions of time of year, functions of time of day, weekday-weekend, preceding dry
weather period, wetness index from the overflow volume model above and various combinations ofthese.It
was possible to obtain better prediction using observed overflow volume and observed maximum discharge
intensities as explanatory variables. However, once the predicted values of these variables were introduced
thecoefficients ofdetermination droppedtoabout0.2-0.3.
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Apparent in all three plots of predicted and observed total EMCs (Table 4.3,graph row A) isthat the error
variance does not appear to be independent of the mean rainfall intensity. Attempts to estimate this
dependency using a maximum likelihood criterion were unsuccessful when equal weight was given to
observations from events with low and high rainfall intensity. Future efforts should aim at solving this
breach ofassumptions.
Forthe slow-settling fractions thecoefficients ofdetermination arewithtotalEMCsasindependent variables
(i.e. their observed values have been used during estimation). On application these are only available as
predictions and the actual coefficients of determination with respect to the mean rainfall intensity will be
much lower.
Table4.3.ResultsoftheEMC(tophalf) andslow-settling fraction modelling (bottom half).
Kjeldahl Nitrogen
(N-KJ)

Resultsof
EMCModelling

Chemical Oxygen Demand
(COD)

Suspended Solids
(SS)

EventMean Concentrations
No. of parameters
R2
Adjusted R2 §
Units* Symb. Equat.
Intercept
a (4.5)
Gradient
b (4.5)
Error var.
°* (4.5)
A
EMC against event
mean rainfall
sJ g
intensity, IJU^ N
| | o

2
0.24
0.23

2
0.28
0.27

2
0.35
0.33
2.10 (0.06)
3.35 (0.72)
0.332

4.91 (0.16)
6.94 (1.91)
0.892

5.15 (0.11)
4.99 (1.24)
0.582
1200 *•

T"

*

400
<• •
100 •$.

—» c

20

0.2

0

0.4

Meanrainfallintensity(mm/min.)

0.2

0

Meanrainfallintensity(mm/min.)

,

o

0.4

,—

0.2

0.4

Meanrainfall intensity(mm/min.)

SlowSettlingFractions
No. ofparameters
R2t
Adjusted R2 t §
Units** Symb.
Intercept
a
Gradient
b
Errorvar.
p-,,2
B
Inverse of slowsettling fraction
against Event Mean
Concentration
(EMC)

2
0.0
0.0
Equat.
(4.6)
(4.6)
(4.6)

0.54 (0.15)
0.0
0.952

2
0.69
0.69

2
0.65
0.64

-3.24 (0.46)
0.82 (0.09)
0.372

-3.48 (0.74)
1.20 (0.14)
0.902
Mill

+*

100

g| »£ 8
pifj?
-lw

*

++

4

fc/*
/

20

+

,

y<* *

1
2

4

8

16

32

60

120

240

480

12

40

120

400

1200

SuspendedsolidsEMC(mg/1)
f Note that these coefficients of determination are with the total event mean concentrations as independent variables. On
application thesewould inturn beafunction ofthemeanrainfall intensity.
§ Adjusted R2 isthecoefficient ofdetermination compensated for thenumber of estimatedparameter in themodel.
* Unitsofa, b anda,2 are (ln(mg/l)], [ln(mg/l)-min/mm]and [(ln(mg/l))2]respectively.
** Units ofa, b and oc"are [-], [l/ln(mg/l)j and [-] respectively.
Kjedahlnitrogen EMC (mg/1)
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Table4.4.Correlation matrixdefining thejointprobability distribution ofthe
errortermsintheEMCandslow-settling fraction model (see(4.5)and(4.6)).

1
2
3
4
5
6

Kjeldahl Nitrogen (N-KJ)
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)
Suspended Solids (SS)
Slow-settling fraction N-KJ
Slow-settling fraction COD
Slow-settling fraction SS

CN-KJ

CcOD
Css
/N-KJ

fcOD
/ss

1

2

CN-KJ

CcOD
0.69
1.00
0.94
-0.38
0.06
0.11

1.00
0.69
0.54
0.06
-0.51
. 0.04

3
Css
0.54
0.94
1.00
-0.47
0.20
0.12

4

5

6

/N-KJ

./COD

0.06
-0.38
-0.47
1.00
-0.25
-0.04

-0.51
0.06
0.20
-0.25
1.00
0.23

/ss
0.04
0.11
0.12
-0.04
0.23
1.00

,

Noexplanatoryvariablewasfound fortheslow-settlingfractionofKjeldalh Nitrogen andtheresultingR2is
therefore zero.As suggested bythe cloud ofpoints inthe plot ofinverse slow-settling fraction of Kjeldahl
Nitrogen against its EMC(Table 4.3,N-KJcolumn graph row B), the value of b in (4.6)was not
significantly different from zero and the term was consequently removed from the model. The consequence
is that the inverse slow-settling fraction of Kjeldahl Nitrogen is in fact described as a log normally
distributed random variable. Formany practical applications such asreturn period analysis of detrimental
CSOeffects adistribution is much better than no model atall and itisimportant torealisethat a coefficient
ofdetermination iszerodoesnotrenderthemodeluseless.
A linear relationship was found between the logarithms ofthe inverse ofthe slow settling fraction andthe
total event mean concentration forboth COD and SS.As showninthetwo figures totheright inFigure4.3
rowB,higheventmeanconcentrationswereassociated withhighvaluesoftheinverseslowsettling fraction.
Thismeans that high concentrations arethuspredominately associated with increases inmaterial that settles
withinonehour.
Both inevent lumped and dynamic modelling amuch higher predictability isfound forwater quantity than
waterqualityvariables.Inpracticethismeansthatthevalueofusingtherelatively wellcharacterised rainfall
in evaluating return periods ofdetrimental CSO effects under various structural orcontrol scenarios islow.
The uncertainty inthe return periods would be expected todepend toalarge extent onthe size oftheCSO
water quality data set itself.Theparameter correlation matrix for thewater qualitymodel isnotpresented in
full but some main aspects of this 11 by 11 matrix will be shortly discussed. Although the correlation
between thea'sand b's in(4.5)were generally low thecorrelation amongst thea'sandamongst the b'swas
generally high (0.5 to0.9). This would suggest that the number ofestimated parameters could bereduced
without significant loss offit byrestructuring the modeltohaveacommon dependency onthe mean rainfall
intensitywithascalingfactor for eachofthethreecomponents.
The presented models have been used toevaluate uncertainty inreturn period analysis ofcombined sewer
overflow effects (Gram et al., 1998 andChapter 9).In such applications event lumped models havean
advantage over dynamic models as they have short simulation times and have reasonably satisfied
assumptions concerning errorsanduncertainty. Thewaterqualitymodel defined by(4.5)and(4.6) isasingle
model whose parameters where estimated simultaneously andforwhich correlation matrix correspondingto
thejoint distribution ofthe error terms isgiven inTable 4.4.Note that particularly the errors ofthe event
mean concentrations ofCODand SS arehighly interdependent. Chapter 9introduces amethodology forthe
analysis of uncertainty in return periods where a distinction is made between inherent variation and
uncertainty. The joint distribution of the error terms in theevent mean concentrations model describes
inherentvariation andisinChapter 9treatedassuch.
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CONCLUSION
Ithasbeenpossibletoidentify andestimateparameters inevent lumpedmodelsofcombined sewer overflow
(CSO) volume, event mean concentration and slow-settling fractions of three pollutants; Kjeldahl Nitrogen,
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) and Suspended Solids (SS). With rainfall as input, high coefficients of
determination were found for waterquantitybutnotfor theconcentration variables.
Using only event lumped rainfall and overflow volume data, the catchment drying rate was identified and
found to coincide surprisingly well with mean open water evaporation data. Evaporation was subsequently
introduced into the model as an explanatory variable. Future efforts should be made to examine the
generality and value of the presented wetness index particularly in urban drainage systems receiving runoff
from pervious andsemi-pervious surfaces.
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CHAPTER 5
DETERMINISTIC AND STOCHASTIC MODELLING

ABSTRACT
In thischaptertheunderlyingassumptionsofdeterministicandstochasticmodellingareexaminedinthecontextof
waterqualitymodelling. Particularattention isgiventoassumptionsconcerningthesourceofthedeviationbetween
modelled and observed valuesand how thisresultsin two verydifferent approaches toparameter estimation.
Potentialsand limitations of including physical, chemicaland biologicaltheory into stochasticmodelsare
evaluated. Methodsandapproachesgenerallyassociatedwithstochasticmodellingarediscussedandappliedin the
contextofbothapproaches. Theseincludethevirtuesofthelinearandnon-linearstatespaceformulations, common
estimation criteria, exploringparameterspaceandaspects ofidentifiabilityincludingthequantitativeincorporation
ofaprioriknowledgeintotheparameterestimationprocess.
Acasestudyispresentedinsupportofthetheoreticaloutline.Arainfall-runoffmodelfor acombinedsewersystemis
estimatedbothasadeterministicandstochasticmodel. Thephysicaldescription usedinthetwomodels isidentical;
they differ only in their error assumptions. The modellingtool used was developedspecifically toestimate
parameters ofa modelasbothdeterministic andstochastic. Thecasestudyalsohighlights someof thepractical
problemsthatneedtobeaddressedwhenincorporatingwaterandwaterqualitytheoryintostochasticmodelling.
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INTRODUCTION
Models are often used to support decisions in urban water quality management. There exist many different
approaches towatermodelling.Twomain linesarethetraditional deterministic andthestochastic modelling
approaches. Inboth practice andresearch thechoice of approach appearstodependmore onthe background
ofthemodellerthanontheproblem beingaddressed andtheavailable economicresources.
With the aim of contributing tobridging this gap between traditional deterministic and stochastic modelling
approaches,this chapter firstly addresses the central differences between thetwoapproaches.As argued,via
the parameter estimation problem, it is important not only to realise but also to keep in mind that the
difference betweenstochasticanddeterministic modellingliesinthe implicit errorassumptions.
Secondly, the chapter outlines and discusses some principles and methods relevant to both approaches but
which, for historic reasons, are generally only associated with stochastic modelling. These include the state
space formulation, various estimation criteria, empirical and mechanistic model structure, identifiability and
parsimony. A case study is presented inwhich both methodologies and a number ofthe associated methods
areapplied toawaterquantitymodeloftheLoenen sewersystem.
Out ofthischapter spring somekeyquestions:When should which modelling approachbeused? Howmuch
detail should be included in the model? These and other questions are discussed in Chapter 8, which
concludesthemodellingpartofthisthesis.

DETERMINISTIC AND STOCHASTIC MODELLING
ParameterEstimationinDeterministic Modelling:No UP-DATE
Traditionally deterministic water quality models are calibrated against observed data. The simulation results
are made to fit the observed data as best possible by adjusting the model parameters to values that the
modeller's engineering experience tells him are reasonable values.In other cases deterministic models have
their parameters estimated by using search algorithms that minimise the sum of squared errors. What ever
the case the following points are in principal equally valid and "parameter estimation" will here be used to
describe eitherofthetwomethods.
The parameters of adeterministic model are estimated by sequentially running a full simulation, comparing
the results with theobservations andevaluatingthe fit. This isrepeated several timesusuallyaspart ofsome
structured optimisation procedure. When no further improvement is obtained the process stops. Figure 5.1
illustrates a single such full simulation (the solid line) and the observations (the crosses). Modelled is the
responseofafictitious flow tothefictitious rainfall inputplotted above.
What in fact is done during one such simulation can be described in other words. The simulation starts at
time t-0 and an observation is first encountered at time t=l. At this point the deviation between the
modelled value is noted but no adjustment is made to the estimated value of the flow. It is not up-dated.
Total confidence isplacedinthemodelled value,whichistaken asourbest estimate ofrealityin spiteofthe
fact that this didn't coincide with the observation. Theimplicit assumption isthat the deviation betweenthe
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Figure 5.1. Duringparameter estimation and/orcalibration intraditional deterministic modelling deviation
betweenmodelandobservation is implicitlyassumed toresultfromobservation erroronly.Therefore no
adjustment ismadetotheflowonthepresenceof anobservation. (Example shows fictitious data).

10

modelled and observed values results from observation error alone, no up-dates are made to the state of the
system and we continue our simulation of reality from the modelled value.
•

In deterministic modelling the implicit assumption is that our description of reality
isperfect and that all deviation between modelled and observed values is the result
of observation error.

Note that the term observation error is used rather than measurement error. This is because observation
error encompasses measurement error, sampling error and error due to inhomogeneity.
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Figure 5.2.Afictitious unit hydrograph (impulseresponse function) defining the valuesofa,in(5.1).
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Parameter Estimation in Stochastic Transfer Function Modelling: COMPLETE UP-DATE
Consider the following model in which the flow, Q, is expressed as a function of earlier observations of
rainfall, R, with an added error, e. The model is defined in discrete time where for example the subscript t-2lag refers to the variables value (2+lag) time steps earlier than the time t in which the variable is defined.
Q, =a0-R,-lag

(5.1)

+ « l -*,-l-ter +°2 -R.-l-la, + « 3 'Ki-lag + - + «„ 'R,-n-!ag + «,

Thiscouldforexamplebeasimpleunithydrographconsistingofarisefollowed byanexponentiallydecaywiththevaluesofa0,
ah a2,...,a„asshown in Figure 5.2.
Ljung (1987) uses a similar model as an initial attempt in an example problem where river flow is modelled
as a function of rainfall. Ljung then proceeds to test a model of the following form (5.2) and ascertains that
the error variance is significantly reduced by including the flow's value in the previous time step as an
explanatory variable.
Q,=S-ft.,

+co0 •Rt.

(5.2)

+», •/?,_,_, + e,

True enough, the flow is now expressed as a function of its value in the previous time step but in the
paragraphs below itwill be shown that this is a mere technicality when comparing it to the model defined by
equation (5.1). The error variance found for (5.1) is undoubtedly much smaller then that found for (5.2). But
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Figure 5.3. Left: Parameter estimation with noup-date implyingnomodel error andthusa
deterministic model (5.6).Right: Parameter estimation with complete up-date.Up-date implies model
errorispresent thusastochasticmodel(5.2).Observation=crossandprediction =plus.
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dothesetwoerrorsdescribethesamething? Aretheyatall comparable?
Theprediction oftheflow,Q,asdefined bythemodel intheexpression (5.1)canbewrittenas

where the hat symbol, A , is used to indicate that this isa prediction of the variable. Aresponse of the form
shown in Figure 5.2 with an initial rise followed by an exponential decay can be expressed using fewer
parameters(5.4).
Q,=d-g_, +w0 •R,_lag +w,•*,_,-,„*

(5-4)

wherethemodelparametersd,w\ andW2 couldbefound from thefollowing relationtotheresponse function
defined bythea's in(5.3)as follows
Co =

w

o

a, = d-w0
a, = d2-w0

+ w,
+ d-wl

(55)

Thus,thecompletemodelin(5.1)mayberewrittenwithfewer parametersasfollows (5.6).

e, =«/•a.,+w„•^ . + w . •*,-..*«+«,

(5-6>

At first sight the two models defined be the equations (5.6) and (5.2) now look very much alike. There is,
however, aworldof difference.
Ateachtimestepduringparameter estimationinthefirstmodel(5.6)(areformulation of(5.1)),
• predictiondepartsfrom thepredictedvalueintheprevioustimestep,
• observedvaluesareusedonlytocalculatetheerror,e,, andsubsequentlytofind the fit,
• noadjustment ismadetothecurrentflowestimate,that is,NoUP-DATE IS
PERFORMED,

thus
• deviationbetweenmodelled andobserved valuesisassumedtoresult from
observation erroralone,
• themodel's systemdescription isassumedtogive aperfect description ofthesystem
behaviour,
• themodel isa DETERMINISTICmodel.
Ateachtimestepduringparameter estimationinthesecondmodel(5.2),
• predictiondepartsfrom theobservedvalueintheprevioustimestep,
• thecurrentflowestimateisadjusted tobeequaltotheobservedflow,thatis,a
COMPLETEUP-DATE ISPERFORMED,

thus
• deviationbetweenmodelled andobserved values isassumedtoresult from model
erroralone,
• themodel's systemdescription isassumedonlypartlytodescribe systembehaviour
andtheremainingbehaviour isassumedtoberandomcomparedtogiven explanatory
variable(inthiscaserainfallR,),
• themodelisa STOCHASTICmodel.
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figure 3.4. Comparison ot simulations ot the two models p . 6 ) (solid line) and (5.2) (dashed line). t h e
simulations have been performed with the same model parameters (d= S= 0.9, w 0 = coo = 0.5, wt = a>\ = 0.2
and lag = 2) and the same error varianceCT„2of 1.52.
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The error term in (5.6) is an observation error whereas the error term in (5.2) is model error describing
randombehaviourofthe system.Thetwoerrorterms represent verydifferent thingsand adirect comparison
is therefore uninteresting. What generally would be interesting after parameter estimation with each of the
models would be to evaluate whether the resulting error series, the residual series, in fact was made up of
independentrealisations ofarandomvariable.Thisisdiscussed inmoredetail laterinthe chapter.
In the above discussion the difference between the two simple models is highlighted in view of the
parameter estimation or calibration. This may be supported further visually by model simulations.
Simulations of the two models (5.6) and (5.2) have been plotted in the same graph in Figure 5.4. The
simulations havebeenperformed withthe same modelparameters (d= 8 =0.9,wo = coo = 0.5,w\= co\ =0.2
and lag = 2) and the same error variance o 2 of 1.52. The visual difference between the two models is clear
and unmistakable. The deterministic version of the model is a smooth curve with an overlaid fuzz whereas
the stochastic version has more the look of a shiver. This isbecause in the first deterministic version of the
model (5.6) the flow at time t is a function of an error term only of time t (the observation error). In the
stochasticversion ofthemodel (5.2)theflow isnotafunction ofitspredicted valueintheprevioustimestep
but of its simulated value and therefore a function of the error terms of all previous time steps (the model
error).

Inthedeterministicversion(5.6) Q,=f (#,_,„,,,#,_i_tog,R,-2-,ag>•••»«,)
Inthestochasticversion(5.2)
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Generallythe following canbesaid aboutthe stochastic modelstraditionally applied instatisticaltimeseries
analysis suchasthetransfer function modelsinBoxandJenkins(1976)andChatfield (1996).
• In stochasticmodellingwith completeup-datethe implicitassumptionis thatthe
observationsof reality are perfect and that all deviationbetween modelledand
observedvalues is the resultof modelerrordescribingrandombehaviourofthe
system.
Acomplete up-date of the state variable(s) is performed as the modelled variable is adjusted to be equal to
theobserved valuewheneveranobservation isavailable.
ParameterEstimation with Separation ofVariance:KALMAN UP-DATE
Models are always a simplification of reality and assuming that all deviation results from observation error
alone would generally be incorrect. On the other hand observations are also often uncertain due to
inhomogeneity, variations within sampling and analysis procedure. A third possibility is to accept the
presenceofbothobservation andmodel error.
When an observation is encountered, whilst modelling in time, an improved estimate of the variables true
value may be obtained as a weighted average between the model's predicted value and the observed value.
This weighted average is called the up-dated value. Modelling would then proceed from this new up-dated
value.
In the deterministic version of the simple unit hydrograph model (5.6) there was no up-dating during
parameter estimation. In the stochastic version presented in (5.2) there was complete up-date during
parameter estimation. A model that up-dates to a weighted average between the predicted and observed
valuescouldbeformulated bysimplymergingthetwomodels(5.6)and(5.2)totheform(5.9).

Q, =<?•(*•£_, +-(l-*)-e(_, ) +co0.R,^g +o>, .*,_,_,, +e,

(5.9)

The weighting factor k is called the Kalman gain and the whole methodology for separating the variation
into observation and model errors is called the Kalman filter after the author who first presented it in the
1960s.NotethatQwiththehatisthepredicted flow whereasQwithoutthehat istheobservedflow.
Instochastic modellingwithKalmanup-date,
• In stochastic modelling with Kalman up-date the implicit assumption is that
deviation between modelledandobservedvalues aretheresultofboth observation
errorsandmodelnoise.
Figure 5.5 illustrates the how prediction in the Kalman filter proceeds from a weighted average of the
model's predicted valueandtheobservedvalue.
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Thevalue oftheKalmangain, k,depends ontheuncertainty associated withthe model prediction relativeto
the observation's uncertainty. For a one dimensional model such as (5.9)the Kalman gain can be expressed
as follows.
'MODELLED,
'MODELLED,

I

l

(5.10)

+ <J~n

where O'MODELLED, I *Sm e variance of themodel's predicted value (attimet)and crOBSERVED isthe observation
variance.
Figure 5.6 graphically illustrates how the Kalman up-date works. In Figure 5.6A the uncertainty of the
model's prediction is illustrated byitsbroad and flat probabilitydensityfunction. Insuchacasethe up-dated
valuewill beclosetotherelatively morecertain observation. InFigure 5.6B it isthemodelprediction thatis
themostcertainandconsequentlytheup-dated valuewilllieclosertothepredicted value.
Modelling theVariances
Above it isoutlined howtheKalman gainisan expression oftheuncertainty inthemodel prediction relative
tothecombined uncertainty. Butwheredothesevariancescome from.
Theobservation errorvariance ismost often assumedtobe thesamefor allobservations ofagivenvariable.
Thus not changing in time.If a maximum likelihood estimation criterion is used (see section on estimation
criteriabelow)for anoff-line parameter estimation then theobservation errorvariance canbeestimated from
thedataalongwiththeothermodelparameters.
However, the variance of the model prediction will generally vary in time. The prediction variance will.
increase with time as the duration since the last observation increases. The variance will also increase or
decrease depending on the rigidness of the system itself in its current state. For example, in the case study
thatfollows thevarianceofthepredicted water levelabruptlydecreasesonceoverflow overtheweirbegins.
In using the Kalman filter also the variances of the system states have to be modelled in time. The rate at
which the variance increases in time may be assumed constant and this variance may be estimated along
with othermodelparameters.Onthepresence ofanobservation thevariance oftheprediction isup-dated in
the samewayastheprediction itself.Ifthemodelled value isrelativelyuncertain then thepresence ofanew

Observed
Variable

OBSERVED VALUE

UP-DATED VALUE

KALMAN

UP-DATE

PREDICTED VALUE
PREDICTION

Time
Figure 5.5. Sketch of the principal elements of the Kalman filtering. Both model and observation errors are
assumed to be present and prediction therefore proceeds from a weighted average between the observed
and the modelled values: the Kalman up-date.
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observation will result in a major reduction of the variance. Conversely, if the modelled value is relatively
certain then the new observation only results in a minor reduction of the variance.
In Appendix A and Appendix B are the equations for the linear and non-linear Kalman filter respectively.
Included are the equations for up-dating the state variances and for calculating their propagation in time.

The Kalman filter as Convergence Routine and with Off-Line Estimation
The Kalman filter has often been used as a convergence routine in parameter estimation. This is done by
placing the essentially "constant" parameters whose values are to be estimated as state variables in the state
vector and assigning a simple empirical model such as a first order autoregressive model and letting the
parameter converge to its "true" value in time. For this to work successfully the system variances and
observation variances have to be fairly well known.
In the case study that follows and in Chapter 6, the Kalman filter has not been used in its capacity of
parameter estimator. The Kalman filter has been used uniquely for obtaining an improved estimate of the
observed and unobserved system state variables on the presence of an observation. This is then combined
with the optimisation of a likelihood criterion that is calculated once for each complete run-through of the
time series used for parameter estimation. The model parameters, including the error variances, are estimated

7
8
ObservedVariable
Uncertain ModelPrediction
KalmanUp-Date
B

3A

CertainModelPrediction
KalmanUp-Date

_r

7
8
ObservedVariable

Observation

Figure 5.6.Illustration oftheKalman up-date inthecaseswherethemodel'sprediction isrelatively
uncertain andrelativelycertain (AandBrespectively). Eachgraph depictstheprobabilitydensity functions
ofobserved variable ataninstance intime.
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by maximising the logarithm for the likelihood criterion. Although essentially the same thing, these two uses
of the Kalman filter are in practical terms very different and should not be confused. In certain practical
applications such as model based real time control it may be advantageous to combine the two different uses
of the Kalman filter.

Error Assumptions
The main distinction between deterministic and stochastic modelling lies in the implicit error assumptions.
In deterministic modelling our parametric description of reality is assumed to be perfect and all deviation
between modelled and observed values is assumed to be the result of observation error. In stochastic
modelling our parametric description is assumed only to be a partial replication of reality and at least part of
the deviation between modelled and observed values is assumed to be the result of model error. Figure 5.7
summarises the error assumptions into the two extremes of no up-date and complete up-date, and with the
Kalman up-date in-between.
Characterisation of dynamic models should in first place relate to their underlying assumptions. The
underlying assumptions distinguishing deterministic models from stochastic models are the error
assumptions that on the presence of observations lead to no up-date or to an up-date respectively.

ASSUMPTION

ESTIMATION SKETCH

UP-DATE

M O D E L TYPE

The deviation between
modelled and observed
results from ...

->—• model
x observation

observation
error only

No UP-DATE

system
error/random behaviour

COMPLETE UP-DATE

both
observation error and
systemrandom
behaviour

KALMAN UP-DATE

/fc=0

Time

Time

+ o"„

Time

Jup-date

~~

V

^/'.^modelled

+

* ° ^observed

Figure5.7.Summaryforthecomparisonofassumptionsmadeduringdeterministicandstochasticmodelling.Theup-dateis
hereillustratedforaonestatevariablemodel.
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STATE SPACEFORMULATION
Linear
Themodel in (5.9)wouldgenerallynot bewritten inthat form. Amore general andmoreconvenient form is
the state-space representation with a state equation and an observation equation. In (5.11)-(5.12) below the
unithydrograph modelofequation(5.9)hasbeenrewritten intoastate-space form.
Thesystemorstateequation:
Q =6-0^ +co0-R,_,ug +cox -R,_x_las+e„

C5-1 ] >

Theobservation equation:
i»BS.< =Ui

+e

2,t

(5.12)

Where QOBS, Iisnowtheobserved flow. The state variable, Q,, defines the current stateofthe systemjust as
the state equation defines the system dynamics. The observation equation describes how the system is
observed.In(5.12)theflow variableisobserved directlyandonlyanobservation errortermisadded.
At first glance it mayappear as if one would never be able to distinguish between the model error, e\ ,and
the observation error, ej,t. Looking carefully, however, it is evident that the observed flow, £?OBS,,, is a
function of all past values of the model error whereas it is only a function of the observation error at that
particularmomentintime.
On simulation the flow, Q,, would be calculated using (5.11) and its observed value, £?OBS, <,would be
obtained by adding the observation error to Q,. During parameter estimation the Kalman filter would be
used. Flow prediction would be done using (5.11) without its error term and the equivalent second moment
expression would beused to predict the prediction variance attime tasafunction oftheprediction variance
attimet-l. TheKalman gainwouldbe calculated using (5.10)andthisinturnusedtocalculatedup-datesof
theflow andflow variances.
Notice that if eUl in (5.11)had avariance equal to zero then the equations (5.11)-(5.12)would be identical
to the deterministic model (5.6). If instead e 2 , in (5.12) had a variance equal to zero then (5.11)-(5.12)
wouldbethe sameasthestochasticmodelwith completeup-datein(5.2).
Inthe above the deterministic modelling with no up-date and stochastic modelling with both complete and
Kalman up-dates have been presented using a simple flow model with one state variable and one observed
variable. Often, however, it isnot sufficient to use only one state variable indefining the state of a system.
Whenworking withmorethan one statevariable it ishelpful toplacethem inastate vectorthat isgenerally
writtenwiththesymbol^. Thegeneralised linearstate-spacemodelcanthenbewrittenas,
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SystemEquations:
K,=dX,.1+Bu,_,+e,J

(5.13)

ObservationEquations:
L=QX,+e2j

(5.14)

Where X_,isthestate vector, A isthesystem matrix containing coefficients tothestate vector ofthe
previous time step, «,_; isthe vector of inputs, B is inputs matrix containing coefficients totheinput
variables, e,, is the model error, Y_, is thevector of observations, Cis the observation matrix with
coefficients defining whichstatevariables or linearcombination of statevariables isobserved, and e 2 ,isthe
observation error. Refer to see Harvey (1993) and Madsen (1995) for more details on the linear state space
formulation andKalman filtering.
The equations of the linear Kalman filter, which maybe used for estimation in linear state-space modelsin
the form of(5.13)-(5.14),arelistedinAppendixA.
Non-linear
For much practical water qualityengineering simplification to linear models would be unreasonable or even
impossible. In such cases the extended Kalman filter maybe used with the non-linear state-space
formulation. Thenon-linearstate-space formulation indiscretetimemaybeexpressed as follows,
SystemEquations:
X,=f{X,_„ u,_„6)+£,,,

(5.15)

ObservationEquations:
L,=h(X„9)+e2j

(5.16)

where X_, is the state vector, / ( ) is the non-linear system function, u,_; is the vector ofinputs, 0 arethe
constant parameters, e,,is themodel error, Y_, is the vector of the observed variables, h{) isthe non-linear
observation function defining howthe statevariablesareobserved,and e2, istheobservation error.
Some times none ofthe state variables may in fact be observed. Water volumes or flows may,for example,
be the modelled state variables butinthe observation equation these would often beconverted towater
levels which havebeen or arebeing monitored. Modelling suspended solids and dissolved organic matteras
statevariablestheobservedvariablesmaybeturbidityand UV-absorption.
Measurements such as turbidity and UV-absorption are often supplemented by less frequently sampled and
analysed quantities such assuspended solids, COD, BOD orothers. These would generally be includedin
the observation vector Y, and may be afunction ofthe same state variables inthe state vector X_, as the
more frequently observed variables. Inperiods where only the frequently observed variables are available
the less frequently observedvariables would betreated asmissing. Singlevariables inthe observation vector
can betreated asmissing bymomentarily giving them any arbitrary value andletting their observation
_
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variance be equal to an extremely high value. Extremely uncertain observations have no effect on the update of the states. Stochastic time series modelling with complete up-date in discrete time requires
equidistant sampling and missing values is generally problematic. Stochastic modelling with Kalmanupdatehasthe distinct advantageof accepting irregular sampling,notrequiringthe samesampling schedule for
allvariables andhandlingmissingvalueswithoutviolatingtheunderlyingassumptions.
Much traditional deterministic water quality modelling is in fact implemented in a form that differs onlyin
format and interpretation from the non-linear state-space formulation in (5.15) and (5.16). The main
difference isthat intraditional deterministic modelling the model error e,, isassumed alwaystobeequal to
zero. The observation function h{)would then generally pick out the state variables that have been
measured. During calibration or parameter estimation the sum of squares of the observation errors, e2,,
which inthis deterministic case isthedeviationbetweentheobserved andthemodelled,wouldbeminimised
eitherbyvisual evaluation ofthefit orbyusinganoptimisation algorithm.
When rewriting or reinterpreting traditional deterministic forms into the non-linear state-space form it is
important to realise that all quantities which define the state of asystem at any given moment must be state
variables. If one is modelling an object falling through space then a definition of it's state requires
information onboth itsposition and itsvelocity. Similarly,astate-space representation of aone dimensional
hydrodynamic dynamic pipe flow model involving solving the Saint Venant equations would require that
boththewater levelsandwatervelocitiesateverycalculationpointinthesystemwerestatevariables.

Rainfall Input.

Simulation of the
deterministic version
Simulation of the
stochastic version with
additive error
Simulation of the
stochastic version with
the multiplicative error
Simulation of either
with no error.

Figure 5.8. Comparisonofsimulation ofthethreemodels:deterministic model (5.6),stochastic modelwith additive
error (5.2) /(5.11)and the stochastic modelwith multiplicative error (5.17).The simulations have been performed with
the same modelparameters asinFigure4 andwith adimensionlesserror for multiplicative model of0.15.
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Up-Dating Unobserved State
Inmost oftheabovediscussion theup-dated statevariablewasalso anobserved variable. Acharacteristic of
the Kalman filter is that although all state variables are up-dated, only a few of these actually need to be
observed. Through the interrelationship between state variables represented by partial derivatives of the
system function withrespecttothestatevariablesatthe previoustime stepandthroughthecovariance ofthe
state predictions, observations of one of the state variables will contain information about other state
variables. Thus direct or indirect measurement of only one of the state variables will generally result in an
up-date of all state variables. In this sense the Kalman filter is well suited in the design of software sensors
(e.g.Carstensen etal., 1996).
StateDependent Errors
Oneof the assumptions ofthe state space formulation in(5.13)-(5.14) and (5.15)-(5.16) isthat the errorsare
normally distributed. With, for example, a component concentration as state variable the situation often
arises where the added error is negative but in absolute value greater than the predicted concentration. A
simulation ofthesystemwouldresult innegativeconcentrations.Forwaterquantitythesameproblem arises
asflow orwater volumes droptozero.Insuch situations itis simplynotreasonable toassumethatthe errors
arenormallydistributedwiththesamedistribution irrespectiveofthestatevariable's currentvalue.
One way of handling state dependent model errors is by introducing an error state for each of the state
variableswhoserandomness shoulddependonthevalueofthestatevariable.Thismethod isoutlinedbelow.
Written with the applied multiplicative state dependent error the system equation for the little unit
hydrograph example(5.6)becomes
a =(*•&-

+<y„ •R,-,ag+<°l R,l-\~lag

w

-y2-a2

(5.17)
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Figure 5.9.Histogram showingthedistribution ofthe random factor bywhichthe statevariable ismultiplied. The error
£intheexponential expression isanormally distributed random variable with mean 0and variance 1.Histograms are
shown for standard deviations, a = 0.2 and0.5.
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where £ is a normally distributed random variable with mean 0 and variance 1, and where a is the
dimensionless standard deviation of the multiplicative factor (i.e. the exponential term in (5.17)). The
random variable s is in fact placed in the state vector with a constant expectancy of zero. In this way the
Extended Kalman filter (non-linear) can be used without violating the condition that the errors must be
independent of the state variables. A stochastic simulation of the system defined by (5.17) has been plotted
in Figure 5.8. In the same figure also a simulation of (5.2) is depicted in which the flow variable becomes
negative,which is inthis case considered physically impossible.Note that the model with the multiplicative
error term remains positive bydefinition because the multiplicative exponential error term is always greater
thanzero.
Itis important that the exponential factor in(5.17)hastohaveamean of 1 which itinthiscase doessolong
as the error s is a normally distributed random variable with mean 0 and variance 1and the dimensionless
standard deviation a ispositive. Figure 5.9 showsthedistribution ofthe factor for standard deviations a of
0.2and0.5.

ESTIMATION CRITERIA
LeastSquares
Thecriterion for calibration of traditional deterministic models is often avisual evaluation of the simulated
and observed values plotted in the same graph. Once an automatic search routine is coupled the most
frequently used criterion is the least square (LS). Using the LS criterion one minimises the sum of the
squarederrors.
One of the assumptions associated with least square estimation is that the errors are normally distributed
with the same variance irrespective of the value of the observed variable. There are many cases in water
quality modelling where this assumption is not reasonable. For both water quantity and water quality
modelling the error is often highly dependent on the variable value. At small concentrations the modelling
errorsmaybemuch lowerthan athigh concentrations.
Using LS estimation on the errors divided bythe predicted value often leads to an exaggerated importance
given to the prediction with low values. In some cases a weighting scheme is devised to emphasise fit of
peak valuesor lowvaluesbutitoften turnsoutthat theparameter estimates areverysensitivetothe selected
weights.
Maximum Likelihood
Acriterion veryrarely seen applied in the context of deterministic models isthe maximum likelihood (ML)
criterion. During ML estimation one seeks the parameter set that results in the most probable set of errors
assuming a given distribution. Generally the logarithm to the likelihood is maximised. Where the assumed
distribution is anormal distribution with mean zero then itsvariance would generallybeunknown andhave
tobeestimated alongwiththeothermodelparameters.
Using linear deterministic models with the LSand theMLcriteria applied directly to the deviation between
the predicted and observed lead to the same set of estimated parameters. With non-linear models the
5J
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estimates will generally not be the same. The advantage of the ML criterion is that it provides more
flexibility intermsofassumptions relatingtothedistribution oftheerrors.
An additional advantage of ML estimation is that multiple criteria estimation problems can readily be
combined into a single criterion by minimising the product of the individual likelihoods. If, for example,
observations of both dissolved oxygen and biological oxygen demand (BOD) were tobe used in calibrating
a surface watermodel, itwould often notbepossible toestimate the parameters for each model sequentially.
This isbecauseoxygenremoval dependsonthedegradation oforganicmatter andthedegradation oforganic
matter also depends on dissolved oxygen in the water. Using a maximum likelihood criterion parameter
estimation in the whole model would be done by minimising the sum of the logarithms to the individual
likelihoods. InLSestimation weights would have tobe selected for each component and the resultturnsout
tobeverysensitivetotheselected weights.
Usingthe maximum likelihood criterion it ispossible to construct aparametric model for the error variance
and have these estimated along with other model parameters. This is done for example in the non-linear
regression models used in relating measurements of turbidity in a combined sewer to variables such as
suspended solidsand CODinMoenset.al.(1999).
Robust estimation can readilybeapplied when usingthemaximum likelihood criterion. Thisworks asasort
ofon-line suppression of outliers.There exist several different Robust estimatorswiththe sharedfeature that
extremely unlikely observations end up having little or no influence on the likelihood value. It is generally
not a good idea to start ones parameter estimation using arobustness criterion becausetheparameter values
maybesofaroff thataverylargeproportion oftheobservationsbecome categorisedasoutliers.
Instochasticmodellingwiththe Kalmanfilter asstate estimatorLSestimation onlyworksincaseswherethe
error variances are known. This is however rarely the case and therefore the MLcriterion usually has tobe
used.
A further advantage of the maximum likelihood criterion is the relatively simple manner in which apriori
knowledge on likelyparametervaluescanbeincorporated intotheestimation procedure.This isdiscussedin
moredetailinthesectiononidentifiability below.
A disadvantage of ML estimation is that at least one extra parameter, namely the error variance, has to be
estimated for each error series.In somecases itmaytherefore be agood idea to first obtain rough parameter
estimates from aLSestimation andtousetheseasstartingvalues for aMLestimation.

IDENTIFIABILITY
Identifiability dealswith theuniqueness ofanestimatedparameter set inshedding lightonquestions suchas:
Do some of the parameters have little or no influence on the goodness of fit? Could an increase in one
parameter be compensated by a decrease in another parameter to give an equally good fit? Are certain
combinations of parameters interchangeable with other combinations of parameter? How much uncertainty
is associated with the estimated parameters and what is the uncertainty once parameter interchangeability is
considered? Within the world of time series analysis and stochastic modelling analytical methods exist to
examine the identifiability of the parameters in a given model structure on the basis of a given data setand
considering apriori knowledge oftheparametervalues.Thissection outlines someessential aspectsofthese
methods and how they can be applied in the field of water quality modelling. In the case study later in the
chapterthemethodshavebeen appliedtocombined sewermodellingproblems.
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Identifiability asit isusedhere deals with examiningtheuniqueness ofanestimated parameter set.However
it should be realised that the field of model identification is much broader covering also the revealing or
disclosure of model structure in empirical time series modelling or in mechanistic models such as the
disclosureoftheevaporation dependency inChapter4.
Identifiability is a combination of two elements: the model whose structure has to be identifiable and the
given data that has to be informative (Madsen and Hoist, 1998).Anoutline ofthesetwo distinctly different
aspects of identifiability is followed by an introduction tohow anexploration of the parameter space canbe
usedtoexaminetheircombined effects.
Structural Identifiability
Sometimes the structure of a model is such that no distinction can be made between two or more model
parameters. Consider for example the model in (5.18) where the flow, Q, is the flow in a sewer receiving
rainfall-runoff from twodifferent sub-catchments,AandB.

where Qt isthemodelled flow, Rr is the rainfall input, e, isthe errorterm and S,a0,a,,60and 6,aremodel
parameters to be estimated from observations of rainfall and flow. Although the parameters a0 and a,, and
ba and bt are physically associated with the sub-catchments Aand B, it is not possible to distinguish these
parameterpairsfromoneandother.Anincreasein a0 couldbedirectlycompensated byadecreaseinZ>0.
Inmost casesproblems of structural identifiability willbe lessobvious than inthe example above.Often the
problems will only be present for certain ranges of the input and output data, and they will be difficult to
distinguish from problems of poor excitation in the data set. Consider for example the Monod expression
(5.19) for the growth rate, // , as a function of substrate concentration, S, with the two parameters, the
maximum growth rate, //max, and the half saturation constant,Ks, which have to be estimated from agiven
dataset.
S
M=M

™*'T7s

(519)

Thereisno immediate sign ofstructural identifiability problems.However asthe substrate concentration, S,
decreases and becomes smaller than the value of the half saturation constant, Ks, one sees that the
maximumgrowthrateandthehalfsaturation constant, Ks, become interchangeable.
Re-parameterisation ofthemodel shouldbe considered in such caseswith structural identifiability problems
within a limited range. This will avoid unnecessary complications during parameter statistics. The gradient
ofthecurveinthefirstpartoftheMonod expression canbeexpressedas,

grad=-p!f-

(5.20)

Z-Ks

Thehalfsaturation constant, Ks, canthenbesubstituted outoftheMonodexpression (5.19)togive,
I

"=

H^-2-grad-S
^
,c
M^+2-gradS

(5.21)
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and the maximum growth rate, //„,„, and gradient, grad, would now be the new parameter set to be
estimated from thedata. This algebraically cosmetic re-parameterisation islikelytohave apositive effect on
the performance of the non-linear search algorithm and undoubtedly on examining the model identifiability
after parameter estimation. The structurally induced correlation between the two parameters is avoided by
the simple re-parameterisation. Within the field of water quality modelling, the identifiability of the
parameters in the Monod model and other growth-degradation models has been treated in Reichert and
Omlin(1997),VanrolleghemandKeesman(1996),Vanrolleghemet.al.(1995)andDochain et.al.(1995).

Excitation
In orderto calibrate arainfall-runoff model during rainfall it is necessary to have data from rainfall periods.
That is obvious. It is however also important that the data set does not consist of simply a single constant
drizzle over a long period. A rainfall-runoff model describes the relationship between input rainfall andthe
subsequent runoff. For a good calibration or parameter estimation it isimportant tohave adynamic input in
ordertobeabletodistinguishbetweenparameters.
A dynamic input is however not always enough. It is important that the frequencies of the variations in the
inputs coincide fairly well with the characteristic time constants of the system whose parameters are being
estimated (Sadegh et al., 1995). If the variations in the input are much faster or much slower than the time
constants of system then the input willhave aneffect onthe system similartothatofaconstant input signal.
Thisisillustrated for aunithydrograph modelinFigure5.10.
For a simple linear rainfall-runoff model essentially characterised by a unit hydrograph an impulse input
produces a response from which the transfer function of the system can be obtained. For more complex
systems with several simulations process such as rainfall-runoff, sediment resuspension, biological
degradation oforganicmatter and oxygen depletion asingleimpulseor stepinput will often resultin limited
information aboutthe systemparameters. Sadegh (1996)presentsthetheoretical andpractical considerations
concerning the experimental design of linearandnon-linear complex systemsbuiltonphysical and chemical
theory.
Although both deterministic models and stochastic models with Kalman up-date do not require that
observations be equally spaced in time it is important that observation be made when "things are
happening".Asewer suspended solidsmodel,suchasthatestimated inChapter 7,may,for example,involve
a thresholdpoint for whichhigher flow ratesorvelocitiesresult inan initialisation ofsediment resuspension.
In order to identify this point and to distinguish its value well from other parameters it is necessary that
measurements ofthe suspended solids havebeen madebothbefore and after the threshold hasbeen crossed.
See Chapter 7on Random Coefficient Modelling for more discussion of theparticular case of resuspension
modelling.
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ExploringParameterSpace
Oncethe estimation criterion has been optimised one is interested inknowing howunique the parameter set
is. Thisisdonebyexaminingthe sensitivity ofthecriterion valuetochanges intheparameters.Thisisinthe
presentthesisbroadlydescribed as"parameter statistics".
Parameter statistics involvestheevaluation of
parametervariancesandconfidence limits,
covariance andcorrelationmatrix,
confidence contourplots.
eigenvaluesand eigenvectorsoftheFischer's information matrix,
eigenvaluesand eigenvectorsoftheparametercorrelation matrix,
experimental design criteria,
projections ofeigenvectors,
parameterconfidence limitsunderconsideration ofcovariation.
The parameter statistics are carried out under the assumption that the model is locally linear. In a large
number of cases this will in fact be a reasonable assumption however in some cases parameter
transformations will be required in order to be able to make this assumption of local linearity. Parameter
transformation isdiscussed below andapplied inthecasestudythat follows.
ParameterVariance. With maximum likelihood (ML) estimation in linearmodels the estimated parameters
are normally distributed. The likelihood, L, that the parameter 6 is equal to 0 rather than its estimated
value 0 is defined bythe probability density function of thenormal distribution. In such a case whereonly
oneparameterhasbeen estimatedthelikelihoodtakestheform of(5.22).

_M

L=-±-.e

(5.22)

2.«>

V2/r-cr
where
L
0
0
a

isthelikelihood (i.e.theprobabilitydensity),
istheestimated parametervalue,i.e.itsvalueatthepointofmaximum likelihood,
istheparametervalue forwhichthelikelihood isexpressed,
istheparameterstandard deviation.

Takingthelogofboth sides(5.22)canberewrittenas,
-logl

(e-e)2 _ to, A
2-cr2
JlJi-tT

(5-23)

Notice that this results in a quadratic equation with respect to the negative logarithm to the likelihood.
During maximum likelihood estimation it is generally the - l o g I , that is a quadratic function, which is
minimised.
The gradient of the negative log likelihood function is then the derivative of (5.23) with respect to the
parametervalue.

d(-\ogL)
dO

0-0
~

(5 24)

a2
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Notice here that aswe would expect in the optimum the gradient of the likelihood function is equal to zero
when 6 = 0. The gradient or slope of the negative log likelihood in (5.24) can further be differentiated
givingthecurvatureofthelikelihood function (5.25).
d2(-\ogL)
2

d6

=

J_

(5.25)

2

~ a

Thus in the one-dimensional case, where only one parameter has been estimated, the parameter variance
turnsouttobethereciprocal ofthecurvature ofthenegativeloglikelihood function (5.25).
d2{-\ogL)

a2 =
v

(5.26)

d62

Theabove outline ofhow parameter variances are defined isbased onthe estimation usingtheMLcriterion.
Refer toHarvey (1993) or Madsen (1995) for further details onMLestimation criteria. Itturnsoutthat with
LSestimation thecovariancematrixcanbeexpressed astheproduct oftwicethemeansquarederrorandthe
inverse ofthecurvature ofthe sumof squared errors.Moreonparameter statisticswithLSestimation canbe
found inseveralstandard statisticaltextbooks suchasDraperand Smith(1981).
ParameterCovariation. Aparameter's standard deviation represents its uncertainty underthe condition that
all the other parameters in the model actually have the value that they have been estimated to have. Most
often the other estimated parameters are also uncertain and interchangability between parameters maymean
that the uncertainty of a given parameter is much larger once the uncertainty of all the other parameters is
takenintoaccount.
Like the variance of a single parameter (5.26) the covariance between parameters is the inverse of the
curvature in their combined direction. For several parameter covariances are generally arranged in a
covariance matrix with the variances in the diagonal. Using the ML criterion the parameter covariance
matrix can be found by examining the curvature of the negative log likelihood function. The covariance
matrixcanbeexpressed as follows,
<? 2 (-logl)
S0rS0j

_1

where
V
istheparametercovariancematrix,
/"andy indicatethei'th andthe/th parameters respectively.
The parameter covariance matrix is a symetrical matrix with the parameter variances in the diagonal and
theircovariances onthe off-diagonals.
Inpractical engineeringproblemsthecovariance matrix willoften bedifficult tointepretdirectlybecausethe
different parameters have different units and the covariances will each have units of two parameters. The
covariace is however an important stepping-stone to calculating other quantities which maybe more usefull
tothemodeller.These aretheparametercorreltationmatrix,eigenvalues andtheeigenvectors.
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highpositive,lowandhighnegativecorrelationrespectively.Inallthreecasestheparameter
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Parameter correlation is the covariation considered relative to the standard deviation of the respective
parameters.Thecorrelation betweentwoparameters canbecalculatedfromcovariancesby,
V

PiJ

',J

v

(5.28)

v

J i,r j,j

where
yO/; ,• isthecorrelationbetweenthez'thandthey'thparameter,
v^ •• isthecovariancebetweenthe fth andthe/th parameter.
Consider amodel with two estimated parameters. Given that theparameter covariance matrix was found to
beasintheleft of(5.29)thenthecorresponding correlation matrix isasontheright.

V=

4.00 2.68
2.68 2.25

P=

1.00 0.89
0.89 1.00

Theparametercorrelation isdimensionlesswithavaluebetween-1 and +1. Acorrelation closeto-1 is
described asahighnegativecorrelation and indicatesthatanincreaseintheoneparametermaybe
compensated byadecreaseintheotherparametertogivethesamefit(i.e.thesamevalueforthe estimation
criterion).Similarlyacorrelationcloseto+1indicatesthatanincreaseintheonparametermaybe
compensated byanincreaseintheother.
When is parameter correlation too high? This is a question that will soon arise once models are applied to
practical problems. Ideally onewould prefer to havenoparameter correlation. This would make things easy
in that the parameter uncertainty under consideration ofthe uncertainty of the otherparameter would bethe
same astheparameters uncertainty under the assumption that allotherparameters were fixed. Unfortunately
this is most often not the case. Parameters are often highly correlated and the consequences have to be
considered.
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Figure 5.12.Theprojections ofthecovariancematrix eigenvectors,a*, cangivean indication ofthe
parameteruncertaintywhenparameter covariation orinterchangeability isconsidered. This is illustrated
here for thetwoparameters.
Generally speaking a parameter correlation of 0.89 as seen in (5.29) would be considered high. However, as
we shall see in the following, this depends very much upon the parameters that have been estimated and on
their variances.
An adequate evaluation of the parameter uncertainty after parameter estimation involves calculating the
eigen vectors of the covariance matrix, scaling them and projecting these onto the parameter axes. The eigen
vectors of covariance matrix form a set of orthogonal vectors. An eigen vector therefore defines a
combination of parameters which are independent of the combinations defined by the other eigen vectors. A
covariance matrix has as many eigen vectors as there are parameters. The eigen vectors are often scale to
have a length of one and are then called normalised eigen vectors. Returning to the two dimensional example
of (5.29) the normalised eigen vectors are,
0.81
£l = 0.59

-0.59

(5.30)

0.81
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Thesenormalised eigenvectors canbe scaled sothat theydefine theaxes ofanellipsewhose interceptswith
the x-axes and y-axes are equal tothe standard deviations ofthefirstand the secondparameter respectively.
Thescaled eigen vectors and the thereby defined ellipse are shown in Figure 5.11 (left) for atwo parameter
problem. Notice that the intercepts with the x-axis and the y-axis are 2 and 1.5 corresponding to the square
roots of the diagonal elements in the covariance matrix in (5.29) left. If the ellipse is drawn proportional to
the standard deviations itwill enclosethe 68%confidence region. Had itbeendrawn proportional toroughly
twice the standard deviation it would enclose the 95%confidence region. Once again these consideration
assume that the model is linear in the region of the criterion optimum. In Figure 5.11 are also plots of the
ellipses corresponding to parameters with almost no correlation and parameters with negative correlation
respectively.
It is evidentfromthe above that the covariance matrix eigen vectors plotted inFigure 5.11give information
on howparameter interchangeability affects theparameter standard deviations. Inmany modelling problems
it isof greater interest tohave the "effective standard deviation"or"unconditional standard deviation", a*,
based on the longest projection of the tip of the scaled eigen vectors than the actual standard deviation. For
the two- parameter problem in (5.29) this has been illustrated in Figure 5.12. Given this "unconditional
standard deviation" the engineer is in a better position to evaluate the actual range in which the parameter
valuemaylie.
Note that projecting the tip of the eigen vector is in fact a compromise. Theprojected point ought to be the
furthest left pointatwhich thetangent (orhyperplane)totheellipseisperpendicular tothe axisontowhichit
isbeingprojected. Whenthecorrelation islargethetipoftheeigenvector isafair approximation.
ParameterLine Plotsand ConfidenceContours.The above parameter statistics rest on the assumption that
the model is locally linear in the region of the parameter estimates. This assumption has to be reasonably
fulfilled for theparameter statisticstobereliable and meaningful.
An initialwaytoverify that this condition of local linearity isreasonably satisfied istoevaluate andplot the
value ofthe estimation criterion for parameter valuesjust above andbelow the estimated value. During this
exercise all other parameters should be keptfixedtotheir estimated values. Inaregion around the optimum
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Figure5.14.Theriseinthenegativeloglikelihoodfunction correspondingtothestandarddeviation
andtwicethestandarddeviationawayfromtheestimatedparametervalue.
theplotted curve should havethe shape of aquadratic function. In particular it should be symmetrical about
theestimated parametervalues.
Local non-linearity can often be tackled by transforming model parameters. A parameter transformation
doesnotchangethe estimated value oftheparameter butonlythetypeofdistribution implicitly assumed for
its uncertainty. Parameter transformation is in-fact a re-parameterisation much like that presented earlier in
going from (5.19) to (5.21).Iftherighttransformation isselected then the parameter uncertainty ofthenew
transformed parameterisnormallydistributedjustasistheuncertainty ofparameters inlinearmodels.
Figure 5.13contains such aplot of the maximum likelihood criteria againstthe parameter values before and
after transformation (left and right respectively). In this illustrative example a log transformation was found
suitable. Notice that the if the transformation had been neglected then the lower 95% confidence limit
(corresponding to a negative log likelihood of -68.0) would have been negative. However, the physical
interpretation given to this parameter impels it to be positive and the likelihood is not even defined for
negative values of the parameter. By performing statistics on the transformed parameter the more realistic
95% confidence limit isfound at about 0.Converted backto theuntransformed parameter this gives avalue
of 1. Once the required transformations have been found and applied, the covariance matrix may be
estimated andparameterstatistics evaluated.
Another way of verifying that the condition of local linearity is reasonably satisfied is to create confidence
contour plots based on evaluations of the estimation criterion at grid points of the parameter planes. Local
linearity will exhibit itself by having elliptically shaped confidence contours with clear, though possibly
tilted, axes of symmetry. Non-linearity show itself by having skewed or even banana shaped contour lines.
Theoretically, however, even "nice" elliptical confidence contours for each parameter pair gives no
guarantee of local linearity.The"covariation" inthethirdorhigher dimension maystillbe skewed. Inmany
practical cases it is sufficient to evaluate the confidence contours in two parameter planes but a stronger
test/check would be to evaluate the confidence contours in the planes of all pairs of eigen vectors of the
parameter correlation matrix. As the eigen vectors are orthogonal by definition the confidence contours
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Figure5.15.Forwardandcentreddesignsforestimatingtheparametercovariancematrixinnon-linearmodels.
Illustratedhereforatwoparametermodel.
should be perfect circles and inconsistencies with the assumptions of local linearity would be readily
disclosed.
What is then the region within which the model should be linear? This would depend on the required
confidence level with which one wishes to evaluate the parameter value. As a rule of thumb the 95%
confidence region can be used. The rise in the negative log likelihood function corresponding to the 95%
confidence contourcanbefound from therelationship inequation (5.23)whichmayberewrittento,
(5.31)

-logl(0) =
2-er
where the optimum for an instant has been translated to the origin (i.e. -logi(o)=0). For the standard
deviation we find -logZ,(cr)=y~ and for twice the standard deviation corresponding roughly to the95%
confidence limit that -logi(2<r)=2. The contours with negative log-likelihood values of lAand 2 higher
than the negative log-likelihood value in the optimum correspond to the 68% and the 95% confidence
contoursrespectively. Thisisillustrated inFigure 5.14.
With manymodel parameters oneought to draw confidence contours intheplanes of the eigen vector pairs
in order to inspect whether assumptions of linearity were satisfied. If these turn out to be circles up until
around the 95% confidence contour then the assumption of local linearity is satisfied. Banana shaped
contours would suggest that some non-linear parameter transformation may be needed in order to perform
the parameter statistics. Though drawing confidence contours in the planes of the eigen vector pairs is an
ultimate check for local linearity it may often be difficult to decide on the required parameter
transformations duetotherequired multi-dimensionalhyperspace abstraction.
Estimating the Parameter CovarianceMatrix. For linear models the parameter covariance matrix can be
calculated directly from theparameter estimates andtheobservedvalues.Fornon-linearmodelshoweverthe
curvature ofthe criterion surface has to be found by evaluating the criterion at different points in parameter
space.Thiscan bedone inmanydifferent ways.Onewayisto evaluate theestimation criterion at anumber
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of points and then tofitthese points to a quadratic function. Inthe present research work this approach has
beenused incombination withavarietyofdifferent samplingdesigns.
Ingeneral themore samplingpointstaken thebetterthe estimateofcovariance matrix.Two standard designs
are forward and centred sampling, which have been shown for a two-parameter model in Figure 5.15. The
covariance matrix obtained should theoretically be independent ofthe sizeofthesmallstep, Apt, away from
the estimated value.In practice however the criterion surface of non-linear models isoften uneven and it is
therefore agood ideatoverify thatthesamecovariancematrix isobtained for different deltasteps.
Using a centred sampling design is more costly in terms of criterion evaluation (and therefore model
simulations) but gives a better robustness against unevenness in the criterion surface. Fitting the quadratic
function to the sampled points can be done using the explicit least square solution to the general linear
model. The standard deviations and the coefficients of variation of the estimated quadratic coefficients can
be computed at the same time and used to give an indication of whether there is agreement with the local
linearity assumption. At the same time the coefficients of variation disclose where problems may lie and
which parameters or parameter pairs ought to be looked at in more detail. Lack of symmetry and poor
agreement withthelocallinearity assumption ingeneral cannotbedetected usingforward sampling.
With non-linear least square estimation it is possible to estimate the covariance matrix from changes in
residual series with respect to changes in the each of the model parameters. This matrix with as many
columns as parameters in the model and as many rows as observations in the data is sometimes called the
Jacobian matrix. Its cross-product gives an estimate of the Fischer matrix which is proportional to the
inverseCovariancematrix.
Abasic aspect of experimental design is that the morewe knowwhat we are looking for, the better weare
abletodesign anexperimenttofind it.Inthesameway,ifthecovariancematrix isknown,thenit iseasierto
create agood sampling design for itsestimation. Duringthe courseofthisworkatwostepprocedure for the
estimation of the covariance matrix was developed. In the first step a rough estimate is obtained using a
central design. Thisfirstestimate isthen used todesign asampling strategyfor thesecond step inwhichthe
central design is rotated and stretched so that it coincides with the tips of the covariance matrix eigen
vectors. Especially when computing the covariance matrix of amodel with manyparameters, this improves
theestimateofthecovariancematrix considerably.
Sometimesproblems arisewherethe inversetothe covariance matrix isnon-positive definite andcannotbe
inverted. This maybe due to the fact that the optimum hasnot yet been reached but it mayalso result from
the combined effect of the limited numerical precision, a rough criterion surface and large differences
between the longest andthe shortest eigen vectors.Thetwostepprocedure provides anexcellent solution to
this problem. During the first step the value ofthe curvature of the criterion surface is slightly exaggerated
by subtracting a small value from the criterion in the optimum before fitting tothe quadratic equation. This
first under-estimated covariance matrix then forms the basis for the improved design in the second step.As
sampling inthe second steptakes place atthetipoftheeigen vectors all points wouldbeexpected tohavea
negative log likelihood value of at least !4higher than that of the optimum and the inteference of surface
roughnessandnumericalprecision islessprobable.
APrioriInformation onParameterValues
On calibration of traditional deterministic sewer or other water models the engineers has a feeling for the
realistic ranges for the various model parameters and a rough idea of what value to expect. The engineer's
prior knowledge about the parameter value is combined with the available data to find the best set of
parameters forthespecific case.
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Attempts to automate the process of deterministic model calibration have often failed because only the
available data was used. The engineer's prior knowledge was ignored and the information content of the
observed datawasnotenough toidentify all model parameters. Stochastic modellerswishingtoincludeonly
parameters and structure that could be identified from the available data ended up reducing the models to
suchsimple structurethatthemodelswereunsuitable intermsoftheengineer's needs for extrapolation.
Maximum likelihood estimation makes it possible to take a Bayesian approach to the parameter estimation
problem (Madsen and Hoist, 1998).Model parameters are considered as random variables with amean and
standard deviation both before and after including the information contained in the available data. Before
parameter estimation we have the a priori parameter distributions, which represent the "engineer's prior
knowledge abouttheparameter value".This information iscombined withtheobserved data togivethenew
aposterioridistributions.
In its original form the likelihood estimation criterion is the conditional probability density of the
observations for agivensetofmodelparameters.Thislikelihood canfurther bemultiplied bytheprobability
density of these parameters given their apriori distributions to form the maximum aposteriori estimation
criterion. The maximum a posterioiri estimation criterion is popular in grey-box modelling, that is in
stochastic modelling with some physical, chemical or biological theory in its structure. Therefore the a
posteriori estimation criterion isalsocalledthegrey-boxestimator (Tulleken, 1993).
As discussed earlier in the section on persistence of excitation, data sets may be more or less informative.
Usingthemaximumaposteriori estimation criteriononeobtains information onhowinformative thedatais
on specific parameters. If there is a large difference between the apriori distribution and the aposteriori
distribution then the data has been rich on information about this particular parameter. If the two
distributions arepractically the samethen the data sethashad littletocontribute interms of determiningthe
value ofthisparameter.Ifthemeansofthetwo distributions arethe samebut thevarianceoftheaposteriori
estimatemuch smallerthan the apriori estimate, thenthedata hasbeen richon information concerningthat
parameter and theapriori parameter estimate wasalready agood estimate.Astheparameterbecomesmore
and more certain then even data sets that are information rich will not change the mean and variances ofa
good apriori estimate.Themain advantage ofusinganapriori distribution isthat though the data has little
information concerning agiven parameter, the parameter value doesnot wander off andpossibly corrupt the
estimation ofotherparameters.
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CASE STUDY: MODELLING INTHELOENEN SEWER SYSTEM
AIM
The aim of this case study has been to illustrate and compare concepts and approaches presented and
discussed earlier in this chapter. A rainfall-runoff model of a sewer system has been estimated both as a
deterministic and a stochastic model. The non-linear state space formulations are described including the
construction of the state dependent error for the stochastic model. The quantitative incorporation of apriori
knowledge into the estimation criteria is illustrated for both formulations. Parameter space is explored in
viewofidentifiably andappropriateness oftheassumptionsmade.
Therainfall-runoff modelshavebeenestimated usingdata from theLoenencatchment, which isdescribed in
Chapter 2.Inthiscase studyonlywater quantityhasbeen considered. Attemptsto estimate stochastic model
for water quality variables such as suspended solids and chemical oxygen demand were unsuccessful
because there were too few data points and because all sampling had taken place during actual combined
sewer overflow only. In such cases, random coefficient modelling studied in Chapter 7 are a possible
alternative.
During this study a modelling tool was developed with the primary objective of being able to estimate the
same physical model description as a deterministic model and as a stochastic model. The tool was thus
speciallydesignedtoestimateparameters innon-linear statespacemodels.

MODEL
Structural Equations
The structural description ofthe rainfall-runoff system consisted ofthree linearreservoirs in series followed
by a single non-linear reservoir (5.32) simulating the combined sewers static storage below the edge of the
overflow weir.Thisisillustrated inFigure5.16.
Thecontinuityequation forthelinearreservoirs isgivenas
^

=Qin,i-Qout,i

(532)

where Vjis the volume of water in the /'th reservoir. Theproportionality between the flow out, Qout ,, and
the volume stored in the linear reservoir, Vj, is defined by the reservoir emptying rate or inverse time
constant, k, withthedimensions [T 1 ].
Qomj=k-Vj

(5.33)

Tests in which the volume in (5.33) was raised to an estimated power showed no significant improvement
comparedtothe linearexpression andtheestimated powerwasnotsignificantly different from 1.
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Flow into the reservoir is equal to the flow out of the preceding reservoir so that Qn i = Qout i-l f° r ' > 1
and for i = 1,that isthe flow into the very first reservoir,
Qm,,=(a +
*--in,L/

\

(5.34)

b-Wi)-Aim-R,
//

imp

i

where a and b are constant parameters estimated from the given data,
Wj is a wetness index value of the j ' t h rainfall-runoff event as defined and calculated in Chapter 4
using event lumped models,
(a+b-Wj) together form a wetness dependent runoff coefficient,
Ajmp is the impervious area,
Rr is the rainfall a time /.
In the text that follows "a" is referred to simply as the runoff coefficient and "b" is called the wetness
dependency.
The continuity equation governing the final reservoir was defined as follows.
dVn
dt

• = Qi in,Final

*>pump

(5.35)

&,

^overflow

where 0in.Final is the flow out of the linear reservoir which empties into final reservoir, Q

is t n e pump

flow and 20vertiow ' s m e fl°w discharged over the overflow weir into a surface water pond.
The expression describing the behaviour of the pumps has two estimated parameters: the level at which the
pumps were switched on and the total pump capacity. The total pump flow at any given time, 2pUmp>' s
defined by the following expression,

Linearreservoirsinseries.
Rainfall input

>

1-—J r - " l

Non-linearreservoir.

I—-""l

i—m—m—r^

Monitoredlevel,h
Overflow,eoverfiow
Pumped,£>pump,totreatmentplant

Volume(staticstorage)to
waterlevelrelationship
basedonsewersystem
pipedimensions.

Figure 5.16. Schematic diagram oftherainfall-runoff modelconsisting ofthreelinearreservoirsin series
withafinalnon-linear reservoir incorporating thegeometric leveltovolume relationship.
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-I °

(5.36)

[^pump -cap

where QpUmp-cap. is the pump capacity and hpumpK)n
parameters are estimated from the available data.

fo^^hpump-on

is the level at which the pump turns

Combined sewer overflow takes place only when the water level, h, is above the overflow
can be expressed as follows.
0

on. Both these

weir,h wrir , and

fOTh<hwm

(5.37)

^overflow = | f f . ( f t

where aand /? areconstant parameters estimated from the available data. Theweirlevel, hweir, isreported
to be at 18meters (+ NAP). This is assumed to be so correct that the position of this concrete edge is not
estimated from thedata.
1200
1000
£. 800 600
8

400
200

18

20

Level[m+NAP]

Figure5.17.Curveofthegeometricallydeterminedstaticstoragevolumebehind
theoverflow weirasafunction ofthewaterlevelattheweir.
The models final reservoir is a non-linear reservoir representing the sewers static storage behind the
overflow weir. Dimensions ofthesewerpipes andmanholes have been used tocalculate afixed relationship
between the water level and the static storage in this final reservoir. This relationship is shown in Figure
5.17.
SolvingtheDifferential Equations
The rainfall-runoff model thus consists of linear and non-linear differential equations. The volume of water
in each of the reservoirs is considered as a state variable. One way to solve the stochastic system is to
consider it to be a set of stochastic differential equations. This is done in Chapter 6. Another option is to
solve the differential equationsusing astandard ordinary differential equation (ODE)solver, inthis casethe
Runge-Kutta method, and then to interpret this solution as being the predicted state corresponding to the
function f( ) in (5.15). This isthe approach adopted inthe present study. For the linear reservoirsthere isof
coursenoneed for anODEsolverastheanalytical solutionexists.
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TheObservation Equation
In the present case study the observed variable was the water level at the combined sewer systems only
overflow weir. This level is an indirect observation of the volume of water in the final reservoir. The
observation equation consisted of thevolume-to-level relationship defined bythe systems pipe and manhole
structure. This relationship is shown inFigure 5.17. Thisrelationship essentially defines the function h() of
theobservation equation(5.16).
ThePartial Derivatives
Thepartial derivatives of the statepredictions withrespect to the states' values atthe previous time stepare
then computed by recalculating the predicted states for small changes in each of the state variables
respectively. These arethepartialderivatives thathavebeenusedintheKalmanfilter inthiscasestudy.
StateDependent Errors
It would be unreasonable to assume that the size of the system error should be the same irrespective ofthe
volume of water in the reservoirs. Indeed if this were the case a simulation of the system would during
periods with low flow be likely to yield negative volumes. One solution to this problem is to model the
system of volumes with state dependent errorterms.Thestate dependency canbe introduced byinsertingan
error state into the state equation for each of the volume states. The dependency was then defined as in
equation (5.38) where the state index ;'only counts even numbers corresponding to the reservoir states (the
oddstatesarenowerrorstates).
r,.,=<,-(l +*M,,-i)+*u
where Vuisthevolumeinreservoir (i/2) attime/, V', isthevolume inreservoir (i/2) attimetascalculated
based onthesolution ofthedefining differential equations.Thefirst errorterm, £,_,,_,,isinfact thevalueof
the associated error state variable at time t-1 and the second error term, eu, is the usual additive error
defined inthe generalised state spacemodel.Inserting an error states inthiswaydoeshavethe disadvantage
ofdoublingthesizeofthestatespacesystembeingmodelled.
The error term of interest in (5.15) is thus not the states own additive error, eu, but that of the preceding
state.The expected value of the error states, corresponding tof(...) in (5.15), is,by definition, alwaysequal
to zero and the variance of their added errors was estimated as a parameter in the model. The variances of
theaddederrorsofthevolume statesthemselves werefixed tozero.Testscarried outtoevaluate added error
termsdifferent from zero showedthatthisdidnotimprovethemodel atall.
AprioriParameter Estimates
Our engineering knowledge and understanding of the system suggests certain expected ranges for some of
theparameters whose values will be estimated from the data. This knowledge was expressed as probability
distributions for four ofthemodel parameters:therunoff coefficient, thewetnessdependency, weir overflow
powerandthepumpcapacity.Theseapriori distributionshavebeenincluded intheresultsTable5.1.
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RESULTS
Parameter Estimates
Table5.1 showstheresultsofestimatingparameters as
• adeterministic modelwithout anyup-dateofonthepresenceofobservations,
• a stochastic model up-dating using the extended Kalman filter to up-date on the presence of an
observations.
Thestandard errors and the corresponding confidence limits listed inTable 5.1 arethestandard errors ofthe
parameters whenconsidering covariation between theestimatedparameters asoutlinedearlierinthechapter.
In the column on the far right parameter plots show the estimated parameters and their 95% confidence
range.Theapriori distributions havebeen included inthetable and plots for the four parameters for which
aprioridistributionswereused.
The parameters marked with two asterisks were transformed using the natural logarithm and the given
standard error in Table 5.1 corresponds to the transformed variable. Thetransformation of these parameters
was found necessary in order to reasonably be able to make the assumption of local linearity. This
assumption isrequired tobeabletoestimateparametervariancesandcovariances.
The two sets of parameter estimates are generally very similar. An exception is the reservoir emptying rate
for the linear reservoirs which is higher for the deterministic model, 0.33 per minute, compared to 0.24 for
the stochastic model. Converted to reservoir time constants this corresponds to 3.0 and4.2 minutes for the
deterministic and stochastic models respectively. Three linear reservoirs were used and this rate thus
corresponds to amean runoff time of 9.0 and 12.6minutes respectively. Another exception is the estimated
value for the pump starting level, which was estimated to be 16.35 and 16.06 meters above the Dutch
national reference NAP. This parameter is a threshold value that is only crossed at the beginning of each
event.Bothitsvalueanditsassociated statisticsshouldbeconsideredwithsomecaution.
Finally the observation error estimated for each of the models differs two orders of magnitude. This isnot
surprising as the underlying assumption in the case of the deterministic model is that all deviation between
modelled and observed is observation error as opposed to the stochastic model were both system error and
observation error are assumed to be present. It is here not possible to compare the variances of the system
errors and the observation error because the variances are in different units. The system errors are
multiplicative to water volumes whereas the observation errors are additive to a water level. Parameter
uncertainty in the stochastic model appears tobe smaller than that in the deterministic model. Thiscould be
duetomoreappropriate assumptions.Howeverthis isdifficult tojudgefromthegivencasealone.
Theapriori probability distributions donotappear tohavehadmuch influence onthe final setofestimated
parameters.Iftheobserved datasethadbeen lowon information aboutthevalueofoneoftheparameters for
which an apriori distribution had been given then the aposteriori distribution would have been similar to
the given apriori distribution. This is not the case for any of the four parameters. The variances of the a
posteriori parameter distributions are much smaller than the given apriori distributions. Interesting is of
course the fact that the estimated wetness dependency appears tobe lower than whathad been estimated in
Chapter 4 (which had formed the basis for therough apriori estimate of the runoff coefficient and wetness
indices).
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Parameter Correlation Matrix
The parameter correlation matrix for both the deterministic and stochastic models are given in Table 5.2.
Several different samplingmethods and step sizeswereusedtoestimate thecorrelation matrix toensure that
thevalues found gaveafair representation ofthecurvature of the objective function surface. The parameter
correlations aregenerallylowfor bothmodels.Allvalueslargerthan 0.4havebeenhighlighted inboldtype.
Closer examination of the correlation matrix reveals that it is not always the same parameters that are
correlated in each of the two models. The largest discrepancy turned out to be the correlation between the
"Reservoir time constant"andthe "Weir overflow coefficient" which was found tobe 0.26 and-0.31 forthe
two models respectively. The models also had very different correlation between the "Weir overflow
coefficient" and the"Weir power"(0.8 for thedeterministic model and 0.34 for the stochastic model).Inthe
latter case some correlation would be expected but no immediate reason has been found for the large
differences between the models. The confidence contours in the plane spanned by this parameter pair is
plotted anddiscussed later.

Trajectories
Figure 5.18 shows the predicted and observed values for one event selected from the 19 rainfall-runoff
eventsused for theparameter estimation. Thecentralplot showsthe deterministic estimation andthe bottom
plot showsthe stochastic estimation. Therainfall for the given runoff event is shown in thetopplot. Figure
5.19isanextract ofFigure5.18zoomed inonthetime steps 180to480minutesafter the startofthe rainfall
event.
In the deterministic plot (Figure 5.18 centre and Figure 5.19 centre) the up-dated value is equal to the
predicted value. This it does by definition as no up-date is performed during deterministic parameter
estimation. In the plot of the stochastic estimation (Figure 5.18 bottom and Figure 5.19 bottom) shows that
theobservation errorisverysmallcompared tothesystem errorandtheup-dated valuesarepractically equal
to the observed values. One can also see how the uncertainty generally increases when the time-since-lastobservation increases. As expected the uncertainty tends towards amaximum value which depends on how
rigid thesystem is.Inthiscase the system ismorerigid once overflow starts.Thisisbecause once overflow
starts a given change or uncertainty in the upstream parts of the system will have a smaller effect on the
waterlevelattheweir.
In both models, but particularly for the deterministic estimation, it is apparent that the modelled values lie
generally below the observed values during this particular event. This is because the parameters have been
estimated from a large number of events.This leadsto questions astowhether ornottherunoff coefficients
dependency on the wetness index is an appropriate model and questions concerning the assumption that the
parametervalues areconstant from eventtoevent.Thelatter question leadsdirectlyontorandom coefficient
modellingwhich isstudied inChapter 7for adeterministicpollutant resuspension model.
Atopic,whichhasnotbeentreated inmuchdepth inthisthesis,istheanalysisofresiduals.Residuals arethe
deviations between modelled and observed values. For time series with equidistant observations the
autocorrelation function of the residual series (i.e. linear correlation between the series' value and its own
valuesatothertime steps)isan important toolinfinding outwhether amodeldescribestheobserved process
well and whether the implicit assumptions are reasonably satisfied. A low autocorrelation means that the
residuals contain littleornofurther systematicvariationthat couldbemodelled. Inthepresent studythedata
are very irregularly spaced in time and it was not possible to calculate the residual autocorrelation function
directly. Some effort was given to developing a non-parametric autocorrelation function that would be
generallyapplicable irrespectivelyofthespacingoftheobservations.
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Figure 5.18.Theobserved andmodelled valuesofwater levelatthe overflow weir for boththe deterministic
(centre) andthestochastic estimation (bottom).Plotted isoneevent selected from the 19rainfall-runoff used
durineoarameterestimation. Thetooolot showstheassociated rainfall series.Limitsare95%confidence limits.
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The developed non-parametric auto- and cross-correlation function proved for the present data to be
extremely sensitive to the selection of bandwidth, which was required. Although non-parametric
autocorrelation functions for irregularly spaced data would be of immense value to practical water quality
engineering, further developments in this direction liebeyond the scope of this study. Viewing the plot of the
deterministic estimation in Figure 5.18 (centre) and Figure 5.19 (centre) it is evident that the deviation
between the observed and modelled is not random. This suggests that the assumptions are not completely
satisfied. This is seen to be better for the stochastic model.
Confidence Contours
Figure 5.20 shows the confidence contours for the plane defined by the parameters "Weir overflow
coeffiecient" and "Weir power". The plots have been drawn both for the deterministic estimate (left) and for
the stochastic estimate (right). In each case the found optimum is shown by a the black dot and the distance
between the confidence contours is equivalent to a change of 2.0 in the log-likelihood value. Only the first
15 lines have been shown. The inner most line corresponds roughly to twice the standard deviation and
therefore represents the 95%confidence region for the parameter pair.
This pair of parameters is shown here because a large discrepancy between the pairs parameter correlation in
the two models (see Table 5.2). A correlation of 0.80 was found for the deterministic model whereas that for
the stochastic model was only 0.34. It is apparent from the contour plots that the deterministic estimate of
these parameters is more uncertain than that of the stochastic estimate. However, it also would appear that
the ellipses are equally elongated and therefore we would expect the correlation coefficients to be roughly
the same for the two models. From the confidence plots it would appear that the pair's correlation in the
stochastic model (i.e. 0.34 in Table 5.2) has been somewhat under estimated and is in fact probably closer to
the value found for the deterministic model (i.e. 0.80 in Table 5.2). The reason for this is likely to be
unevenness of the objective function surface in the region of the optimum.
Estimation of the covariance matrix (used for the correlation matrix Table 5.2) is based on the assumption of
local linearity which in the confidence contour plots should exhibit itself as "nice" ellipses with the optimum
at their centre. Indeed the confidence contours do appear to be fairly elliptical but the optimum for the
deterministic model does not appear to lie in the centre of the elliptical shapes. This is because the objective
function surface is very flat along the bottom of the elliptical valley and possibly a bit rough so that the
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Figure 5.20.Confidence contourplots fortheplanedefined bytheparameters"Weiroverflow coeffiecient" and
the"Weir power". Plot shown for thedeterministic estimation (left) and for thestochastic estimation (right).
Each contourrepresents achange of2.0 inthelog-likelihood value.
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optimisation routine has been unable to find the very optimum. The point found is probably not a distinct
"local minimum" because such a point would manifest itself in the parameter contour plot. It is more
probably a result of the fact that the roughness of the objective function surface is large compared to the
curvature. This would generally introduce some error on the estimated confidence limits purely due to the
fact that the surface is not symmetrical around the optimum. Although the position of the optimum in the
two models is not the same, it is worth noting that the optima lie in line with the tips of the each others
confidence contoursandaretherefore infact notthat different.

Error Modelling
Introducing a multiplicative error on the reservoir water volumes by adding one error state for each of the
physically interpretable states does indeed result in a more complex and demanding set of equations. An
alternative to this is to transform the state variables. This approach was originally discarded because initial
attempts using the natural logarithm to transform the volume gave poor results and much instability in the
Kalman filter. Experience from similar modelling work carried out after this thesis work does however
suggest that state transformation is indeed a viable and interesting option if only a suitable transformation
can be found. The transformed variable(s) should be such that the assumptions of normally distributed
additive error arereasonably satisfied. Promising results have been obtained using the transformation below
for non-negativewaterqualityvariables such asvolumes,flows,massesandconcentrations.

/ W =^

Z £ 1

(5.39)

where x is the untransformed variable,ffx) is the transformed variable and where c is the intercept on the
untransformed variable axis at which point transformed variable is equal to zero. The constant c can be
estimated asaparameter inthemodelorotherwise appropriately chosen.Thevaluesofthemodels estimated
parameters are not likely to be sensitive to the value of this transformation parameter. The advantage of
using this transformation for quantities such aswatervolumes and component concentrations is that there is
practically no transformation of the variable when it is much larger than the intercept value c. Stochastic
water qualitymodelling would bestrengthened bymoreresearch directed tofindingsuitable transformations
fortypesofstatevariablestypicalwithinthefield.

CONCLUSION
In this chapter deterministic and stochastic modelling approaches have been contrasted and compared. The
underlying assumptions about the source of the deviation between modelled and observed values have been
highlighted as the core difference between the two approaches. The discussion has been supported by the
case study of a rainfall-runoff model for a combined sewer system. In Chapter 8 a broader discussion on
deterministic andstochastic modellinginwaterqualitymanagementwillbepresented.
Whether the assumptions made are reasonable or not, will not only depend on how good a description one
has of the mechanisms and processes involved, but also on the precision required and the available
resources. In practical terms stochastic modelling with physical, chemical or biological descriptions means
that also the uncertainty of a systems state has to be modelled in time. This is an increased effort which
inevitably leads the practitioner to two questions: Does the improvement in modelling and subsequently
design and decision making stand inproportion tothe increased effort compared totraditional deterministic
80
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Figure5.21. Thestatetransformation (5.39)proposed(bold)asasuitablealternativetothelog
transformation (fine) fortransforming environmentalwaterqualitystatevariablesinstochasticmodelling.
Herecischosenas 1 tomakeleastdifference tothenaturallogarithm transformation.

modelling? And if so, can the customer be convinced that this isthe case? These questions lead beyondthe
scope of this thesis work but point to potential problems in bridging the gap between science and practice
withinthefield ofwaterquality management.
There are still a number of open questions when it comes to applying stochastic modelling to integrated
urban water management and water quality modelling in general. Efforts should be made to find suitable
transformations for typical water quality parameters to improve parameter statistics through a better
adherence to the condition of local linearity. Studies should be carried out to identify state transformations
that couldbeusedtotransform typicalwater qualitystatevariablesinsuch awaythatrandom behaviourcan
be described withthe normally distributed additive errors.Other aspects of applying stochastic modelling to
waterqualitythat wouldmerit further studyand experience arenumerical methods for computing thepartial
derivatives needed in the Extended Kalman filter and for which analytical expressions are not available,
estimation and parameter statistics of threshold values and the use and sensitivity of a priori parameter
distributions. Generally speaking there is a need for stochastic tools aimed specifically at working with the
sub-classofstochasticwaterqualityandwaterengineeringmodels.
Once the essential differences between stochastic and deterministic modelling have been pinned down it is
possibletospot methods and approaches which maybebeneficially transferredfromtheonetotheother.As
illustrated stochastic models, which have traditionally been empirical, would benefit from the inclusion of
mechanistic descriptions. This would improve the possibilities of extrapolation to proposed scenarios and
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may lead to a more parsimonious description. Deterministic modelling can, without taking the leap all the
wayto stochastic modelling,beneficially adopt several methods used in stochastic modelling. These include
automated calibration/parameter estimation, parameter statistics, experimental design and systematic
inclusion ofaprioriparameterknowledge.
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CHAPTER 6
MODELLING USING
STOCHASTICDIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
ABSTRACT
The model studied in this chapter incorporates notions ofphysical theory in a stochastic model of water level and
particulate chemical oxygen demand (COD) at the overflow point of a Dutch combined sewer system. A stochastic
model based onphysical mechanisms has beenformulated in continuous time. A tool dedicated to modelling using
stochastic differential equations with the extended Kalman filter has been used.Estimation is based on a maximum
likelihood criterion in conjunction with a non-linear state spaceformulation decomposing the error term into system
noise terms and observation errors. The biasgenerally obtained in deterministic modelling by invariably and often
inappropriately assuming all error to observation error, is thus avoided. Continuous time stochastic modelling
incorporating physical, chemical and biological theorypresents apossible modelling alternative. These preliminary
results suggest thatfurther work is needed in order tofully appreciate the method's potential and limitations in the
field of urban runoffpollution modelling.

This chapter is based on Grum, M. (1998). Incorporating Concepts FromPhysical Theory into Stochastic Modelling ofUrban
Runoff Pollution.Wat Sci.Tech.,37(1), 179-185.Published after presentationat2*International Conference onThe Sewerasa
Physical,ChemicalandBiologicalReactor,Aalborg,May1997.
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INTRODUCTION
Intheprecedingchapterthedifferences between traditional deterministic andstochastic modellinghavebeen
outlined in terms of their implicit assumptions with respect to the origin of the deviation between the
modelled values and the observations. The methods have been compared and studied using a non-linear
version oftheKalmanfilter implemented indiscretetime.
This chapter looks at the possibilities and limitations of using stochastic differential equations for sewer
system modelling. Stochastic differential equations distinguish themselves from the discrete time stochastic
models presented in the two preceding chapters bybeing defined in continuous time. This has a number of
advantages such as reduced sensitivity to the discrete time step that inevitably has to be chosen, as
observations are generally always discrete. Stochastic differential equations have the further advantage that
physical, chemical and biological process theory is often expressed in the form of ordinary differential
equations andcaninsomecasesbeappliedwith onlyminor adjustments.
Like all stochastic modelling methods, modelling using stochastic differential equations is associated with
techniques to assure model identifiability. Initially this involves studying parameter standard errors and
correlation matrix. A co-linearity analysis would give a more complete picture of the parameters space and
model identifiability. All these parameter statistics are based on the assumption the model is linear with
respecttothemodelparameters.Inthecaseofnon-linearmodelsthelocalvalidityofthisassumption maybe
examined. This may be done using contour plots. Parameter transformations may be introduced before reestimatingtheparameter statistics inordertoliveuptotheassumption oflocallinearity.

DATA
This study hasbeen carried out using the Loenen data set asdescribed in Chapter 2. The observed variables
thathave beenmodelled arethewater level atthe overflow structure andthesuspended orfast settlingCOD
concentration.Table6.1givesasummaryofthedataused forthisparticular study.

METHODS
ModellingusingStochasticDifferential Equations
Modelling using stochastic differential equations is a good tool for combining information from physical,
chemical and biological theory with information from data and is therefore often also called grey box
modelling (Madsen and Hoist, 1996). In this section is a brief outline of a few essential elements of
modelling using stochastic differential equations. Refer to Madsen and Hoist (1998) and Madsen and
Melgaard (1991) for further details on the mathematics behind modelling with stochastic differential
equations.Inthefieldofwater resources research these methods havebeen applied topractical problemsby
several authors including Carstensen and Harremoes (1997), Jacobsen et al. (1996) and Carstensen et. al.
(1996).
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Table6,1.Summaryofthedatastudied.
Mean
Minimum
Maximum
No. events
No. observations

Level at Overflow
17.5 m
16.3 m
18.5m
22
623

Suspended CODcone.
150.0mg/l
Omg/1
997 mg/1
19
253

Consider, as anexample,the usual (deterministic) continuity equation for areservoir which couldbewritten
as:
d

—=Q-Q,

i6A)

V =thevolumestoredinthereservoir,
Qi„ andQout =theflow intoandoutofthereservoirrespectively.
The flows would often through some linear or non-linear storage function be connected to the reservoir
volumeand input flows. Inacceptingthattheabovedifferential equationdoesnotcover"thewholetruth",a
stochastictermisaddedto(6.1)togive:

a =astochasticprocessassumedtohaveindependent increments(aWeinerprocess).
Considerthecase inwhichthewater levelinthereservoirhasbeenmonitored. Assumingthereservoirtobe
suchthat the levelcanbecalculated as afunction ofthevolume,j{), the following observation equation can
be formulated:
h, =f(V(t)) + e,

(6.3)

h,=themonitoredwaterleveland V(t) =themodelled volume inthereservoir,
e, =observation error(independentofthestochasticprocessa>).
The system and observation errors can not be found directly. However, given their variances the Extended
Kalman filter canonthepresenceofanewobservationbeusedtocalculatethebest estimatesofthe system's
current state. Thus, at every available observation, the Kalman filter makes a weighting between "what we
calculate"and "what we see"(see Chapter 5and Chapter 8).This up-date affects all state variables andnot
only those which have been observed or which relate directly to the observed variables. Simulation or
prediction then proceeds from thesenew estimates ofthe systemstate variables.Thevariances ofthesystem
andobservation errors,and the other constant model parameters areestimated byan off-line optimisation of
a maximum likelihood criteria. Inthe present study a modified version oftheprogram CTLSM (Continuous
Time Linear Stochastic Modelling), due toMelgaard and Madsen (1993),was used. Thisprogram, which is
specifically designed forparameter estimation in non-linear stochasticdifferential equations,uses a modified
quasi-Newton off-line optimisation oftheparameter estimation.
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Table 6.3.Results oftheparameter estimation inthefinalwater quantitymodel.
No. Parametername
Units
Parameter Estimated
95%confidencelimits
symbol
value
lower
upper
1
2
3
4
5

No.
1
2
3
4
5

Runoff coefficient
Proportionality constant
Overflow weir coefficient
System noisevariance
Observation error variance

[-]
[1/min]
[m"/s]
[(m3/s)2]
[(m)2]

•
k
wcocf
O'oi
0" t

Table 6.4. Parameter correlation matrix (foi
Parameter name
Unit
1
Runoff coefficient
[-]
1.00
Proportionality constant
[1/min]
-0.65
Overflow weir coefficient
[nr/s]
-0.51
System noise variance
[(m3/s)"]
0.87
Observation error variance [(m)2]
-0.96

0.71
0.18
3.6
0.222
0.0972

0.62
0.16
1.9
0.152
-0.0038

Reported
value

0.80
0.20
5.3
0.272
0.152

the final water quantity model).
2
3
4
-0.65
-0.51
0.87
1.00
-0.03
-0.65
-0.03
1.00
-0.08
-0.65
-0.08
1.00
0.70
0.26
-0.92

0.7-1.7

2.79

-

5
-0.96
0.70
0.26
-0.92
1.00

WaterQuantity Modelling (Level)
Water quantity has been modelled as three linear reservoirs in series followed by a final reservoir
representing the static storage volume in the pipe system immediately before the overflow weir. Table 6.2
presents a combined representation of the reservoirs as sketches with the corresponding storage equations
and stochastic differential equations. The flow out of the first three reservoirs is assumed tobe proportional
tothe volume ofwater stored ineachreservoir.Theflow out ofthefinalreservoir includestheflow pumped
tothetreatment plant (here assumed equal tothepump capacity) andthe flow out ofthesystem through the
CSO structure which is calculated as a function of the water level at the overflow structure. The level is in
turn calculated as a function ofthevolume stored inthis final reservoir based on thepipe dimensions ofthe
sewer system itself. If the water level is above the assumed known "pump on level" then the flow to the
treatment plant isset equaltothepump capacity and otherwise tozero.Inordertomaintain alownumberof
parameters during these preliminary studies the rainfall is multiplied by a runoff coefficient and there are
therefore assumed to be no initial losses. Five model parameters: runoff coefficient, reservoir storage
constant, overflow weir coefficient, variance ofreservoir noise andthe variance oftheobservation error are
estimated.

WaterQuality Modelling (Suspended COD)
The suspended COD model is based on the premise that the main source of particulate pollution in the
overflow is as a result of resuspended sewer sediments. The input to the first reservoir is thus assumed to
contain no suspended material. It is further assumed that each reservoir has an infinite amount of available
deposited sediment (seeResultsandDiscussion for commentsonthisassumption).Thewaterquantitymodel
provides no flow velocities to which resuspension rate could be related. The resuspension rate is therefore
calculated as a function, g(), of the flow rates in and out of the reservoirs. Above an estimated threshold
value,resuspension is assumed to be proportional to the flow rate. The stochastic differential equations for
suspended massofCODareshowninthefar rightcolumnofTable6.2.Inthis suspended CODmodel,three
parameters areestimated: settlingrate,threshold flow rateandaproportionality constant.
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Water Quantity (Level)
The water quantity model presented here contains 5 estimated parameters. These are listed in Table 6.3
where their estimated values and confidence limits for thefinalmodel are also given.Allparameters except
the observation error variance were found to be significantly different from zero. The estimated standard
error for the observation error variance is so large that the 95% confidence interval spans down to below
zero.Thissuggeststhat, inpracticalterms,thereisnorealobservation errorcompared tosystemerror,which
describesthe incompleteness ofthemodelsdescription ofsysteminputsandbehaviour.
Thevalues listed in the far right column arethose reported in some of the literature mentioned earlier in the
data section. It isapparentfromthe values inTable 6.4 that theparameter correlations were generally rather
high. This isparticularly the case for correlation between the observation errorvariances andboth the runoff
coefficient andthesystem noisevariance.
Anumberofparameters includingpumponlevel,pumpcapacityandoverflow weircoefficient werefixedto
their "known" values (see Chapter 5). Future efforts should aim at having also these parameters estimated
from the data as has been done in the equivalent deterministic model in Grum and Aalderink (1997) and
Chapter5.
Attempts were also madeto identify aseparate noiseterm for each ofthefour reservoirs andalsoto identify
a common variance for the first three linear reservoirs with a fourth variance on the final reservoir. In both
cases it was not possible to obtain convergence to a single or reproducible likelihood optimum. This could
relate both to structural aspects of the model but also to the quality of data, in terms of both excitation and
sampling frequency. The identifiability of stochastic terms in reservoir modelling (linear and non-linear) is
clearlyanareainneedofmuchmoreexperience.

Water Quality (Suspended COD)
Reproducible results proved hard to obtain in the case of the water quality model. This was probably for a
large part due to the small number of observed data available, namely only an average of only 13
observations per event for 19 rainfall-runoff events. Table 6.5 and Table 6.6 contain the results of the
parameter estimation. Thethreshold flow rateoftheresuspension equation isnot significantly different from
zeroandcouldtherefore beexcluded inordertoobtain animproved model.
Thevariance ofthesystemnoiseterm is seentobe significantly different from zero asisthevariance ofthe
observation error. These results would suggest that both system noise and observation error should be
modelled. The absolute value of 1.58105mg/1 for the observation error standard deviation however appears
to be suspiciously small. Suspiciously small were also the correlation coefficients between the observation
error variance and the other model parameters. It should be noted that though the resultswere reproducible
from different parameter startingvaluesnotallstartingvaluesconvergedtotheoptimum point.
Other resuspension models were examined. These included the estimation of a maximum amount of
available deposited sediment and other functions relating the resuspension rate to the flow rate. None of
thesegavebetterresultsthanthepresentedmodel.
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1
2
3
4
5

No.
1
2
3
4
5
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Table 6.5. Results of the parameter estimation in the final water quality model (suspended COD).
Parameter name
Units
Parameter
Estimated
95% confidence limits
lower
symbol
value
upper
10
Flowrate threshold
[m3/s]
8.7-10-2.0-10-'°
2.0-10"9
^threshold
0.00294
0.00293
Settling rate
[1/s]
0.00295
Pi
1705
Proportionality constant
1749
1791
P2
[g/m3]
1
13642
Systemnoise variance
13782
14002
[(g/s)2]
<*"«,
Observation error variance
(1.5710 s ) 2
(1.6810 s ) 2
(1.58-10"5)2
[(mg/1)2]
a2E
Table 6.6. Parameter correlation matrix (for the final water quality
Parameter name
Units
1
2
[m3/s]
Flow rate threshold
1.00
0.35
[1/s]
1.00
Settlingrate
0.35
Proportionality constant
0.62
0.11
[g/m3]
Systemnoise variance
-0.07
-0.85
[(g/s)2]
Observation error variance
f(mg/l)2l
-

model, suspended COD).
3
4
0.62
-0.85
0.11
-0.07
1.00
-0.87
-0.87
1.00

-

5

1.00

CONCLUSIONS
It has been possible to identify and estimate the parameters of a sewer system water quantity model. The
results of the water quantity model suggest that thegenerallyaccepted assumption that allerrorresults from
observation error, which is the basis of deterministic model calibration, is not a valid assumption. On the
contrary these results suggest that most of the deviation between model prediction and observation are a
resultofsewersystembehaviourthatthemodeldoesnotexplain.Itisdifficult toconcludeanythingfrom the
results of the water quality model. They suggest that more research efforts should be put into applying
existing experimental design and sampling frequency theorytowaterqualitymodelling.Italsoindicatesthat
a new approach to data collection is required when subsequent modelling is amongst the primary purposes
forthedatacollection.
The results from both models and from the study as a whole suggest that more efforts should be put into
exploring and gaining experience in stochastic modelling with physically interpretable parameters. This is
particularly important with respect to the identifiability of both the mechanistically interpretable model
parameters andofthesystem noisecomponents.
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CHAPTER 7
RANDOM COEFFICIENT MODELLING
ABSTRACT
Combined sewerwater qualitymodelsare sometimes able to capturethe generaldynamics of thechanges in
pollutantconcentrationsbutwillfor someeventsover-predictandfor othereventsunder-predict. Forsomeeventsthe
characteristicdynamicpattern willappeartooearlyandfor otheragain toolate. Thisisbecauseduringcalibration
modelparameters haveeitherbeen consideredas universalconstants validfor allevents orasdependinginsome
deterministic wayonexplanatory variables such asthetime ofyearorthesewersystems recenthistory. However,
forthemajority ofwaterquality variables andparametersdescribingthestateofa combinedsewersystem atthe
onsetof eachrainfall eventare onlyverypoorly known.Theseinclude quantities suchas amountofdeposited
sediment, thestrength ofthesedimentcrust, concentrationsofsedimentporewater, thesizedistributionandsettling
ratesoftheparticulatematterandeventosomeextentthequantityandqualityofthedryweatherflow.
Theobjectiveofthisstudyhasbeentoevaluatethepotentialofapplyingrandomcoefficientmodellinginordermore
accuratelydescribepollutantconcentrations incombinedsewers duringrain. Inrandom coefficientmodels certain
selectedparametersareassumedtoberealisations ofarandom variableateach event. Emphasis isonmodels that
areapplicabletoreturnperiodanalysisofextremepollution eventsinanintegratedapproach. Arandomcoefficient
modelis estimatedfor suspended chemical oxygen demand(COD) in a combined sewerand itsperformance is
comparedtotheequivalentconstantcoefficientmodel.Aswellashighlightingtheadvantagesandthepotentialofthe
approach,drawbacksandlimitationsofboththeapproachandthepresentstudyarealsodiscussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Theparameters of a combined sewer model aregenerally considered to be constant over time orto follow a
yearlypattern. Theirvaluesarecalibrated orestimatedbycomparing simulatedmodelresponsestomeasured
responses. A frequently encountered problem isthat, although the general shapes of the modelled responses
are often very similar to the observed responses, the modelled response will for one event be too high, for
anothertoo low,for athird tooearlyand a fourth toolate.This is illustrated inFigure 7.1 wherethe variable
onthey-axis could for examplebesuspended solidsinacombined sewersystem.Ifoneattemptsto calibrate
the model on each of the single events individually this discrepancy between modelled and observed values
generallydisappears.
The approach applied in this study is called random coefficient modelling because it assumes that whilst
someparameter values maybe constant intime,otherparameters varyfromevent toevent asrealisations of
arandomvariable.Therandomcoefficients arethusquantitiesthatvaryfrom eventtoeventbutfor whichno
deterministic relationship can be found to explain these changes quantitatively. In combined sewer water
quality modelling one would expect values such as, for example, the amount of deposited material, its
content of degradable matter and the strength ofthe sediment crust, to vary from event to event. Numerous
examples ofmodelling and studies of sewer systemhavehowever shown that thenumber and complexityof
phenomena taking place in a combined sewer would require an endless number of parameters to be
calibrated. Onemaywell endupincludingphenomena that areless significant thanphenomena thathaveyet
toberevealed.
This problem of model assumptions not considering variations in system characteristics from event to event
is visually more evident during deterministic modelling than during stochastic modelling. On stochastic
modelling the constant up-date of the system states would often mean that only a detailed analysis of the
residualswould revealtheneed for randomcoefficient modelling.Itisimportanttorealisethat,althoughthis
study deals with random coefficient modelling in the context of deterministic modelling, also stochastic
models canbe formulated and estimated with some random coefficients whose randomness is not described
asrandomness intimebutasrandomrealisationsateachoccurrence.
The objectives ofthe studyareto evaluate the potential of random coefficient modelling ofcombined sewer
water quality modelling. The advantages and disadvantages are examined through the application of the
methodology to a simple deterministic model of suspended chemical oxygen demand (COD) in combined
sewer overflow. The application of random coefficient models to integrated return period analysis is part of
Chapter 9of this thesis.There arevery few studies inwhich random coefficient modelling hasbeen applied
withinthefield ofwatermodelling.AnexampleisGwo-FongandYu-Ming(1996)whohave studiedtheuse
of random coefficient modelling for hydrological runoff models with the storage coefficient treated as a
randomvariableinadynamically stochasticmodelappliedtoarural watershed.

Observedand
ModelledVariable

Time
Time
Time
Figure7.1.Withconstantcoefficient modelstheprincipledynamicsmaybewellexplainedbutfor
different rainfall-runoff eventsthesimulationmaylietoohigh,toolow,tooearlyortoo late.
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DATA
The data used for this study are part of the Loenen data set outlined in chapter 2. Water quality variables
including COD were measured before and after settling for one hour. The difference between the two values
represents a fast settling fraction or particulate fraction and is in this chapter called suspended COD. Only
events with at least eight observation of suspended COD were selected for the study. This resulted in
nineteen rainfall-runoff events with a total of 253 observations of suspended COD from samples taken
during overflow.

METHOD
Parameter estimation in non-linear random coefficient modelling involves an outer optimisation routine for
estimating the parameters considered to be constant. Each evaluation of the estimation criterion's value for a
given set of the constant parameters involves event-level optimisations in which the random coefficient's
values are estimated for each event. Thus, as illustrated in Figure 7.2, each evaluation of the objective
function, i.e. the estimation criterion, in the outer optimisation involves complete optimisations to find the
values of the random coefficients. A least square estimation criterion was used in the present study. Refer to
statistical texts such as Bondeson (1989), Johansen (1984) or Nicholls and Quinn (1982) for a
comprehensive introduction to random coefficient modelling.
Parameter statistics including covariance matrix was here estimated using a jack-knife technique in which
the complete parameter estimation is carried out using all events and then repeated whilst systematically
excluding one of the rainfall-runoff events. Thejack-knife technique is discussed in more detail in Chapter 9
and a general introduction can be found in statistical text books such as Stuart and Ord (1994).
Optimisationfor
Estimationof
Constant
Parameters

Event 1
/""^
Optimisation ( Simulation&EstimationCriterion
Event2
/ " ^
Optimisation ( Simulation&EstimationCriterion
Event3
S~>i
Optimisation ( Simulation&EstimationCriterion
Event4
/""^
Optimisation ( Simulation&EstimationCriterion

SumofEstimationCriterionValues

Figure 7.2.Theconstantparametersandtherandomparameters/coefficients are estimated
simultaneously. Each function evaluation inthe outeroptimisation involves complete optimisationsof
the parameters varying from eventtoevent.
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Resuspension

Flow, Q
Flow, Q
Figure7.3. Fourdifferent relationshipsbetweenflowandresuspensionwereinitiallytested. The
encircledrelationshipwasselectedforthisstudyandisexpressedinequation(7.1).

Suspended Pollutants Models
Suspended CODwas modelled as a first order settling rate with a flow dependent resuspension of both
surface andin-sewer deposits. Four different expressions forresuspension were initially tested andone was
selected forthis study.Thefour expressions relatingresuspension toflow areshown inFigure7.3wherethe
encircled relationship gave the best fit and was subsequently selected this study. The mathematical
expressionforthisresuspensionrelationshipisexpressedin(7.1).
Resuspension(Figure7.3)

Settling
"^r~

^£QD

=

_a.McoD +tR{]

at

+

^[c.Qcrir(Q-Qcril)]}

2

where M ^ Q D i sm e suspensed massofCOD inthereservoir,
Q
istheflow rate(see sectiononunderlyingwaterquantitymodelbelow),
a
isafirst ordersettlingrate,
b
isthegradient inthe flow toresuspension relationship(see Fig. 7.3),
c
defines (with Qcrit) thesmoothnessoftherisetolinearresuspension (seeFig. 7.3),
Qcrit isthecritical flow defining thepositionoftherisetolinearresuspension (seeFig. 7.3).
Inthefinalversion ofthe random coefficient model theparametersa,bandcwereallconsidered asconstant
parameters and Qcrit astherandom parameter who's mean andvariance were of interest. Thecriticalflow
rate, Qcrit, thus takes a different value for each rainfall-runoff event corresponding to variations which
would be expected in the critical shear stress at which resuspension would begin. For purposes of
comparison themodel wasalso estimated withthecritical flow rate, Qcrjt, asaconstant forall 19rainfallrunoff events.
The sewer system is relatively flat andit wasassumed that an infinite amount of sediment wasavailable.
Testswere carried outtoconfirm that settingorestimatingamaximum available amountofsedimentdidnot
changethefitofsuspended CODinthesewer overflow.
The Underlying Water Quantity Model
The suspended CODmodel wasbuilt upon a water quantity model consisting of three linear reservoirs in
series discharging into anon-linear reservoir representing thesewer system's static storage volume. Thisis
the deterministic version ofthe model presented in Chapter 5.Theparameters ofthe water quantity model
hadbeenestimatedbeforehand andwerenotestimatedasrandom coefficients.
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Figure 7.4.Results ofthe suspended CODmodelling showingtheobserved values (crosses) with the
constant coefficient model simulation (thick line)andtherandomcoefficient model (thinline).Inthe
toptwoeventtheconstant coefficient model simulatedtoohigh,inthebottomtwoeventtoolowand
fair for themiddletwoevents.Noticethat simulations oftherandom coefficient model lieneither
particularly highnor lowfor anyoftheevents.
At the beginning of each event the suspended COD concentration in all four reservoirs was considered to be
zero. Thereafter the concentration rose and fell according to the expression in (7.1), which was applied to
each of the model reservoirs with resuspension depending on the average of inflow and outflow. Suspended
COD was then carried downstream by advection. No dispersion was applied to the suspended pollutant.
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Figure 7.5.Estimated relationshipbetweenflowrateandresuspension intherandom coefficient model.
Each line istheresuspension curve corresponding tooneofthe 19rainfall eventsused.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
The results of the random coefficient model and the corresponding constant coefficient model are presented
in Table 7.1. Notice that for the random coefficient model the standard deviation of the critical flow rate,
Qcrit, expresses variation from event to event. This should not be confused with the parameter standard
errors, which are the results of the Jack-knife estimation and which represent uncertainty in the value of the
estimated constant parameters.
Table 7.1.Resultsofconstant andrandomcoefficient modelling.Theparameter 0OT,Std.dev.isthestandard deviation
oftheevent toeventvariation inthe critical flow Qcril. (**See text on interpretation ofR").

Settling rate
Resuspension

Parameter
a
b
c
Qcri,

Coef. ofDet.

Qcri, Std.dev.*
R 2 **

[g/m3]
[s/m3]
[m3/s]

Constant Coefficient Model
Low
Value
95%
Upp.95%
3.61e-4
5.35e-4
4.39e-4
3.67e2
7.92e2
5.79e2
0.359
0.660
0.498
0.459
1.207
0.833

[m3/s]
[-]

0.47

Unit

fl/sl

—

—
—

—
—

Random Coefficient Model
Value
2.44e-4
1.06e4
0.317
2.85
0.306
0.67

Low 95%
2.15e-4
0.82e4
0.256
2.71
0.030

Upp.95%
2.78e-4
1.30e4
0.377
2.99
0.582

The coefficient of determination, R , is seen to rise from 0.47 to 0.67 when the critical flow rate is assumed
to be a random variable and therefore estimated for each event. For six of the 19 rainfall-runoff events the
simulated and observed suspended COD concentrations have been plotted in Figure 7.4. Notice that for the
top two events the constant coefficient model was generally too high, for the two events in the centre both
models perform equally well and for the bottom two events the constant coefficient model was too low. This
is exactly the sort of improvement one wants and expects when applying random coefficient modelling.
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InFigure7.5aretheflow-resuspension relationships found foreachofthe 19events.Thecurvesaredefined
bythelast termin(7.1)andallhavethesamevalue forbandcbutdifferent valuesforthecritical flowrate,
Qcrit•

Thereisasignificant improvement inthecoefficient ofdetermination, R2,from0.47to0.67. However, itis
importanttokeepinmindthatthecoefficient ofdetermination fortherandom coefficient modelisinasense
conditional to our knowing the values of the critical flow rate, Qcrit, for every event. In the random
coefficient modeltheseareinfact notknownbut estimated.
Table 7.1revealsapoor agreement between particularly thesettling rates inthetwomodels.This shouldbe
viewed inconsideration ofthe high correlation found between settling rate andresuspension (inallmodels
about 0.9 between a and b). Settling and resuspension are two phenomena working practically directly
against each other andalmost thesame result cantherefore beobtained byincreasing thetwoparametersa
and b.Theresult isahigh correlation between theparameters andthis sets extremely high demands on the
quality of the required data. Hadthedata sets included values fortheperiod before actual overflow started
this correlation would probably have been much lower. Both ofthe presented models have been estimated
usingtheleast square criterion andwithout anyquantitative apriori information abouttheparametervalues.
The inclusion of quantitative a priori knowledge about sewer sediment settling rates using a priori
distributions with a maximum likelihood criterion as outlined inChapter 5is likely to have overcome this
problem. The apriori distributions could originate from various laboratory or field experiments such as
reported inHvitved-Jacobsen etal.(1998)andGentetal.(1996).Itisimportantthatthisapriori knowledge
is incorporated intheform ofapriori distributions inamaximum likelihood estimate andnotjust as fixed
valuesinordertopermittheassimilation ofdatainformation onanyoftheparameters.
Attempts were made tocorrelate thecritical flow rates found for each event with variables such astimeof
year,preceding dryweather period andthewetness index presented inChapter 4.Norelationship withthese
variables couldbefound. Until sucharelationship toanexplanatory variable isfound, thevariation in Qcrit
hastobeconsidered asrandomvariation.Onapplicationofthemodelinanintegratedreturnperiodanalysis,
suchaspresentedinChapter9,thisvariationfromeventtoeventisincluded asinherentvariation.
Attempts were made to investigate whether further improvements to the fit could be obtained by having
other parameters estimated as random coefficients varying from event to event. Improvements were very
small anditwassoon apparent that thepairs ofparameters estimated foreach individual event were highly
interchangeable and could have very different values for the same goodness of fit. It is evident that care
shouldbetakenottoclassify moreparameters asrandomcoefficients thancanbeidentified bytheindividual
events.
An obvious disadvantage ofrandom coefficient modelling isthelong time needed forparameter estimation
duetothesub-optimisations whichhavetobedoneinordertoestimatethevaluesoftherandom coefficients
of each event. In models where there is a linear relationship between the response and the random
coefficients, thesub-optimisations arereplacedbytheequivalent explicit expressionsforeachsetofconstant
coefficients.
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CONCLUSION
Arandom coefficient modelhasbeen formulated for the suspended CODconcentration inacombined sewer
system. The model comprises a settling term and a resuspension term whose parameters were estimated
using data from nineteen rainfall-runoff events. Only the critical flow rate, comparable to a critical shear
stress, was assumed to be therealisation of arandom variable whilst all otherparameters were estimated as
constant coefficients. Results show a clear improvement in fit compared to the equivalent constant
coefficient model. Rather than an increased degree of determination, this improved fit reflects the more
appropriate modelling assumptions and consequently a reduced bias on the estimates of the model
parameters ingeneral.
The high correlation found between settling and resuspension parameters confirms not only the need for
improved data but also the need for the inclusion of quantitative apriori knowledge concerning parameter
values of even very simple models with only few parameters. Once established with the inclusion of
quantitative apriori knowledge inamaximum likelihood estimate,random coefficient modelling islikelyto
become extremelyuseful methodology. Given the high degree of randomness within water qualityprocesses
andphenomena random coefficient modelling undoubtedly has ahigh future potential inthe context ofboth
deterministicmodels(ashere)andinthecontext ofstochasticmodels.
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CHAPTER 8
DISCUSSION ONMODELLING
ABSTRACT
The objective of this chapter is to discuss, in a broader perspective, the approaches, methodologies and results
presented in this part of the thesis. Whilefocusing on deterministic and stochastic modelling and on aspects of
identifiability, the discussion goes beyond the combined sewer modelling to water quality modelling in general.
Finally, thechaptercloses thispart ofthethesiswith recommendations for bothpractice and research.

ApartofthediscussioninthischapterisbasedonGrum,M.(1997).WATERMATEX'97:ASymposiumReview.WaterQuality
International,SeptVOct.1997,pp37-39.
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INTRODUCTION
Mathematical models aiming at simulating the system behaviour play an important role in integrated urban
water management. Models are used to assess the impacts of combined sewer overflow and to identify
optimal amelioration strategies. Optimal water quality management requires an integrated approach.
Integrated urban water management may imply integration at many different levels. Integration may refer to
the combined consideration of water quantity and water quality. Inthis chapter and in the thesis as awhole
the term integration is primarily used to refer to the combined consideration of various parts of the water
system such as the sewer system, the wastewater treatment plant, the recipient surface waters, the
groundwater aquifers and the drinking water supply system extracting water from these aquifers. In recent
years "an integrated approach to water management" has often been be used to refer to the integration of
socialaspectsintowatermanagement andpolicy formulation.
Discharge from combined sewer systems is often a limiting factor to achieving ecologically healthy urban
waters.Mathematical models of relevant parts oftheintegrated water system can beused tocalculate return
periodsofdetrimental effects andtoanalysetheconsequencesofproposed amelioration projects.
With an emphasis on combined sewer overflow, theresearch presented inthis part of thethesis has focused
on various approaches to modelling water quantity and quality. Common to all approaches is that the
engineers a priori perception of the system is combined with information present in monitored data. Model
structure and parameters are thus in part estimated from the available data. A primary aim has been to
compare and contrast how information in data isused in deterministic and stochastic modelling approaches.
This chapter discusses the previously presented conclusions in abroader perspective. Thechapter concludes
withrecommendations directedtowardsbothresearchandpractice.

DETERMINISTICAND STOCHASTIC MODELLING
When encountering an observation during model calibration, we can basically do three things. First, we
could say that "our system description is perfect", note the deviation between modelled and observed and
thereafter continueour modelling intime from this samemodelled value.Alternatively, wecould say "we'd
bettertrust inwhat we see"(our observed value),note the deviation between modelled and observed, adjust
the state of our system to fit the observed value and thereafter continue our modelling in time from this
observed value. In the first case, we implicitly assume all deviation between the modelled and observed
valuestobearesult ofobservation error alone;inthesecond,weassumethatthisdeviation resultsonly from
randombehaviourofthesystem (i.e.anincomplete systemdescription).
Athird option would beto saythat "the truth"lies inabit ofboth. Inwhich case we would usetheKalman
filter whichmakesaweightingbetween "whatwesee"and"whatwemodel",andourmodellingintimethen
proceeds from this new up-dated point. If we, on the presence of an observation, use the Kalman filter to
estimate the state of our system, we are acknowledging the presence of both observation error and random
behaviour of the system (i.e. modelling error). It is precisely this acknowledgement that gives the Kalman
filter (and related forms of up-dating) such immense potential value to environmental and water quality
modelling where all influential details never can be modelled and where inhomogeneity and measurement
imprecision inevitablygiverisetoobservationerrors.
_
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Themain entryoftheKalmanfilterintoboth hydrology and waterquality tookplace sometwentyyearsago
with a conference titled "Application of Kalman Filter to Hydrology, Hydraulics and Water Resources"
(Chiu, 1978). During the following ten years there was a rapid increase in the number of published
applications of Kalman filtering in water quality modelling. The majority of these applications came from
stochastic modellers and as a consequence (at that time), somewhat unfortunately, were empirical with little
or no mechanistic interpretation. However, the state-space form, over which the Kalman filter is defined, is
ideal for mechanistic system descriptions. Kalman had already emphasised this,but inthefieldofhydrology
and water qualitythis seems tohave been recognised onlybya few (e.g. Beck and Young, 1976).Filtering
was often done with model parameters varying with the state of the system and using the convergence
properties ofthefilter to estimate theirvalues. Stories ofthepractical problems of choosing suitable starting
values,of difficulties in establishing system noise andobservation errorvariances, of convergence towrong
parameter valuesand stories ofinstability abounded.Fromthemiddleoftheeightiesupuntilrecentyearsthe
application oftheKalmanfilterwithin waterqualityseemstohavebeenjust quietlysimmering.
Inthe proceedings of theabove mentioned conference in 1978,Prof.R. E.Kalman,referring to the Kalman
filter, wrote "Fortunate istheuser, for the lessheknowsaboutprobability themore successful he isgoingto
be ...".Ironically,thesewords straight from thehorse's mouth standquiteincontrast towhatweareactually
seeing today. Filtering in water quality modelling is today almost always linked to a maximum likelihood
criterion and often alsotoacoupled or off-line optimisation routine.At the same timepractical problemsof
startingvalues,unknown variances andinstability seemtohavebecome lessproblematic.
The following summarises some recent examples of the use of Kalman filtering within water quality
modelling. Jacobsen et al. (1997) present a stream model built up of linear reservoirs in series in a
continuous state-space form with the Kalman filter for up-dating. Model parameters, including the variance
of both system and measurement error terms, are estimated on the basis of a maximum likelihood criterion
which isoptimised off-line. Inthreerivermodels withmechanistic descriptions ofBODvariations and algal
growth, Qian (1997) also uses a modified version of the Kalman filter for up-dating the system state. He
avoidsthe linearapproximations oftheextended Kalmanfilterbyan interesting evaluation ateachtimestep
ofthe likelihood ratio between anumber ofparallel simulations, eachmade with different parametervalues.
Essentially, the advantage of the method is that it provides more sensitive parameter trajectories for system
identification, but the author points further to the examination of trajectories of the likelihood ratios
themselves and those of the system variance, which is also assumed to vary. Carstensen et al. (1996)
demonstrate how Kalmanfilteringwith simple mechanistic model structure can be used as software sensors
toestimatethevaluesofunobserved systemstates.
In an effort to bridge the gap between the traditional deterministic and the empirical stochastic approach,
Chapter 5 draws attention to the most essential distinction between dynamic deterministic and stochastic
dynamic modelling: the difference in assumptions made concerning the origin of the deviation between
modelled and observed values. Isolating and characterising the core difference between deterministic and
stochastic modelling has disclosed related methods traditionally applied only within one of the approaches
but which in principal would be of relevance and interest to both. From the field of stochastic modelling
these include parameter statistics, experimental design theory, inclusion of a priori knowledge in parameter
estimation and the concepts of identifiability as a whole. From deterministic model the most important
aspect is the inclusion of a priori knowledge of the physical, biological and chemical processes into the
modelstructure.
In the case study of Chapters 5 parameters of a combined sewer model are estimated under both
deterministic and stochastic modelling assumptions. To this end atool was developed with the main aimof
rapidlybeing ableto switch from onewayof estimation totheother.Thetool wasbuiltupon adiscretetime
ToT
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non-linear state space formulation. Modelling of the state's second moments and the application of the
Kalman filter was active only dining stochastic estimation. Itwas also possible to applyboth the maximum
likelihood andtheleastsquare estimation criteriatoeitherofthetwoapproaches.
That water quality modellers of the traditionally deterministic approach and those of the traditionally
stochastic approachhavemovedclosertooneanother iscertain.Thetraditionaldeterministic modellershave
dropped ideas of incorporating all conceivable processes into their models.Modellers from the traditionally
stochastic approach have recognised that if an engineer should have any use for a model, then the purely
empirical formulation often must be replaced by some degree of mechanistic description relating variables
viathephysical,biological orchemical processes inquestion.
However, on one particular aspect a clear difference persists. On model calibration there are those who
assumethat all deviation between observed and simulated results onlyfrom observation errorand then there
are thosewho assume that this deviation alsoresults from an incomplete system description. Unfortunately,
this difference in assumptions relates not as one might logically expect to the nature of the systems, the
nature of the available data, the available knowledge and understanding of the system or the available
resources,but simplytothebackground ofthemodeller.
Perhaps the time has come where the use of stochastic state filtering, such as Kalman filtering, in water
quality modelling will no longer be merely simmering but will take the central role which it ought tohave.
Deviationbetween"whatwemodel"and"whatwesee"isaresultofbothmodellingandobservation error.

IDENTIFIABILITYINWATERQUALITYMODELLING
There has been a tendency to persistently add new processes to water quality models in an attempt to
improve their ability to simulate system behaviour. This often has two unfortunate consequences. Firstly,
calibration orparameter estimation leadstonon-unique sets ofparameters. Secondly, one mayoften include
processes that are less important than processes which have not been included because they are not even
known.
Parsimony isaconceptwelldeveloped withinthe field of statisticsandcanbriefly besummarised as"carein
the allotting of model parameters". Working with empirical models one would simply exclude all model
structure that does not significantly improve a models fit with the available observations. In models where
physical, chemical or biological interpretations are attached to the parameters exclusion of model structure
mayrenderamodelunsuitable for itsintendedpurpose.
Reichert and Omlin(1997)point out that we should be careful not to take identifiability a bit too far. There
are many cases where the inclusion of unidentifiable model structure from an engineering point of view is
indispensable. Consider a sewer system designed to run with full pipes every five years. Even a very long
monitoring period is most likely to fail in obtaining data which will permit the identification of model
structure related to processes which occur only during full pipe flow. One's engineering knowledge may
however strongly suggest that the sewer behaves quite differently in its full state; one would perhaps be
better off extrapolating with unidentified model structure than charging onwith something identified under
quitedifferent conditions.Theexample inReichert andOmlin (1997)relatestotheindentification ofMonod
growthkinetics,butmanyotherwaterqualityexamplescouldbegiven.
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When accused of using over-parameterised models which could be calibrated to fit almost any signal, the
water quality engineer would often answer something inthe lines of "yes,butmyengineering intuition and
experience tells mewhatthe realistic parameter values are andthe calibration isonlyamatterof makingthe
case-specific adjustments". Thisdoesofcoursenotquitecorrespondtoourformal conceptsof identifiability,
yet there is some truth about it. Reichert (1997) outlines how such diffuse a priori knowledge on our
parameter values can and should be handled in a structured manner. He emphasises the fact that defining
probability distributions for ourknowledge isnotenough.Ourpriorknowledge isdiffuse andmust therefore
be formulated as imprecise probabilities. Five methods of characterising imprecision in probability
distributions areoutlined anddiscussed, andwithadidactic examplethe authorpointstotheadvantagesofa
Bayesian approach in incorporating ourprior knowledge into the parameter estimation phases of modelling.
The Bayesian approach relies on conditional probabilities expressions in characterising the uncertainties of
variables that are causally dependent on the value other uncertain variables or parameters. The near future
will undoubtedly present some interesting applied examples from various fields of water quality. This point
isnot without bearing on discussion above ontheusefulness ofincluding unidentifiable model structure and
willundoubtedlychangethepracticalimplications ofsystems identification.
In Chapter 5 of the present thesis a priori parameter knowledge was quantitatively included by using a
Bayesian approximation to reformulate the maximum likelihood criterion into a maximum a posteriori
likelihood as outlined in Madsen and Hoist (1996). The possibility of quantitatively including a priori
parameter information givesrisetoanew situation withrespect tothe identifiability ofmodel structurewith
physical, chemical or biological interpretation attached tothe model parameters. Themaximum aposteriori
criterion can be used with both deterministic and stochastic parameter estimation. More structure will be
acceptable once weinclude ourknowledge andexperience concerning likelyparametervalues inthe form of
a priori distribution. Though a comprehensive investigation of the advantages, interpretation and possible
pitfalls of such inclusion of apriori knowledge lies beyond the scope ofthisthesis,the results of Chapter5
didconfirm theexpectations.
The combined sewer water quality modelling of the preceding chapters has shown that aspects of
experimental design theoryhave to be considered in the planning phase of amonitoring campaign aimed at
system identification and parameter estimation or calibration. The principal input to a combined sewer is
rainfall, which cannotbedesigned assuch.However, experimental design theorycan assist inidentifying the
best sampling points within the sewer network and indicate how long before and after an overflow it is
necessary toextract samples from thewater. Thesuspended CODmodelsof Chapter 6andChapter 7would
have been better identified and the resulting parameter sets less ambiguous had water quality samples been
taken before the critical flow atwhich resuspension started had been passed and if further samples hadbeen
taken after high flows had subsided. For water quality models used for studying the response of surface
waters to combined sewer overflows controlled overflows may be designed with a given dynamic
characteristics inorderbesttoidentify themodelparameters.
Other aspects of experimental design with bearing upon subsequent model identification are sampling
frequency and regularity. They become particularly relevant in relation to the identification of modelling
error terms in dynamic systems during stochastic modelling. This relates to complexities such as Shannon's
sampling theory,which,in simpleterms,statesthatyouwill have difficulties observingBrownian motionof
a pollen grain on a water surface if you only open your eyes every second minute. In contrast, the
identifiability of deterministic structure (empirical or mechanistic) relates more directly to the amount of
available dataandthepersistenceof excitation.
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CONCLUSIONS
Theoverall objective ofthispartofthethesiswastoexaminemodellingapproaches andmethodologies inan
attempt toimprove combined sewerwater qualitymodelling.Thefollowing havebeen identified asmethods
whoseimplementation wouldcontribute tosuch improvement.
•
•
•
•

quantitative inclusionofaprioriknowledge inautomated parameter estimation,
application ofparameter statistics andexperimental designtheory,
random coefficient modelling,
stochastic modellingwithphysical,chemical andbiologicalmodel structure.

Incorporation of the first two points into traditional deterministic combined sewer modelling is a fairly
straightforward task. The maximum likelihood criterion should be applied to the existing deterministic
modelling approach and a rapid but robust optimisation routine should be adopted. The main hindrance to
immediate application of parameter statistics and experimental design criteria is probably the parameter
transformations which would be required in order to be able to make assumptions of local linearity in the
often non-linearcombined sewerwaterqualitymodels.
Modellers should recognise the fact that explanatory variables arenot always available for characterising the
state of a sewer system at the start of a rainfall event. No explanatory variables may be known or no
observations may have been made of their values. In recognising this,random coefficient modelling should
beapplied sothat parameters, such asthe strength of sediment crustsandporewaterconcentrations,maybe
considered as random variables varying from event to event. Random coefficient modelling requires more
computational resources and would today perhaps only be realistically applied to simplermodels with short
simulation timesandfew estimatedparameters.
Finally, stochastic modelling would bring amajor improvement to combined sewer waterquality modelling
as it would avoid the bias on parameter estimates which is introduced due the poor agreement present in
deterministic modelling between the implicit assumptions on the errors and the actual situation. In certain
situations a change from a deterministic to a stochastic formulation requires little effort but in other
situations simplifications have to be made to the model in order to make it appropriate for stochastic
modelling. A stochastic state space formulation of a hydrodynamic sewer model would involve state
variables for both flow velocity and water depth at each calculation point in the system and is therefore not
likelytobejust aroundthecorner.Whereexactlythe limit lieswithrespect tothenumberandremotenessof
unobserved system states is one of the questions concerning the applicability of stochastic modelling that
have yet to be answered. Generally speaking, the widespread use of stochastic modelling in water quality
engineering would require professionally developed tools specifically directed towards stochastic modelling
forwaterqualitymanagement.
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The modelling work in this part of the thesis has revealed that water quality models have a number of
common characteristics for which generalisations in terms of statistical and stochastic approaches ought be
sought.Questionsthatshouldbeaddressedare:
• Which parameter transformation would be appropriate for which typesof parameters (e.g. runoff
coefficient, growth rates, settling rates, resuspension parameters, storage constants, yields and
available deposits)?
Which systemvariableswouldbesuited asstatevariablesundervarious circumstances?
Whatwouldbeappropriate statetransformations for applicationwithKalman filtering?
Howshouldthesystemerrorbestructuredfor variousprocesses?
Whatisarealistic numberandremotenessofunobserved systemstatesinstochastic models?
Where do the critical parameter interchangeability problems occur and which measures can be
takentoovercomethem(re-parameterisation andimproved monitoring)?
The results of such generalisation studies would be an asset not only to combined sewer water quality
modellingbuttowaterqualitymodellingandengineering asawhole.
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CHAPTER 9
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS USING
EMBEDDED MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
ABSTRACT
The return periods of detrimental effects are often used as design criteria in urban storm water management.
Considerable uncertainty is associated with the models used. This iseither ignored orpooled with the inherent event
to event variation such as rainfall depth. It is here argued that uncertainty and inherent event to event variation
should be treated separately, inproviding engineers and managers with thedistributions of returnperiods. It is then
possible to base management decisions on knowledge of both the expected return periods and their corresponding
confidence limits. It isfurther argued that the traditional pooling of inherent variation and uncertainty leads to
meaningless returnperiod curves with noengineering value.
The presented methodology is described as Embedded Error Propagation and its current implementation as
Embedded Monte Carlo Simulations. This new approach is demonstrated in an integrated setting involving models
for rainfall characteristics, combined sewer overflow loads and impacts on thesurface water dissolved oxygen (DO).
CSO loads are modelled using event lumped non-linear regression models with rainfall as input and with overflow
volume, duration and relevant event mean concentrations as output. Oxygen depletion in the surface water is
described using a dynamic model including oxidation ofdissolved chemical oxygen demand (COD) and nitrification.
Conversion models had tobe developed tointegrate theoutput variables ofthe CSO model with the inputvariables of
thesurface water model. Theparameters of all the models were estimatedfrom observed data on rainfall, CSO load
and surface water impacts. The data are obtained from a combined sewer system discharging to apond in Loenen,
theNetherlands. In this chapterfocus ison chemical effectsof CSO onsurface water. Theargued distinction between
event to event variation and uncertainty and the associated methodology are equally valid to the return period
analysis of flooding.

This chapter is based on Grum, M. and Aalderink, R. H. (1999). Uncertainty in Return Period Analysis of Combined Sewer
Overflow Effects UsingEmbeddedMonteCarloSimulations. Wat. Sci.Tech. 39(4),pp.233-240.Publishedafteroralpresentation
attheAQUATECHconferenceinAmsterdam,September1998.
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INTRODUCTION
The return periods of combined sewer overflow (CSO) effects are often used as design criteria in urban
storm water management. There are two main reasons why models are used to calculate return periods of
CSO effects. Firstly, because calculation of for example events with amean timebetween occurrence ofone
year by direct measurement would require observation periods of several time longer than just one year.
Attempts are then made to use models to predict the return periods of CSO impacts as a function of a
relatively well observed explanatory variables namely one or more point measurements of rainfall. The
poorer the explanatory value of the rainfall the larger will be the uncertainty introduced as aresult of short
monitoring periods of the combined sewer itself, its overflows and the surface water effects. The second
mainreason for usingmodels isthattheir mechanistic structure permits theanalysis ofproposed engineering
scenarios.Theuseofmodels inreturnperiod analysisistreated inmoredetailinthefollowing chapter.
Takingareductionist approachtouncertainty inreturn period analysis it could besplitupintoamultitudeof
sources. However, essentially uncertainty can be considered to result from two main aspects; a limited
number of observations and, on extrapolation, uncertainty in model structure. The present study takes a
parametric approachto evaluateuncertainty caused byalimitednumberofobservationsofaprocess.Models
used inthereturnperiod analysishavetheirparametersestimated from observeddata.Parameteruncertainty,
including that of parameters describing inputs and the variances of random errors, are estimated and
considered intheanalysis.
Uncertainties ininput characterisation and systemdescriptionprovide information onthecertaintyofagiven
expected return period value. They do not change it. It is therefore argued that variability and uncertainty
should be handled separately using an embedded error propagation method as the one outlined in the
following section. Similar proposals and methodologies distinguishing between uncertainty and variability
havebeenmadeinriskand frequency analysisinotherfields(e.g.Brattin etal. 1996,Hessionetal. 1996).

METHODOLOGY
ErrorPropagation andReturn Period
Inamany-to-one input-output system,the cumulative probability distribution function oftheoutput variable
canbe obtained bythe integration of thejoint probability density function overtheregion oftheinput space
for which the output is greater than or equal to the evaluated value of the output. This integration can
sometimes be done analytically but is in most practical applications solved numerically. In this study the
integration hasbeen solvedusingMonte Carlo simulations which involves thecreation ofalargenumberof
input data sets by pseudo-random sampling from the input variables' parametric probability distributions.
Forasetofinputvariables anoutputvariable iscalculatedusingthemodel(s).
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Return period, T(y), of the exceedance of a variable y, is found from the exceedance probability using
(9.1).

TV A

'

»•/>,•

'

( 9 1 )

H-(I-(>-V-I)/N)

where pv is itsprobability of exceedance, n isthemean number ofeventsperyear, rv istherank ofyafter
sorting the output variable from the N samplings and following Monte Carlo simulations. In this study the
numberofrunsusedtogenerateasinglereturn periodcurvewas34200whichcorresponds toacoefficient of
variation (due solely to imprecision in the numerical integration) of 0.1for events with areturn period of 5
years.Portielje et al. (2000) give adetailed treatment inthe context of water qualitymanagement ofhow to
reducethenumerical errorortherequired number ofmodelsimulations toattain adesiredlevelofaccuracy.
Inthetwoevaluatedmethods ahigher sampling densityintheregion of interest isattained bycombining the
First Order Reliability Method with Latin Hypercube Sampling and Directional simulation respectively. At
thecostofmoremodel simulations,theMonteCarloprocedurewaschosenfor thecurrentstudyduealoneto
itssimplicityindescription and implementation.

Uncertainty andInherent Variation
Allquantities,whicharedescribed byaprobability distribution,areplaced ineitherofthetwolayers:
• aninnerlayerconsistingofquantitiesvaryingfrom eventtoevent,
• anouterlayerconsistingofuncertain,butconstant quantities.
For each set of random realisations of the quantities inthe outer uncertainty layer a full set of Monte Carlo
simulations for the inner inherent variations layer is performed. Each set of realisations in the outer
uncertainty layerthus results in a single return period curve.This could for examplebe acurve ofminimum
oxygen concentrations against return period (i.e.mean timebetween occurrence). Multiple samplings inthe
outer layer thus results in a band of return period curves representing the uncertainty distribution of the
return periods. Having generated a sufficiently large number of return period curves, their spread may be
summarised into curves giving the confidence limits of the return periods. A schematic illustration of the
samplingprocedure isgiven inFigure9.2caseC.
On making the distinction between uncertainty and inherent variation inpractice the following descriptions
maybeused.Ifthevariation ofagivenquantity...
• results from changes that actuallytakeplace then we speak ofinherentvariation andthisbelongs
intheinnersampling layer,
• results from our lack of knowledge then we speak of uncertainty and this belongs in the outer
sampling layer.
Intensifying ameasurement campaign improves ourknowledge (and therebyreducesuncertainty) butitdoes
not alter the variations that actually take place (the inherent variations). Ina given practical situation itmay
be difficult to make this hard-cut distinction and in such cases it may even be necessary to evaluate the
sensitivityofthefinalresultstothedecision inquestion.
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Inthis study 34200 realisations and model simulations were performed inthe inner inherent variations layer
for each setofrealisations intheouterlayer.With 72realisation ofthequantities intheouterlayer,atotalof
over2.5millionmodelsimulations were performed.

Estimatingthe Uncertainty
The uncertainties in model and distribution parameters are often not readily estimated. Here uncertainty in
theform of covariance matrices were estimated usingthenon-parametric Jack-knife method.The essenceof
thismethod,which iswelldescribed inseveral statisticaltextbooks suchas Stuart and Ord(1994),isthatby
repeated exclusion of each observation and re-estimating the parameters of the distribution an estimate of
theirvariance and covariance can be found. How this is implemented for a given model dependsverymuch
ontheunderlyingassumptions and istherefore presented withtheindividualmodelsinthefollowing section.

THE INTEGRATED SYSTEM
The studied integrated system comprises a combined sewer and a pond. The components of the integrated
modelincluderainfall distributions,acombined seweroverflow model,aconversion model for waterquality
parameters and a surface water model. This section briefly outlines each of the components/sub-models
which areschematicallypresented inFigure9.1.
Rainfall, sewer system and conversion models areall event lumped models(i.e.astotalrainfall depth,even*
meanconcentration, etc.)whereasthe surface watermodel isadynamic model.Thetimescalesofinterestin
thefirst 3models aretypically intheorderofhours,whereasreceivingwater impactsextend overperiods of
daystoweeks anderrorsinlinkingevent lumpedwithdynamicaretherefore likelytobesmall.

Rainfall Distributions
Duration and mean intensity of a rainfall event have been described by ajoint lognormal distribution. The
two means and the three elements ofthe covariance matrix were estimated from a point rainfall series of 12
years excluding rainfall events of less than 3 mm. The time between rainfall events was described by an
exponential distribution. These rainfall distributions describe variations from event to event and belong
therefore intheinnervariability layeroftheembedded MonteCarlo.
A six by six covariance matrix describing the uncertainty in the parameters of the rainfall distribution was
estimated using the Jack-knife technique. The parameters of the above distributions were assumed to be
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normally distributed. Thejoint distribution of these six parameters describes parameter uncertainty and not
variationandtherefore belongsintheouteruncertaintylayeroftheEmbeddedMonteCarloprocedure.

SewerModels
QuantityandqualityoftheCombined SewerOverflow CSOhavebeendescribedusingevent lumpedmodels
with rainfall characteristics as input. These models arebriefly outlined below but a fuller description ofthe
dataandmodelscanbefound inChapter4andGrumandAalderink(1998).
Overflow volume,OVERFLOW > w a s modelled using(9.2)where A isthecatchment area, H^^ and Dj^^ are
KEFF forVEfT > 0
—
" EFF
A-d«RAIN
EFF —
"• " "• ' "RAIN

t?PUMP' X' -'RAIN
^RAIK
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'O
'OVERFLOW

] f.

(9 2)

nthprwise

rainfall depth and duration respectively, SPUMPls pump capacity, KST0REis static storage volume and sv isa
random error term with zero mean. The runoff coefficient, a, was found to vary from event to event based
on awetness index which inturn wasdependent onavaryingdryingrate.Parameters inthemodel including
those ofthe wetness index andthose ofthedryingratewere estimated onthe basis ofrainfall eventsofover
3mmduringa period ofjust overfour yearsincluding 56eventsleadingto overflow.
The combined sewer event mean concentrations were modelled as shown in (9.3) as a function of rainfall
intensitywithi=1,2,3 for COD,Kjeldahl Nitrogenandsuspendedsolidsrespectively.
C, =exp(a,+i,-/ RAIN +£-,)

(9-3)

where I^^ is the mean rainfall intensity, a,and b, are constant coefficients and et are random error terms
withzeromean.Eventmeanslow-settling fractions hadbeen calculated onthe basisofconcentrations before
andafter 1 hourssettlingofallsample.Theseeventmeanslow-settling fractions,/;, weremodelled asshown
in(9.4)and(9.5)with ;=4,5,6for COD,Kjeldahl Nitrogenandsuspended solids respectively.

In—=

fl,+Vln(C,_3)+ff,

(9.4)

Ji

/ = l / e x p ( a , + V l n ( c , _ 3 )+£ i )

<9'5>

Theparameters ofall six equations,/ = 1,...,6,were estimated simultaneously using amaximum likelihood
criterion inwhich thejointprobabilitydistribution ofthesixerrortermswasalsoestimated.Thenon-settling
fraction of Kjeldahl nitrogen was found not to be related to its total event mean concentration and the
corresponding coefficient Z>5was settozero.
In the above models the error terms varyfromevent to event and consequently describe inherent variation.
The model parameters were assumed to have a constant value during all events and do therefore not
contribute to inherent variation. They and the variances of the error terms are however uncertain quantities
whosejoint covariance matrixwasestimated usingtheearlieroutlinedJack-knife technique.This covariance
matrixdescribesuncertaintyandbelongsintheouterlayeroftheEmbedded MonteCarloprocedure.
_
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Conversion Models
The CSO models predict Kjeldahl nitrogen, COD concentrations and suspended solids before and after one
hours settling. Conversion of these toammonium anddissolved COD,required for the surface water model,
hasbeenbasedonthreepresumedrelationships.
Firstly, it has been assumed that Kjeldahl nitrogen, Qj_ N , comprised only particulate organic nitrogen,
an( tne
^ORG-N> ^ completely solubleammonia, SKH _N.

Secondly, the suspended solids concentration was assumed to be proportional to that of organic nitrogen.
Thus the ratio of the concentration after settling, slow, to that before settling, total, is the same for the
unobserved organic nitrogen as for the observed suspended solids. Note that subscript totalis here used to
symbolisethesumoffast andslowsettlingparticulate concentrations.
• ^ O R G - N . J / O T I ' / •* ORG-N. total

=

"* SS,slow/ *• SS,total

("•')

Thirdly,the following linear relationship was assumedtoexistbetweentheslow settling fraction of Kjeldahl
nitrogenandthatofsuspended solids.
=Cl

^•KJ-N.slow/^Kl-N,total

'^SS,slow/^SS,total

+ D + £

(9.8)

Combining the three relationships, (9.6), (9.7) and (9.8), results in the following expression for the
conversion of the available CSO concentrations to ammonia. An equivalent expression was used for
dissolvedCOD.
c

_ ^ORG-N,rio<v

+

^KJ-N.roM/ ~ ^KJ-N,slow j ' \

a
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wheretheslowsettlingorganicnitrogenisgivenby
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The values of the two constants, aand b, and the error variance, a], were estimated by standard linear
regression on (9.8) using the sample data (i.e. not on event mean concentrations). During an event flow
proportional sampling took place atthe overflow structure. Their respective variances were estimated using
the earlier outlined Jack-knife technique and the results are presented in Table 9.1. To avoid the
amplification of measurement errors which occurs when taking ratios of very small values, samples with
suspended solids concentrations below 130 mg/1were excluded from the regression. This was found to be
the cut-off value after which the regression coefficients and coefficient of determination (ca. 0.6) stopped
changing.
_
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Table 9.2. Ordinary differential equations defining the processes included in the surface water model.
Dissolved Oxygen:
Reaeration
CSO-COD
Background-COD Nitrification
Sediment oxygen
degradation
degradation
ammonia
demand
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Table 9.1.Estimates of the constants and error variance in the straight line regressions defined by (9.8).
Conversion to Ammonium
Conversion to Dissolved COD
Parameters
Mean
Variance
Mean
Variance
Constanta
0.772
7.97e-3
0.752
2.26e-3
Constant b
0.279
1.67e-3
0.235
5.42e-4
Variance a]
1.15e-2
9.13e-6
1.88e-2
4.39e-6

Most of the uncertainty introduce through these conversions presumably lies inthe constants and errorterm
oftherelationship (9.8)whichhavetherefore been included intheuncertainty layeroftheEmbedded Monte
Carlo simulations. It should however be noted that the uncertainty introduced by the assumptions behind
relationships (9.6)and(9.7)havehadtobeignoredbecausenoreasonable estimatesoftheirmagnitudecould
befound giventheavailabledata.Itishoweverexpectedthattheseuncertainties aremuch smallerthanthose
of(9.8)andthantherestoftheuncertainty inthisreturnperiodanalysis.
SurfaceWaterModel
The surface water oxygen dynamics was defined bythe four differential equations (9.11), (9.12),(9.13) and
(9.14).Dissolved oxygen is lost onCODoxidation, ammonianitrification andtoasediment oxygendemand
and is added to the pond by re-aeration. Note that CSO-COD and background COD are treated separately
withoxidation rates r 0 x and r0x,B respectively. Thebackground CODrepresents theorganic matter brought
tothepondbytheinfiltration flow intothepond.
S indicates dissolved concentrations, B, , volumetric loading rates, r reaction rates andkL is the reaeration
coefficient. Theadditional subscript Bindicatesabackground component.
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Figure 9.2. Results of the analysis. § For each set of random realisations of variables in the outer layer a complete
Monte Carlo integration (of 34200 simulations) was done for the variables in the inner layer.
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Though dynamically deterministic, the model was calibrated as a random coefficient model whose
parameters are characterised byjoint probability distributions describing inherent variation from event to
event. The parameters were estimated using observed data of six overflow events, an expanded model and
the downhill simplex optimisation procedure on a maximum likelihood criteria. Aalderink et. al. (1998)
present amorecompleteoutlineofthedata andthesurface watermodel.
The parameter set for a given overflow event was assumed to be the realisation of a random variable
characterised by a selected joint probability distribution. Of the tested distributions, normal, lognormal,
exponential, weibull and gamma, the weibull distribution had the highest likelihood and was consequently
used. The parameters of the distributions (including covariance) were calculated on thebasis of the six sets
of model parameters obtained from each of the six overflow events. The uncertainty in these inherent
variability distributions was in turn characterised by ajoint probability distribution whose parameters were
estimated usingtheearlieroutlinedJack-knife technique.
The observed surface water data originated from a pond with unusually high background loading of COD
and ammonia, dueto an atypically large infiltration of oxygen-free ground water. As a result the CSOs had
no visible impact on the extreme statistics of DO in the surface water. A hypothetical surface water was
defined differing from the existingpond byscalingthebackground loadingandbyexcludingthe oxygen-free
infiltration into the pond. Mixing of the CSO in the surface water pond was assumed to lie at random
between the two extreme cases of plug-flow and completely mixed reactor. Test runs using each of thetwo
extrememixingcasessuggestthatthethusnon-described uncertaintyhaslittleeffect ontheresults.

RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Results for rainfall depth, overflow depth and minimum dissolved oxygen arepresented in Figure 9.2. Each
ofthethreegraphsonthe left containscurvescorresponding tothefollowing threecases:
I
|

A.Ignoring Uncertainty(solid line). All uncertain quantities were fixed to their expected value and
random samplingwasdoneonlyfrom thedistributionsofvaryingquantities.
B.Pooling Uncertainty with Variability (dashed line). Distributions of uncertain quantities were
sampled alongwiththoseofvaryingquantitiesresulting alsoinasinglereturn periodcurve.
C.50%ConfidenceLimits (two dotted lines).Foreachofthe72setsofrandomly sampled parametersin
the outer uncertainty layer a complete return period curve was generated by 34200 Monte Carlo
simulations.Thespreadofthese 72lineshasbeen summariestothepresented 50%confidence limits.
Reasonable plots of the usual 90% or 95% confidence limits would have required either roughly
another 5 million model simulations or further assumptions concerning the parametric distribution
types.

On the right in the figure are histograms showing the spread due to uncertainty for a return period of 0.1
years.Thespreadishererepresented throughthe72returnperiodcurvesresultingfromcaseC.
From the 50%confidence limits plotted in Figure 9.2 it is clearthat the return period analysis of combined
seweroverflow effects areassociated with asubstantial amountofuncertainty. Fromthefigure itcanbeseen
that with only 50%confidence (equal chance of being right and wrong) we are able to predict that the DO
concentration will fall below 1.0 mg/1between 2.5 and 10times a year. Viewed in terms of a given return
__
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periodthedissolved oxygen concentration isinthehistogram (lowerrightFigure9.2) seen 10timesayearto
fallbelow aconcentration ofanythingbetween 1 and 3.5mg/1 (50%confidence limits).
In agreement with the skewness of the return period curve distributions, which is apparent from the
histograms inFigure9.2,thecurvesresulting from case Aliesjust abovethelower50%confidence limit for
rainfall and overflow depths, and just below the upper 50% confidence limit for dissolved oxygen.
According to case A a DO concentration of 1mg/1is expected to occurjust over 3 times a year whereas
pooling uncertainty with variability (case B) suggests that this would happen about 9times a year. For DO
theresults of caseBareseen to lie closeto the lower 50%confidence interval. Forrainfall pooling (caseB)
isseentoresult inthe50mmrainfall eventoccurringtwice ayear.
Pooling uncertainty with inherent variation (case B) leads tothe awkward situation that reduced uncertainty
through for example increased monitoring systematically leads to all extremes becoming less frequent.
Increased uncertainty through for example data "loss"would similarlysystematicallyincrease the frequency
ofextremeevents.
Ranking of sources contributing to uncertainty has not been treated. However, also here it is important that
uncertainty and variability are kept apart. Thus, the ranking of sources could be based on estimates of the
linear regression coefficients of the return period of a given dependent variables level (e.g. of 2 mg/1DO)
with appropriately scaled values of the uncertain quantities as independent variables. Rainfall depth would
thusnotbeanindependentvariable but itstwodistribution parameterswould.
Distributions ofvariables describing the initial state ofthesurface water were estimated onthebasis ofonly
6 events resulting in very uncertain distribution parameters. Uncertainty in these distribution parameters
could bereduced through monitoring ofthesurface water's responsetoagreaternumberofoverflow events.
Reduced uncertainty could also be achieved by shifting the influence of various uncertainty sources. For
example,creatingabetter CSOeventmean concentration modelwould shift influence awayfromthepoorly
characterised randomerrorofthesewersystemmodeltotherelativelymorecertainrainfall characterisation.
Asmentioned,parameters of distributions describing surface watervariability wereestimated onthe basisof
six observations. The resulting return period curve (irrespective of the incorporated parameter uncertainty)
proved tobe verysensitive tothe chosen distribution type.Thiswould suggestthat the results ofboth return
period analysis and uncertainty analysis rest rather heavily on these presumed parametric probability
distribution types. In other parts of the system much more data was available for choosing the type of
probabilitydistribution and,thoughnottested,isthere expectedtobelessofaproblem.
In order to limit the complexity of the integrated system description the seasonality has not been taken into
account.Bythusnotincluding correlation betweenrainfall andcertain surface watervariablesitislikelythat
the frequencies of extremes has been slightly overestimated. This comes from the fact that neglecting covariationbetweenvariablesorparameters isequivalent toincludingthesomevariationmorethanonce.
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CONCLUSION
In this chapter it has been argued that a distinction ought to be made between uncertainty and inherent
variability in return period analysis. It has been shown how this distinction can be made using Embedded
Monte Carlo simulations. This was done in an integrated approach to evaluating the effects of combine
sewer overflow on a surface waterpond. The substantial uncertainty is illustrated byresults of the dissolved
oxygen concentration: the mean 10times peryear lowest concentration wasdetermined to liebetween 1 and
3.5 mg/1 with only 50%confidence. Expressed as an uncertainty on the return period for a given dissolved
oxygen concentration:thereturn period ofaconcentration of2.0mg/1 liesbetween 0.08years(i.e. 12.5times
ayear)and0.2 years(i.e.5timesayear).Noteagainthatthese areonlythe 50%confidence limits.
Whilst distinguishing between uncertainty and variability the contributions of individual sources should be
studied inorder tooptimiseefforts toreduceuncertainty ofthe endresult.Both ashift intheinfluence ofthe
various uncertainty sources and a reduction in the sources themselves could result from, for example,
dynamicdescriptions ofbothrainfall andthesewersystem.
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CHAPTER10
DISCUSSION ONRETURN PERIODANALYSIS
ANDITSUNCERTAINTY
ABSTRACT
CombinedsewersoverflowduringextremerainfallcausespollutionandfloodinginthesurroundingsurfacewatersOverthepastdecadesthemeasureofseverityfor thedischargeofoxygendepletingorganicmatterhasshiftedfrom
averageannualloads andnumberofdischarges, through returnperiodsfor dischargedloads, toreturnperiods of
surfacewatereffects.
Theobjectiveofthischapteristoput togetheraframeworkencompassingthemanymethods, approachesandtypes
ofmodels thatcanbeusedtocalculatereturnperiods andtodiscuss examplesfrom literature inthecontextofthe
presentedframework Thesubsequentdiscussiononuncertaintyinreturnperiodanalysishastheadditionalobjective
ofplacingthemethodologyandresultsofthepreviouschapterinabroaderperspective.
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INTRODUCTION
Dischargefromcombined seweroverflows duringrainfall constitutes alimiting factor totheamelioration of
surrounding surface waters. The high concentrations of organic matter can cause oxygen depletion in the
surface water with consequences on the aquatic ecology such as fish death. Depending on local conditions
sewer overflows may also constitute a major source of nutrients leading to eutrification problems in the
receivingwatersand/ortothesurface watersfurther downstream oftheoverflow structure.
Runoff pollutants should be considered in relation to the time scale of the surface water's response to the
pollutant effects (Aalderink andLijklema, 1985,Harremoes, 1989).Thedivisionmostoften made isbetween
acute and accumulative pollutants. A more thorough classification of runoff pollutants is presented in
Lijklema et al. (1993a). Accumulative pollutants such as the principle nutrients phosphorous and nitrogen
should be evaluated in terms of their average annual loads whereas acute pollutants such as degradable
organic matter should be evaluated on the basis of the return periods of their effects. This chapter deals
primarily with methods and approaches to return period analysis of the effects of acute pollutants such as
thoseresulting inoxygen depletion oracuteammonia poisoning.
Extreme statistics maybeperformed directly onthe depth or intensityof events of arainfall series and then
events representing selected return periods can be used to calculate corresponding effects in the surface
waters. This approach is illustrated in Figure 10.1 (left). The extremeness of a rainfall event is generally
based on characteristics such as total volume, mean or maximum intensity. A first draw back of this
approach isthatthe extremeness ofarainfall event,basedontotalvolume,meanormaximum intensity,does
Historic rainfall series

Historic rainfall series

Extreme statistics/
Ranking
Rainfall events
representing selected
return periods

COMBINED SEWER,
TREATMENT PLANT AND
SURFACE WATER
MODEL(S)

COMBINED SEWER,
TREATMENT PLANT AND
SURFACE WATER
MODEL(S)

Simulated series of surface
water effects
Extreme statistics/
Ranking
Surface water effects for
the selected return periods

Surface water effects for
the selected return periods

Figure 10.1.Extreme statistic may be performed either before or after simulation of the
integrated urban water system.
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generally not correspond to the extremeness of the resulting effects. In other words the return period of the
minimum oxygen concentration resulting from a given rainfall event does generally not correspond to the
return period of therainfall event.Asecond drawback of the approach isthat the definition ofan event has
toberelated tothe effect and nottotherainfall. That is,the decision "now the event has ended"ought tobe
based on the studied effect supplemented by other information such as the degree of filling of the sewer
storage capacities. In the integrated system the time constants of the treatment plant secondary clarifier and
the surface water are often such that a definition of an event based on a maximum amount of rainfall in a
given period would be inadequate and may often result in an underestimation of effects. The effects would
often be underestimated because the coupling effect of adjacent events would be ignored in such an
approach.
The alternative approach is to perform the extreme statistics on series of the surface water effects. This
approach is illustrated in Figure 10.1(right). These series couldhave been generated from simulations with
historic rainfall series, rainfall models or in theory even by direct measurement. This chapter deals
exclusively with methods and approacheswhere theextreme statistics areperformed onthe seriesof surface
water effects.
Thefirst section of the chapterpresents aframework ofmethodsand approaches tocalculation ofthereturn
periods of given surface water effects. The approach applied in Chapter 9 and selected approaches from
literature are discussed within thepresented framework. Thechapter's second section deals with uncertainty
in return period analysis. This includes a more general discussion of the distinction between inherent
variation and uncertainty (as applied earlier in Chapter 9), adiscussion on the major sources of uncertainty
andhowuncertainty shouldbehandledonscenariocomparison.

Terminology
Adistinction will be made here between the terms "method" and "approach". The term "method" will here
refer toaspectsofthereturn periodanalysisdetached from theenvironmental engineeringproblemstowhich
it maybe applied. In contrast the term "approach" will refer tothe way in which the different methods may
beappliedtoproblemsrelatingtotheeffects ofcombined sewer overflow.
Theterm "model"will here be used to describe a collection of mathematical expressions aimed at imitating
physical, biological or chemical systems.Most often reference willbe tomodels that transform oneor more
inputs to one or more outputs as illustrated in Figure 10.2. The system could for example be an urban
drainage system or a surface water system. Examples of models would thus be input-output black box

Input Variable(s)

X

Transformation

SYSTEM
TRANSFORMATION
(REALITY)

\

Output Variable

1

X

I
MODEL
TRANSFOIRMATION(S)
(SIMULATION)

I
m(X)

Figure 10.2 Distinction between transformation by reality and transformation by model simulation(s).
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models,regression models,amodel defined bythemixing equation oracomplex hydraulicpipeflowmodel
based on the Saint Venant equation. An input variable is not a prerequisite for a model. The probability
distributions of rainfall characteristics and stochastic dynamic rainfall models are examples of modelsthat
havenotangible input.
Models can be dynamic, accounting for a system's changes with respect to time, in which case they will be
described as timebasedmodels.Alternatively, models mayconsider acompleterainfall orpollution eventi
awhole,inwhich casetheterm eventlumpedmodelswillbeused. An example ofanevent lumpedmodelis
one that simulates the total overflow volume as a function of variables such as depth and duration of the
rainfall event. Chapter 4 of this thesis looked in detail at event lumped modelling of a combined sewer
system.

RETURN PERIODANALYSIS
Thereturn period ofagiven extreme event canbe found asthereciprocal oftheproduct oftheprobability of
exceeding the given extreme value and the mean number ofoccurrences per year. This hasbeen outlined in
Chapter 9.However, therearemanydifferent methodsandapproachesthatcanbeusedtoobtaintherequired
probability.

Methods
Three different methods of obtaining the probability distribution of system or model outputs can be
identified. These have been depicted in Figure 10.3. The last two methods make use of an explanatory
variable,X, and amathematical description ofthesystem,namelyamodel.Themodelthatisusedinanyone
of these two methods could be an input-output black box model, a regression model or a deterministic
surface and pipe flow model. The need for this sharp distinction between the return period analysis method
andthemodelthat accountsfor thephysical systemhasbeen emphasised earlierbyMedina(1986).
Returnperiodanduncertaintyanalysisinthecontextofrainfall-runoff pollutionmodellingboth dealwiththe
transformation ofdistribution functions orerrorpropagation.
The sections that follow is an outline of different approaches to the practical application of the methods in
thecontext ofurban runoff pollution andadiscussion ontheuseofthemethods andapproaches astheyhave
been encountered intheliterature.
MethodI:Direct fitting.
Given a number of observations of the output variable, Y,a histogram can be plotted in order to view the
empirical distribution of the data. The data can be fitted to statistical distributions and the precision ofthe
parameterestimatesthusfound willdepend ontheamount ofdataavailableandonthenumberofparameters
defining thetheoretical distribution.
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MethodII:Moments transformation.
Many parametric distributions can be characterised by their moments. The number of moments needed to
characterise aprobability distribution correspondstothenumberofparameters intheparametric expressions
ofthecumulative distribution function ortheprobability density function. When dealing with linear systems
for which the outputs can be described by linear transformations of the input series, the moments of the
outputseriescanbecalculated asfunctions ofthemomentsoftheinputvariables.
As a simple illustrative example consider the interdependent stochastic variablesX\ andX2 with means and
variancesgiven by(/JX ,crx )and (/JX^ ,er^. )respectivelyandwithcrosscorrelation givenby px x,LetYbethe sumoftheX\ andX2 then F s meanandvariancecanbecalculated as

Mr=t*Xi+Mx2

(10-1)

and
a\ =<rJj +a2X2 +2pX{ ^ <7X,<JXI

(10.2)

respectively. The moments method is applicable only to linear problems. There are however many cases in
which preliminary studies can be based on calculations using approximate linear formulations of non-linear
relationships.
The moments method (II) does not require that assumptions are made as to the type of distribution of the
input and output series. The assumption made is that the distributions can be characterised by the same
number of parameters as the number ofmoments transformed. Inthe above example the first two moments
(i.e. mean and variance) are transformed. Theunderlying assumption is thus that the inputs and outputs can
be appropriately described by two parameter distributions. Ifthe input random variables are defined by3,4
or 5parameter distributions, similar expressions canbe found for the third, fourth and fifth moments.Itmay
also, in some cases, be necessary to include more than simply the crosscorrelation to describe the
interdependencybetweeninputvariablestoamodel.
MethodIII: Analytical ornumerical integration.
Consider again the realisation xx of the random variableX and the realisation m(xx)of the random variable
m(X).Suppose thatthe function isone-to-one mappingofrangeofXto therangeofm(xx).If theprobability
densityfunction ofthevariableX isgiven byfx(x> then thecumulative probability distribution function ofthe
variablem(X)canbeexpressed as

Fm{x)(m(xx))=?rob[m(x)<m(xx)}

= l ^ ^ x ^ u

(10.3)
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In the more general case where the function m is a many-to-one mapping the cumulative probability
distribution function ofthevariablem(Xt,X2,Xi,...) canbeexpressed as
^m(Xl. X2, X:i...)Vn\XX,

' XX2 ' XX, > •••))

= Prob^X,, X2, X,,...)<m\xXi, xXi, xXj,...)]

(10.4)

m

\*X, -*X2 •*!, ••

where 9lm(x...)isthe region of theX\ -X2-Xi -... vector space for which m(X\,X2, X3,... ) is less thano*
equal to realisation m(xx\, xxi, xxi, ... ) and where fy, Xi,X-x,..\?X\ixXi >XXT. >•••) i s the joint probability
densityfunction ofalltherandomvariablesthatareinputstothefunction m(...).
Depending onthenatureofthefunctions involved, (10.4)canbeevaluated eitheranalyticallyornumerically.
METHOD

I.Direct Fitting
DATA FORM

II. Moments
Transformation

III.Analytical or
Numerical Integration

Transformation of
momentsof input
through linear model

Integratingthe input
prob.density funct.
overthe region
defined bythe model

Observations oftheinput, Y
(e.g. rainfall)

Parametric or empirical
distributions oftheinput, X

Simulated series ofmodel
output, m(X)

Observed series ofthe output,Y

Distribution and return periods
oftheoutput, Y01m(Y)

Figure 10.3.Diagram summarising the three methods of obtaining return periods of effect.
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Ifthe inputs tothe function m(...)are independent of one another or iftheycanbe expressed as functions of
each other then the integration in (10.4) can often be simplified to a multiple of univariate numerical
integrations avoiding the multivariate integration problem. In some cases the joint probability density
function could take a form that would allow an analytical solution to the integration. The better known
numerical integration techniques used inwater quality engineering are theunivariate quadrature method and
themultivariate MonteCarlomethods.
Theuseofhistoric series is a special case ofthismethod. Complete simulations aremadeusingfor example
a historic rainfall series and the distribution of the output is thus found. The historic rainfall series, which
maybe either event lumped or as atime series, is in the context ofthis method an empirical distribution of
theinputvariable.

Approaches
This section aims to formulate a framework within which the above methods could operate. Over recent
years it has become increasingly clear that there is a need for an integrated systems approach in runoff
pollution (and flooding) analysis and management (Lijklema, 1993b, Lijklema et al., 1993a, Harremoes et
al., 1993,Tysonetal., 1993,Harremoes, 1994).
Although the framework is valid for the integrated urban waste water system as a whole, onlytwo parts of
the system have actually been included in the present version of the framework. These are the combined
sewer system and the surface waters. Including the treatment plant would give more possible combinations
buttheapproachwouldessentiallyremainthesame.
Inputs to models may be in the form of time series or in the form of event lumped variables. This is
illustrated schematically inFigure 10.4.Dynamic combined sewermodelsareexamplesofmodelsthattakea
rainfall time series, a pluviograph, as input and produce a flow time series as output and thus could be
symbolised by T—>J. Another example would be a dynamic surface water model with time series of
combined sewer overflow flow rates and concentrations as input and minimum oxygen concentrations as
output. However, duetothe difference intime constantsbetween the sewer system (intheorderofminutes)
and the surface water (in the order of hours), event lumped overflow characteristics such as total overflow
volume and eventmean concentration maybeused. Thusthe same mathematical modelwould beusedwith
event lumped input and time series output (i.e. E—»T).This is often done when the dynamics of the input
seriesaremuchfaster than thoseofthesystembeingmodelled.
Rainfall is the driving force and will always be the principal input to the kind of systems and occurrences
studied.Ahistoricrainfall seriescanbeapplied inthefollowing fourways:
1. useddirectlyassimulation input,
2. modelleddynamically intimeandthereafter usedtosimulatesynthetic rainfall
usedassimulation input,
3. convertedtoanevent lumpedseries(i.e.depth,duration,maximum intensityandsoon),
4. parametric distributionscanbefitted totheevent lumped seriesfrom 3.
The possible uses of these four forms of rainfall data is illustrated in Figure 10.5 (left). Depending on the
modelused outputfromthe combined sewersystem will againbe intheform oftime seriesofintheform of
eventlumpeddataandwillinturnconsequentlybeappropriate for asurface watermodeltakingtheavailable
form as input. The output of the surface water model will often be in the form of a time series such asthe
concentration of dissolved oxygen, which is then converted into an event lumped variable such as the
__
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Figure 10.4. Theinputsandoutputstomodelsusedforreturnperiodanalysisinintegratedurbanwater
managementmay beintheformoftimeseriesoreventlumpedvalues.
minimum dissolved oxygen concentration or a one hour minimum. The event lumped data would then bd
used to calculate empirical or parametric probability distributions from which the return periods can bo
found. In cases where there is a sufficiently linearrelationship between the event lumped rainfall series and
the surface water effects, the moments method could theoretically be used. However, if such a linear
relationship were present one would generally choose to carry out the statistics on the rainfall series and
workwithselecteddesignrains.Ingeneralthisisnotthecase.
The approach applied in Chapter 9 is highlighted on the right in Figure 10.5.A historic rainfall series was
first converted to an event lumped series of rainfall depth and duration, which were fitted to a joint
lognormal distribution. Using sampled event lumped rainfall characteristics as input amodel, similar tothat
presented in Chapter 4, was used to generate synthetic series of event lumped overflow characteristics:]
volume, total and settled nitrogen, chemical oxygen demand (COD) and suspended solids. These event
lumped variables were used as input to a dynamic surface water model calculating time series of thej
dissolved oxygen concentration. From this series minimum oxygen concentrations were calculated and
convertedtoempirical dissolvedoxygen concentration.
Inspite of the fact thatoutput distributions are generally found using Method in itis clearthatthereexists 8
vastnumberofalternative approachesthatcanbefollowed whendoingareturnperiodanalysis.

Discussion
Themethod ofdirectfittinghas limited use inthecontextofreturn period analysis inurbanrunoff pollution.
Pollution effects aremost often verydependent onthe quantity of polluting fluid either intermsof flow rate
or interms of total volume. Themajor input variabletorunoff systems israinfall, which is ameteorological
variable. The longterm characterisation of meteorological variables would require an observation period of
about 30 years. Depending on the relevant return period and on the accuracy required, direct monitoring
would have totakeplace for roughlythe same length oftime.Another clear disadvantage isthatthemethod
is inapplicable to ungauged sites and has no value for the evaluation of proposed system alterations of
gaugedsites.
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Considering water quality variables such as event mean concentration the method of direct fitting maywell
prove more accurate than any ofthe othermethods outlined. Event mean concentration has sometimes little
relation to the event lumped rainfall characteristics (Chapter 4, Harremoes, 1994, Driver and Troutman,
1989)and rainfall maybarelybeconsidered anexplanatory variable.Thus even directlymeasured data from
a relatively short period may give more accurate estimates than deriving a distribution from the probability
characteristicsofprocessinputsviafairly poormodel simulation.
Thefitting of overflow event mean data totheoretical distributions hasbeen donebyDriscoll (1986),Brizio
etal. (1989),Hall etal.(1990) and Bomboi et al. (1990).Thementioned articles donotpresent direct fitting
as an alternative method in return period analysis but aim at revealing the shape of the probability
distribution of overflow event mean concentrations. This is done with the intention of finding appropriate
theoretical distributions because assumptions as to the distribution type must be made in order to apply
methods II and III. Brizio et al. (1989) and Hall et al. (1990) show particular interest in the fact that
pollutant's eventmean concentration often fit better tobimodal ormixture probability distributions (i.e.with
two peaks in the probability density function) and can therefore not be described by two parameter
distributions suchastheoften usedlognormaldistribution (seealsoResults andDiscussion inChapter3).
Fitting parametric distributions to data is often part of a return period analysis both with methods I and III
(and sometimes with method II). The actual curve fitting is most often done by methods of moments,
maximum likelihood estimation or least square estimation. Brizio et al. (1989) found that maximum
likelihood estimates gavethe best results when fitting distributions with more than twoparameters toevent
mean concentration data. The most important step of distribution fitting is the use of adequate statistical
goodness-of-fit teststo compare fits made using different distributions. The most important of these arethe
chi-square test and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests. The methods of parameter estimation are outlined in
Patel et al. (1976) and the goodness-of-fit tests are described in most textbooks on statistical distributions
suchasHastingsandPeacock (1975)andHodgeandSeed(1972).
In the context of water resources analysis, Vogel (1986) presents the probability plot correlation coefficient
test as asuitable goodness-of-fit test when dealingwith theoretical distributions havingonlytwo parameters
such as the normal, lognormal, extreme value and gumbel distributions. In water quality management the
uppertail oftheprobabilitydistribution canoften havegreat influence onthe decisionsmade.Inthiscontext
Ochoa et al. (1980) have studied the tail behaviour of distributions of hydrological phenomena such as
flooding. As in the cases of Brizio et al. (1989) and Hall et al. (1990), particular interest is paid to the
relativelyhighprobabilitydensityoftheright(extreme)tailoftheprobabilitydensity functions.
Special attention is needed ifthemodel used (with the moments method) has adiscontinuity in the form of
threshold values such as the event based sewer overflow model in Chapter 4 or those used by Van der
Heijden et al. (1986) and again by Benoist and Lijklema (1989). These references do not use a moments
methodandaretherefore discussed laterinthissection.
Up until the early 1980s efforts were geared towards finding the ideal design storm. In recognition of the
inherent random characteristics of rainfalls a design storm was found on the basis of achosen return period
(Arnell et al., 1984).The authorsnote,that theresultthus obtained, wasidentical tothatobtained from long
term simulations when dealing with linear model outputs such as the peak-flow found using the time-area
runoff model.Thedesign stormapproachbecame lessused inthecombined recognition that during full pipe
flow in part of a drainage system the drainage of rainfall was dominated by non-linear transformations and
that it is the effects of an event that should set design criteria. The increased numerical calculation capacity
alsoplayedaroleinprovidingrealistic alternatives.
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Interestingly,the ideasofthedesign stormliesinasenseclosetothoseofthetransformation ofthe statistical
properties of the rainfall, the moments. It is somewhat unfortunate that in water quality engineering the
moments method of obtaining output statistics were presented first in conjunction with anon-linear system
models that needed a number of controversial assumptions in order to be linearised (e.g. Warn and Brew,
1980, Di Toro, 1984). The moments method is simple and well suited for obtaining fast results using evenl
based linearor log-linearmodels.
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Figure 10.5. Return period analysis approaches (only those having the extreme statistics carried out on the
discharge effects). The flow scheme to the right illustrates the approach applied in Chapter 9.
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Thus if using linear or log-linear regression models,such asthose presented in Driverand Troutman(1989)
and in Arnbjerg-Nielsen and Harremoes (1994a), the idea of a design storm, which was to some extent
dropped in the early 1980s, would give similar solutions as both the long term simulation method and the
integration method. Notforgetting thepurpose of ouranxieties,it isthe surface water(s) that sets oroughtto
set pollution design criteria. When using linear or log-linear event based models,themoments oftheoutput
distribution can becalculated directly from those oftheinputswithout anysimulation or integration needed.
Note that for single input-single output models, to assume linearity would also be to assume identical
distribution typesfor theinput andoutputvariablesofthemodel.
Twomethodologies for studyingtheprobabilityproperties ofstreamqualityduetorunoff arepresented inDi
Toro (1984). The first method is an approximate moments transformation method and thus falls under
method n. The second is a simplification of amultivariate integration problem to obtain multiple univariate
integration and thus falls under method HI.Both methods use a dilution equation to describe the mixing of
the stream flow and the sewer overflow. This mass balance equation is of fundamental importance to the
evaluation ofwaterpollutionproblems.
For the sake of simplicity in illustration, consider the mixing equation (10.5) as an example of a system
model.Let CRand QR be the event mean urban runoff concentration and flow rate,respectively. Let Csand
Qsbe the event mean stream concentrations and flow rate, respectively. The downstream concentration is
then givenbythemixingequation (10.5)givenbyandillustrated graphicallyinFigure 10.6.

CT = — ^ — C c + — 2 s — C R
QS+QR

(10.5)

QS+QR

V

CR.QR

Cs , Qs

I'

CT, QT

Figure 10.6. Diagramshowingvariablesof
themixingequation(10.5).
The event mean downstream concentration, Cr,is thus given as a function of four random variables. The
objective is to obtain the probability density function of the event mean downstream concentration in order
to evaluate the return period for exceeding given pollutant concentrations. A complete analytical solution to
this problem does not exist and a thorough solution would thus be to resort to numerical multivariate
integration techniques.
Di Toro's first method is an approximate momentsmethod (i.e.method E).Assumptions have to bemadein
order to apply the moments method to an non-linear transformation. The first assumption made is thatboth
event mean concentrations and flow rates are lognormaly distributed. Whether this is a reasonable
assumption ornot,relatestothe earlier referenced findings ofBrizioetal.(1989) and Halletal. (1990).The
second, andperhapsmoreprecarious,assumption isthatboth theconcentrations, Csand CR, areuncorrected
to their respective flows, Qs and QR, and, therefore, to the dilution ratio. The only crosscorrelation
considered is that between the two flow rates. A third assumption is that the runoff flow rate, QR, is small
compared to upstream flow rates, Qs. In practice combined sewer overflows discharge rate is often
__
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comparable to,oreven larger than, therecipient flow rates.Thesecond and third assumptions are needed to
linearisethedilution problem sothat atransformation ofmomentsmethod canbeapplied.
As mentioned earlier Di Toro's second method is a simplification of a multivariate integration problem to
multiple univariate integrations which are solved numerically using quadrature methods. Confronted with a
multivariate integration problem, it isagood ideatotryto simplify theproblem first toseeif other solutions
can be found or if the problem can be broken down into a series of univariate integrations (Press et al.,
1992). Di Toro's second method isjust such asimplification. The assumptions made in this second method
are much fewer than those made in the first approximated moments transformation method. The input
probability distributions and the conditional probability distributions of certain inputs with respect to others
arehowever still assumed to be lognormal distributions. Thesimplifications made in this second quadrature
numerical integration solution would however most likely be possible for a number of other parametric
distributions. It could, however, be argued that for fast event based models the computation time gainedby
using the quadrature numerical integration rather than crude Monte Carlo integration is insignificant
compared tothelossofgenerality inassumingvariableindependence and infixingthedistributionstypes.
In a generally positive discussion paper Novotny (1985) emphasises certain limitations concerning the
applicability of Di Toro's approach. The first two points made, relate directly to general limitations of the
dilution equation itself. Local conditions must be such that the substance in question can be considered
conservative and, dispersion and mixing must be such that complete mixing is a reasonable approximation.
The third point also relates to the dilution equation but is of greater interest to the return period analyst
Novotny (1985) illustrates that in slow mixing waters the attenuation of high frequency events is greater.In
practice this would affect the probability distribution of the downstream water and thus the quality of the
approximation woulddependontheactualspeed ofmixing.
Roesner and Dendrou (1985) accuse Di Toro's methodology of totally ignoring cause-effect relationships in
the modelling approach. In a discussion paper Roesner and Dendrou (1985) assume that the probabilistic
characteristics ofthefour inputvariables,flow rateandconcentration oftherunoff andupstream respectively
have to be obtained bymeasurement. Roesner and Dendrou (1985) seek parameters relating the runoff flow
rate andpollutant concentrations tothecharacteristics ofurban runoff area suchas inthemodel STORM.Di
Toropresents two simplified solutions to a surface water qualityproblem. Asoutlined more clearly lateron
in this chapter the probability characteristics of the flow rate and concentration of the input urban runoff
could well have been computed using dynamic models such as STORM, MOUSE and HydroWorks. This
could be done either by simulation using historic rainfall series or by numerical integration using the
statisticalpropertiesofthe rainfall.
As mentioned earlier, Di Toro (1984) presents two approximate methods of calculating the probability
characteristics of the dilution equation output based on those of the input. Criticism was unfortunately
directed more to the use and validity of the dilution equation than to the presented methods and
approximations.
Garboury et al.(1987)and Strecker et al.(1990)have adapted Di Toro's approximate moments methodtoa
general and practical use in highway storm water runoff studies in the USA. The latter authors have
incorporated themethod asafirstlevel analysisinahighwaywater qualitysoftware package.Phillips(1989)
usesthemethodinconjunction withamodelthatcharacterisesthe surface water's flow further downstream.
Sincethe early 1980sthemethod of longterm simulation usinghistoricrainfall serieshasbecome oneofthe
mostusedmethods inurban runoff returnperiod analysis.Themethod ismost often usedinconnection with
computationally fast time-based runoff modelsbut isalsoused with eventbased models.Arnell et al.(1984)
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present longterm simulation asan alternative incomparison tothethen used methods ofdesign storms.The
methodhadhoweverbeenpresented inthecontextofurbanrunoff pollution asearlyasGeiger(1975).
Johansen et al. (1983) used long term simulation in conjunction with a time based modified version of the
time-area method to compute overflow series from which theprobability characteristics oftheoverflow can
becalculated. The authors then point out that these statistics can be used to generate the input for a surface
water model. The authors have further developed graphs and tables meant for manual calculation of both
annual and extreme discharges on the basis of interceptor capacity and concentration time of the runoff
system.
In a four-stage calculation-detail approach to acute runoff pollution studies, Harremoes et al. (1983)
suggested long term simulation with a time based unit-hydrograph model determined using the time-area
method as the third level of detail. The fourth level of detail uses iterative hydraulic solutions (i.e. the full
Saint Venant equations), whose computation time compels the engineer to retreat to the principle of return
period analysis on the inputs (rainfall) rather than on the outputs (the effects). The fourth stage is a
compromisebetweenprecisionandcomputationtime.
Fischer and Buczek (1988) used long term simulation as a reference point when studying the output's
dependency onthedefinition of"arainfall-runoff event"whenusinganevent basedmodel.
The information contained in event based historic rainfall or overflow series is equivalent tothat contained
in the series' empirical probability distributions. If statistical tests suggest that the distributions could be
adequately described bytwo or three parameters then the use ofthe empirical distribution or the equivalent
event based historical series could well be considered as a case of over-parameterisation. Theuse of event
basedhistorical seriescouldthusbeconsidered asusingthousands ofparameters todescribephenomena that
could be described using only two or three parameters. Analogous reasoning could lead to similar
suggestions concerning the use of time based historic rainfall and overflow series. No literature has been
found dealing with the relevance of either of these problems. Long term simulation with both event based
and time based historic data series is a well established technique and will probably continue to form the
basisofurbanrunoff returnperiod analysisfor sometimeintothe future.
The simplified numerical integration method presented in Di Toro (1984) has been discussed earlier in this
chapter.Afew otherstudiesapplyingthe integration method(III)willbebriefly outlinedbelow.
Working with event based urban runoff models Van der Heijden et al. (1986) and Benoist and Lijklema
(1989) have used simplified integration formulations comparable to Di Toro's second method. There is
however one very important difference between Di Toro's second method and the method presented by
Benoist and Lijklema (1989). The latter use the empirical distributions of rainfall duration and intensity as
inputs.Amethod isthenpresented inanattempttocompensate for thefact thattheduration andintensityare
not independent. As mentioned earlier the information contained in the empirical cumulative distribution
functions is identical to that which is contained in the historic series on which they are based. The result
obtained, the computation time and data storage needed would be similar to that of a long term simulation.
Oneof the essential advantages of the analytical ornumerical integration method (HI)isthatthe probability
characteristics of the output can be generated (in a relatively small number of model runs) from a limited
numberofparametersthatdescribetheprobabilitycharacteristics oftheinputs.
Akan (1988) developed anon-linear eventbasedaccumulation-washoff model forurbanrunoff surfaces. The
inputs to the model are the timepassed since last rainfall and the rainfall depth (volume). Using the model
theauthor presents an integral expression equivalent tothat in(10.4)butwiththerelevant integration region
specified. Theauthordoesnotattempttosimplify the integration problem butenvisagesthatthiswillhaveto
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Figure 10.7. Theinformation soughtduringreturnperiodanalysis(left) andtheanalysisofitsuncertainty(right).The
curvesgive(fictitious) returnperiodsforminimumvaluesofanenvironmentalvariableofinterest.
be solved numerically. The joint probability density function of the time passed since last event and the
rainfall depth, which should be estimated from historic rainfall series, is foreseen to "have arather complex
form". In the example, Akan (1988) has, for illustrative reasons, used a very simple but unrealistic joint
probabilitydensity function.
The integration method (HI)is used by Cadavid et al. (1991) in a flood-frequency analysis with akinematic
wave model. The authors assume that the joint probability density function of the rainfall intensity and
duration follow a bivariate exponential distribution. After accounting for infiltration, a fairly complexjoint
probability density function for an effective duration and effective intensityresults.Theintegration problem
issolved numerically.
Inthe earliermentioned article byWarn andBrew(1980) theresultsof Monte Carlo integrations areusedas
a reference point in evaluating thepresented approximated moments method. Themethodwasused to solve
problemsofthedilutiontype.
The response time of the surface water stream, to inputs of rainfall, is often several days or weeks if the
stream isdominated bythe entries from subsurface flow (Duysings et al., 1983).Thiswould mean that even
after corrections for seasonality of the stream characteristics, using the event definition used for the runoff
model would result in very high autocorrelations in the event series of the stream characteristics. The
moments method (II) orthe integration method (HI)used with an event lumped surface waterquality model
would require some method of handling this "overlapping of events". One way would be to estimate the
parameters of a distribution for the time between consecutive sewer system events and toincorporate thisin
themomentstransformation ornumerical integration. Analternative couldbe theuseofwhat inthischapter
iscalled anevent-to-timemodel for the surface waterresponse.Thiscould eitherbedonewithhistoric series
using the long term simulation method or by characterising theprobability distribution of the time between
eventsandthenincorporatingthisintotheintegrationmethod(i.e.bothmethodIII).
An event-to-time model is in this chapter defined as one that has a dynamic description of the physical
system with at least one of its inputs being arranged as an event series.Examples could bethe great variety
ofrunoff modelsthatusedrectangular, triangular,bell-shaped,trapezrainfall profiles todefine theshapeofa
design storm input (Arnell et al., 1984).Event-to-time runoff models have not been used to any significant
degree sincethebeginning of the 1980sbut are still common in the evaluation of surface water response to
eventbasedpollutionrunoff input.This isbecausethetimeconstantsofrainfall variations arecomparableto
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Figure 10.8.Returnperiod uncertaintycan beconsidered intermsoftheuncertainty inthereturnperiod for a
given value oftheenvironmental variable (left) oras auncertainty intheenvironmental variable for agiven
returnperiod (right).
those of most urban drainage systems whereas the characteristic time constants of combined sewer overflow
is often shorter than those of the processes controlling the relevant receiving water variables (e.g. dissolved
oxygen). An example of an event-to-time model would be the surface water model used by Portielje et al.
(1996) where the runoff characteristics of total event overflow volume, event overflow duration and event
mean concentration are used as input to a dynamic river water quality model.

UNCERTAINTYINRETURN PERIODANALYSIS
In the previous chapter it was emphasised how a distinction should be made between inherent variation and
uncertainty and a methodology for doing this was presented. The framework and discussion above dealt only
with handling of inherent event to event variation resulting in return period curves as shown in Figure 10.5
(left). This section contains a general discussion on uncertainty in return period analysis aimed at placing the
uncertainty analysis presented in the previous chapter in a broader perspective. What is understood by
uncertainty in return period analysis is illustrated graphically in Figure 10.7 (right).
Return period uncertainty can be expressed in terms of an uncertain return period for a given level of the
environmental variable or the same uncertainty can be expressed in terms of an uncertain level of the
environmental variable for a given return period. These two ways of expressing the same information are
illustrated in Figure 10.8. Which representation is most appropriate will depend on the decision to be made.
In some cases it maybe a good idea to evaluate both.

Relevance of Uncertainty
The presence of uncertainty in return period analysis is clear. The extent, relevance and consequences of the
uncertainty may be less clear. Management decisions concerning effects of acute pollutants or sewer flooding
are often supported by return period curves to clarify the extent of the problem and the amelioration that can
be expected after proposed modifications. If the uncertainty associated with such return period curves is high
then the uncertainty should be presented together with the return period curve in the form of a standard
deviation or confidence band.
_
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Consider the example depicted in Figure 10.9. The uncertainty of the minimum concentration relating to a
given return period has been found and the upper and lower 95%confidence limits are indicated as dashed
lines.Assuming that a major design criteria is related to the return period of aminimum concentration of 4
mg/1, the graph in Figure 10.9a appropriately indicates that the expected return period this value is 2 years
and that the lower and upper confidence limits are 1.5 and 3.6 years respectively. Figure 10.9b illustrates
how a criterion related to the return period of a minimum concentration of 3 mg/1could have an expected
returnperiod of 5 years,the lowerconfidence limit 2.6yearsandnoupperconfidencelimit. Theinvestorwill
then have to be content with the somewhat awkward situation of not knowing whether the intended
improvement will lead to a detrimental oxygen concentration every 2'/2years or every 250 years. Note thai
for larger return periods, the occurrence of an upper confidence limit at infinity may sometimes say more
about lowrate of change of the effect for increasing return periods than about the absolutemagnitude ofthe
uncertaintyoftheeffect for agivenreturnperiod.

Uncertainty in Rainfall Characterisation
The main dynamic inputs to urban runoff models arethe rainfall variables.It is evident that the accuracyof
rainfall description highly depends on the length of the monitoring period. Assuming that trends due to foe
example climatic change or urbanisation are small, the certainty with which one can predict a rainfall
variable's value (depth or intensity) associated with a given return period depends largely on the ratio
between the length of monitoring period and the return period in question. A detailed non-parametric study
of theuncertainties in the characterisation of rainfall has been madebyArnbjerg-Nielsen (1993) and further
reported in Arnbjerg-Nielsen et al. (1994b) and Harremoes (1994). The data used originated from 58 rain
gauges in Denmark that had been monitored for durations of 2 to 14 years. Using a resampling method,
Arnbjerg-Nielsen (1993) determines themagnitude of the uncertainties associatedwithagivenreturnperiod.
For arain gauge with anobservation period of about 13yearsadesign depth for areturnperiod of two years
is found tohave anexpected valueof 30 mm with 95%confidence limitsfrom 23mm and40mm.Owingto
the relatively short observation period of only 13years and owing tothe small rate of change of the rainfall
depth with respect to return period, it is (at the referenced gauge) only realistic to consider the upper
confidence limit of the return period for rainfall depths that have expected return periods of less than one
year.Forlongerperiodstheuncertainty simplybecomestoolarge.
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Similar results were obtained during the uncertainty analysis of the previous chapter for which the rainfall
results have been reprinted in Figure 10.10. Here the parametric joint lognormal distribution was fitted to
rainfall depth and duration and variances of the parameters estimated from the data using a jack-knife
estimation procedure asdescribed inChapter 9.Forthestudied rainfall seriesthereturnperiod ofaneventof
34mm had anexpected valueof2yearsandtoliebetween 0.55years(i.e.almost twiceayear)and3.0years
(estimated 50%confidence limits).Equivalently thetwoyears event wasfound tohave anexpected depthof
about 34mmwithestimated 50%confidence limitsat31mm and52mm.

Model Uncertainty
Inurban runoff pollution problems,uncertainties intransformation aremost often associated with themodel
parameter uncertainties. These could arise in the determination of the initial rainfall loss, the runoff
coefficient, the conduit roughness, quantity of the pollutants on the surface, dryweather flow volumes and
concentrations andmanyothers.
Traditional approaches tothe evaluationoftheeffects ofuncertainties hasbeentoquantify theuncertaintyof
the models output, m(X), with respect to the uncertainties of the inputs and of the model parameters.
Structural uncertainties of the model such as those associated with conduit geometry, spatial distribution of
rainfall, rainfall movement, various sediment accumulation expressions andotherunknown uncertainties are
ignored. The confidence range thus found is the range within which the 'true'value ofthemodel's predicted
output canbe expected and notthe confidence range within whichthe 'true'valueofrealitycanbe expected.
The uncertainty that ought to be of interest is uncertainty of the model's ability to predicted the actual
system's output. The distinction here between system and model transformation has been defined earlier in
Figure 10.2.
This isoneofthemost essential reasonswhy stochasticmodellingpresentsbetteroptionsforthehandlingof
uncertainties in risk analysis of urban runoff pollution problems. The stochastic models may well include
conceptual and physical relationships ratherthan be purely empirical. Thepotentials of stochastic modelling
in obtaining improved handling of uncertainties in urban runoff pollution have been emphasised by
Harremoes et al. (1993), House et al. (1993) and Harremoes (1994). Further reasons for use stochastic
modelsaregivenbelow.
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Figure 10.10. TheseresultsfromChapter9showing50%confidence limitsforthereturnperiodofrainfall
depthdemonstratetherainfalls substantialcontributiontotheoveralluncertainty.
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Handling Uncertainty
An uncertainty analysis can be carried out analogous to the return period analysis method III (and in some
verysimple case asmethod II).Thisismost often doneusingMonteCarlo integration techniques suchashas
been donebyPedersen (1993) (extensively discussed byHarremoes, 1994).Foratwoyearreturn period,the
variability (coefficient ofvariance)of fluid quantitieswas found tobeintheorderof30%andthe variability
of the pollutant concentrations was found tobe in the order of a factor two(Harremoes, 1994).The studied
uncertainties includedthoseofrainfall characterisation.
Portielje et al. (2000) present two alternatives tousing crude Monte Carlo integration in environmental risk
and uncertainty analysis. The first method combines a first order reliability method with directional
simulation using importance sampling and the second method combines it with Latin hypercube simulation.
For extreme eventswith exceedance probabilities smallerthan 0.1,theauthorsfound thatbothmethodswere
more efficient in terms of the number of model evaluations and more accurate than the crude Monte Carlo
integration. The methods have been applied in the context of oxygen depletion in asewer overflow surface
waterinPortielje etal.(2000).
Return period analysis can be carried out using either deterministic or stochastic models. As discussed in
detail earlier in thethesis theunderlying assumption during deterministic estimation isthat only observation
error ispresent. During simulation aspart ofthereturn period anduncertainty analysisthisobservation error
is generally not simulated. However, during stochastic modelling the system is itself assumed to behave
partly in a random manner. This random variation is simulated during the return period and uncertainty
analysis and is treated as an inherent random variation of the system. In general onewould therefore expect
the deterministic models tohave atendency to underestimate the frequency of extreme occurrences. This is
anotherreasonwhyefforts should bemadetousestochastic modelsfor returnperiodanalysis.
Uncertainty inScenario Comparison
Let (JUA, <JA) and (PB, CTB) be the expected values and the standard deviations of the minimum dissolved
oxygen concentration with areturn period ofoneyear for the modelled scenarios Aand Brespectively. One
may often plot the mean and confidence range as has been done in Figure 10.11. Assuming normality the
95%confidence range(±2d) hasbeenindicatedforeachscenario.
Minimum dissolved oxygen
concentration (mg/1) / \
with areturn period
of 1year.
4A
- Alarge overlap does
NOT
necessarily implythat
there isno significant
difference (seetext)

2-

A
B
Scenario
Figure 10.11. Diagram showing the expected value and range of the minimum dissolved oxygen
concentration with a return period of one year for the modelled
scenarios A and B respectively (fictitious example).
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Indecision makingonewouldbeinterested inknowing whether scenario Bis significantly betterthanAand
if so (assuming B to be more costly) with what probability is B at least a given absolute amount or
percentage betterthanA.
Looking at the range overlaps in Figure 10.11 one may be tempted conclude that a difference between the
scenarios A and Bcannotbe confirmed with the available tools and data. However, the expected values and
their respective standard deviations are most often not independent. The twoprobability distributions ofthe
minimum concentrations for a given return period have most often been calculated using the same models
with alarge number of common parameters and inputs.Consequently much oftheuncertainty iscommon to
bothestimates.
Consider two random variables YA and YB with mean and standard deviation, (juA, <rA) and (fia, &B)
respectively. The variable of interest is however their difference YB.A =YB - YA whose mean and standard
deviation canbeexpressed as
MB-A=MB~MA

°2B-A=<rB+°A-2PA,B<rA<TB

<10-6)

< 10 - 7 )

where pA,Bis the correlation coefficient between YA and YB-Thus it is clear that there is simply not enough
information available iftheinterdependenceisnotavailable.
Inmanycases theoutput probability distributions for thetwoscenarios havebeengenerated bydoingMonte
Carlo simulations with the samemodel having some different inputs ordifferent input distributions.Agreat
number of the uncertainties are often the same for both scenarios. The exact same random sampled
realisations from the input uncertainty distributions should thus be used for both scenarios, which would
result inpaired outputsfromA and B.For each pair the difference should be calculated. The distribution of
these differences should then be used to answer question concerning the comparison of Aand B.A similar
procedure should be used for cases where the interest is in the ratio rather than the difference between the
scenarios.
Notethat the fact that agiven source ofuncertainty isthesamefor both scenarioAandBdoesnotmeanthat
itcanbeomitted inthe comparativeuncertainty analysis.Thetransformation oftheuncertainty bythemodel
(andinreality)willmostoften depend onthespecific conditionsofthescenario.
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CONCLUSION
Returnperiod analysis oftheeffects of urbanrunoff pollution canbeperformed inseveraldifferent waysand
it is important to be conscious of this in selecting approaches for a given purpose. A framework that
encompasses mostmethods andapproaches hasbeenpresented anddiscussed. Theapproach toreturn period
analysis implemented in Chapter 9wasdiscussed intheperspective ofthepresented framework. Practiceand
water quality engineering tools ought to master a selection of these methods and approaches aimed at
different levelsofeffort corresponding todifferent stagesofanurbanwatermanagement project.
The uncertainty associated with the return period curve of an environmental variable such as dissolved
oxygen is large and its quantification would improve the grounds for decision making.Inquantifying return
period uncertainty adistinction shouldbemadebetween inherent variation resultingfromrandomness ofthe
system described and uncertainty resulting from our lack of knowledge. Though the uncertainty in return
period analysis is large the uncertainty on scenario comparison is much lower and ought to be evaluated
separately.
In return period and uncertainty analysis there are two main reasons why stochastic models incorporating
physical, chemical and/or biological features should be preferred compared to deterministic models. These
are:
• toavoidthebiasonparameter estimatesthatresultsfromdeterministic calibration
(seeChapter 5&8),
• toavoidunderestimation ofthefrequencies ofextremeoccurrencesduetothe
exclusion ofrandombehaviour ofthesystem(seepage 137).
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SUMMARY
Since the construction of wastewater treatment plants combined sewer overflows have become an increasingly
important limitation tothe qualityofthe surrounding surface waters.Over theyearsurban waterresourceshave often
been somodified by anthropogenic activitythatwaterqualitymanagement requiresan integrated approachboth atan
evaluation and an investment level.Effects of acutepollutants,suchasoxygendepletioncausedbyexcessive organic
material, should be evaluated on thebasis oftheirreturn periods.Models oftherelevantwater systemsarethen used
both to calculate the present return periods and to predict those of proposed amelioration projects. In traditional
deterministic modelling of combined sewer systems there hasbeen atendency tocontinuously addnewprocesses to
the model structure in an attempt to improve the quality of the predictions made. This has often resulted in many
model parameters with unknown values and the inclusion of processes much less significant than othersthat are not
known or well understood. An alternative approach is to describe only the most essential processes and to include
stochastic terms to describe the remaining variation. The present study has focused on comparing and contrasting
deterministic and stochastic approaches to modelling of urban runoff pollution and water quality in general.
Methodologies surrounding the application of models in return period analysis and its uncertainty have also been
studied.
A multivariate analysis was made on event mean concentrations data sets from three Dutch and two Danish
combined sewer catchments (Chapter 3). This was done to examine the underlying structure of variations in event
mean concentrations. Results confirmed expectations that the most pronounced common variations relate to the
groups ofparticulate pollutants and dissolved pollutants.The distribution oftheprincipal factors clearly reconfirmed
the bimodal or mixed distribution that have earlier been reported for event mean concentrations of particulate
substances.
Non-linear event lumped models were developed to predict combined sewer discharged volume and event mean
concentrations as a function of rainfall variables (Chapter 4). The aim was to combine basic understanding of the
physical system with information held in the data. The discharged volume was well described with a wetness
dependent runoff coefficient. Seasonalityrevealedinitiallybythedataandthen describedusinganempirical "cut-off'
sinusoidal expression exhibited a remarkable agreement with average monthly open water evaporation data. Using
openwaterevaporation asaninputvariabletothemodelimprovedthepredictionwhilstatthesametimereducingthe
number of model parameters. The event lumped rainfall variables were only able to explain very little of the
variations in the event mean concentrations of the combined sewer overflow and subsequently some of the watef
qualityvariableswerecharacterisedbytheirprobabilitydistributions alone.
Ananalysisoftheunderlyingassumptionsmadeduringmathematical modellingofwatersystemsintimehasresulted
in a new portrayal of the essential differences between deterministic and stochastic modelling (Chapter 5). Thd
implicit assumption made during deterministic modelling isthat ourmodel gives aperfect description ofreality and
that alldeviationbetween modelled and observed values isaresult ofobservation error.During stochastic modelling
the implicit assumption is that the model only gives a partial description of reality and that deviation between
modelled and observed values results from unexplained random behaviour of the system being modelled as well.
Having isolated the core differences between deterministic and stochastic modelling allows for more interchange of
methods and approaches, thus enhancing the quality of water and water quality modelling. Knowledge of the
dominating physical, chemical and biological processes of our system can be built into the traditionally empirical
stochastic models.Parameter statistics,experimental design,empirical elementsandconceptsof identifiability can be
applied to deterministic models. Quantitative a priori knowledge of given model parameter values can be
incorporated into the estimation procedure. Inthelongterm itisthe aim thattheselectedapproachwilldepend more
on the appropriateness of the assumptions made (viewed also in relation to the available resources and the possible
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consequences of a poor model) than on background of the modeller, as is often the case today. Parameters of a
combined sewerrainfall-runoff modelhavebeen estimated both in adeterministic and ina stochastic modelto study
andillustratethemainpointsofthechapter.
Using a stochastic differential equations approach water quantity and quality models for a combined sewer system
wereformulated andtheirparameters estimated(Chapter 6).Theaimwastoevaluatethepotentials andlimitationsof
this approach where the sewer system is defined by a set of differential equations that is solved stochastically in
continuous time.Parameter estimation was possible for the waterquantity model and a very smallobservation error
confirmed the relevance of a stochastic modelling approach. Results from the water quality modelling suggest that
morework isneededinordertofully appreciatepotentialsand limitationsoftheapproach.
Anon-linearrandom coefficient model todescribe suspended chemical oxygen demand in acombined sewer system
was identified and its parameters were estimated (Chapter 7). In random coefficient modelling certain selected
parameters are assumed to vary from event to event anda value for these parameters isestimated for each event. In
the present study a critical soft threshold flow at which resuspension begins is assumed to be a random coefficient.
Although there isa lack ofdata in theperiodbefore overflow begins,the results suggest thatthere is ahigh potential
for random coefficient modelling in urban runoff pollution both as an alternative to and in combination with
stochastic modelling. The recipient water quality model used in the uncertainty analysis of Chapter 9 was also
estimatedusingthisapproach.
Methods and approaches studied in the preceding chapters have been discussed in a broader perspective whilst
drawing attentiontosomeinterestingdevelopments withinthefieldofwaterandwaterqualitymodelling(Chapter8).
Structuring our physical, chemical and biological theory in stochastic state space models we acknowledge that the
deviation between "what we model" and "what we see" is the result of both unexplained random behaviour of the
system being modelled and observation error. This acknowledgement will reduce bias in parameter estimates and
therefore improve the models' abilities to predict and extrapolate in time and to new circumstances. Although
stochastic statespacemodellingusingtheKalmanfilterhad itsmainentryintohydrologyandwaterqualitymodelling
inthe late 1970s,thiswas mostlywith empirical formulations based entirely on observed data and therefore of little
usetothe engineer wishing to examine and comparealternativescenarios.To avoid over-parameterised models with
highlyinterchangeable parameters itisimportantthatmodel structure isidentifiable onthebasisofdatabeingusedto
estimate the model parameters. The a posteriori estimation criteria incorporating quantitative a priori knowledge
present an interesting formalised method of introducing the engineer's intuition and experience into the parameter
estimationprocedure.
A new methodology for evaluating the uncertainty of a return period analysis is presented and exemplified in an
integrated approach to urban runoff pollution involvingmodels ofboth the combined sewer andthe receiving water
(Chapter 9). The underlying hypothesis of the presented methodology is that a distinction has to be made between
inherent variation and uncertainty resulting from a lack ofknowledge.This distinction isattained through embedded
error propagation, which was here implemented as Embedded Monte Carlo Simulations. It is argued that pooling
uncertaintywith inherentvariation systematically increases the frequency ofextreme eventsresultinginreturnperiod
curves with little or no engineering value. The study also demonstrates that efforts are needed to implement faster
alternatives to the crude Monte Carlo simulations to reduce computation time, which would be necessary foruse in
practice.
A review of methodologies surrounding return period analysis in urban runoff pollution and its uncertainty was
carried out with the aim ofviewingthenew methodology presented in Chapter 9 initsbroaderperspective (Chapter
10). Three principally different methods of calculating return periods of given effects have been described: direct
fitting,moments transformation and analytical ornumerical integration. Combiningthesemethodswiththe different
types of models (in terms of input and output being time series or event lumped variables) results in a framework
encompassing most approaches to return period analysis. Uncertainty in engineering work becomes particularly
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relevantwhendesigncriteriaarebasedonreturnperiodsofveryrareevents.Becausetheyareraretheprecisionwith
whichthey are described ispoor and cannotbe ignoredwhen largeinvestments and consequences areat stake. A1
distinctionshouldbemadebetween inherentvariationanduncertaintyduetoalackofknowledge.Furthermore,an
effort shouldbemadetousestochasticmodelsinreturnperiod analysistoreducebiasresultingfrom inappropriate
assumptionsduringparameterestimationandtoavoidunderestimationofthefrequencies ofextremeoccurrencesdue1
totheexclusionofcertaininherentrandombehaviour.
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Sinds de aanleg van rioolwateizuiveringsinstallaties zijn overstortingen uit gemengde rioolstelsels in toenemende
mate beperkend geworden voor de kwaliteit van de omliggende oppervlaktewateren. In de loop derjaren zijn de
stedelijke wateren dermate gewijzigd door menselijke ingrepen dat het waterkwaliteitsbeheer nu een integrale
benadering vereist met betrekking tot het functioneren vanhet systeem en de te investeren kosten. De gevolgen van
op korte termijn werkende verontreinigingen, zoals zuurstofuitputting door overmatige belasting met organische
stoffen, dienen te worden geevalueerd op basis van hun hemalingstijd. Modellen van het betreffende watersysteem
worden dan gebruikt om zowel de huidige hemalingstijd te berekenen alswel die na uitvoering van voorgenomen
verbeteringsprojecten. Bij de traditionele deterministische modellering van gemengde rioolstelsels is er een neiging
geweest om steeds meer nieuwe processen aan de modelstruktuur toe te voegen in een poging om de gemaakte
voorspellingen te verbeteren. Dit leidde dikwijls tot veel parameters met onbekende waarde en het opnemen van
processen die veel minder van belang zijn dan andere, die onbekend zijn of slecht begrepen. Een alternatieve
benadering is om alleen de meest wezenlijke processen te beschrijven en de resterende variatie in stochastische
termenoptenemen.
De onderhavige studie concentreert zich op een vergelijking en tegenoverstelling van de deterministische en
stochastische benaderingen in hetmodelleren van deverontreiniging door afvloeiing uit het stedelijke gebied en van
deresulterendewaterkwaliteit. Ookmethodologieen rondmodeltoepassingen omherhalingstijden teanalyseren ende
onzekerheid daarintebepalenzijn bestudeerd.
Een multivariate analysevan deoverde overstortings gebeurtenissen gemiddeldeconcentratieswerdgemaaktvan de
gegevensbestanden van drie nederlandse en twee deense gemengde rioleringsgebieden (Hoofdstuk 3). Dit werd
gedaanomdeonderliggendestruktuurvanvariatiesindepergebeurtenisgemiddeldeconcentratiesteachterhalen. De
resultaten bevestigden de verwachting dat de meest uitgesproken voorkomende variaties betrekking hebben op de
groepen particulaire en opgeloste verontreinigingen. De distributie van de meest bepalende fectoren herbevestigde
vroegere bevindingen dat bimodale of gemengde distributies de gemiddelde concentraties van particulaire stoffen
kenmerken.
Niet-lineaire modellen werden ontwikkeld om per overstort gebeurtenis het totale volume en de gemiddelde
concentraties daarin te voorspellen als functie van variabelen die de neerslag kenmerken (Hoofdstuk 4). Het doel
hievan was om het basis begrip van het fysieke systeem te combineren met de informatie die in de meetgegevens
schuilt. Het overstort volume werd goed beschreven met een vochtigheidsindex. De seizoen variatie die in eerste
instantie uit de gegevens naar voren kwam en vervolgens werd beschreven met een empirische sinusvormige
uitdrukking toonde een opmerkehjke overeenstemming met gegevens van de maandgemiddelde open water
verdamping. Gebruik van dezeopen waterverdampingsgegevensalseeninvoergrootheidvanhet model verbeterde
de voorspelling terwijl tegelijkertijd het aantal model parameters verminderde. De per gebeurtenis samengevoegde
neerslag gegevens konden slechts in zeer beperkte mate de variatie in de per gebeurtenis gemiddelde concentraties
verklaren. Daardoor konden sommige waterkwaliteits variabelen alleen door hun waarschijnlijkheids distributie
worden gekenmerkt.
Eenanalysevande achterliggendevooronderstellingen dieworden gemaaktbij dewiskundigemodellering inde tijd
van water systemen leidde tot een nieuw beeld van de essentiele verschillen tussen deterministisch en stochastisch
modelleren (Hoofdstuk 5). De impliciete aanname bij deterministisch modelleren is dat het model een perfecte
beschrijving geeft van de werkelijkheid en dat alle afwijkingen tussen gemodelleerdeen waargenomen waarden het
gevolg zijn van waarnemingsfouten. Bij stochastisch modelleren isde impliciete aanname dathet model slechts een
gedeeltelijke beschrijving van de werkelijkheid geeft en dat het verschil tussen gemodelleerde en waargenomen
waarden mede wordt veroorzaakt door onverklaard toevallig gedrag van het systeem. Door de kenmerkende
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kernverschillen tussen deterministische en stochastische modellen zo te identificeren ontstaat de mogelijkheid tot
meeruitwisselingvanmethodenenbenaderingen hiertussen.
Daarmeeverbetert hetmodellerenvanwaterenvanwaterkwalitieit. Kermisvan dedominante fysische, chemischeen
biologische processen in het betreffende water systeem kan worden verwerkt in de gewoonlijk empirische
stochastische modellen. Parameter statistiek, concepten van "experimental design", empirische elementen en
begrippen betreffende identificeerbaarheid kunnen worden toegepast in deterministische modellen. Kwantitatieve a
priori kermisomtrent bepaalde model parameters kan worden opgenomen in de schattingsprocedure. In de verdere
toekomst is het de bedoeling dat de te kiezen benadering meer afhangt van het passend zijn van de gemaakte
vooronderstellingen (mede gezien de beschikbare hulpbronnen en de mogelijke gevolgen van het gebruik van een
povermodel) danvan de achtergrond van de modelleur,zoalsnuvaak het geval is.Deparameters van een neerslagafvoer model voor een gemengd rioolstelsel werden zowel in een deterministische als een stochastische versie
geschat,teneindedebelangrijkstepuntenuitdithoofdstuk tebestuderen ente illustreren.
Gebruik makend van stochastische differentiaalvergelijkingen werden water-kwantiteits en kwaliteits modellen voor
eengemengd rioolstelsel geformuleerd enhun parameters geschat (Hoofdstuk 6). Het doelwas demogelijkheden en
beperkingen vast te stellen van dezebenadering waarbij het rioolstelsel wordt gedefinieerd door een set differentiaal
vergelijkingen die stochastisch in het tijdsdomein worden opgelost. Voor het kwantiteitsmodel bleek parameter
schatting mogelijk en een heel kleine waarnemingsfout bevestigde de toepasselijkheid van de stochastische
benadering. De resultaten van het modelleren van de water kwaliteit duidden er op dat meer werk nodig is om ten
voiledemogelijkheden enbeperkingen vandezebenaderingtewaarderen.
Eenniet-lineair"random" coefficient modelvoordebeschrijving vanhetgesuspendeerdechemischzuurstofverbruik
(CZV) in een gemengd rioolstelsel werd geidentificeerd en de parameters daarin werden geschat (Hoofdstuk 7). Bij
"random" coefficient modellering wordt aangenomen dat bepaalde, geselecteerde parameters van gebeurtenis tot
gebeurtenisverschillende waarden kunnen aannemen.Voorelkegebeurtenisafzonderlijk wordtdezewaarde geschat
Indeonderhavige studiewerd een critische stroming,waarboven resuspensie geleidelijk toeneemt,verondersteld een
"random"coefficient tezijn. Hoewel ereentekort isaangegevensvoorde periodevoorafgaande aandeoverstorting,
suggereren deresultatentochdatergoedemogelijkheden zijn voordetoepassingvanrandomcoefficient modellering
vanstedelijke vuilwatersystemen;zowelalseenalternatiefvooralsookincombinatiemetstochastischemodellering,
De bestudering van de methoden enbenaderingen beschreven in de voorgaande hoofdstukken worden in een breder
perspectief besproken waarbij tevens de aandacht wordt gericht op een aantal interessante ontwikkelingen op het
terrein van het modelleren van water kwantiteit en kwaliteit (Hoofdstuk 8). Door onze fysische, chemische en
biologischetheorietestructurereninstochastischetoestandsmodellenwordterkenddatdeafwijking tussenmodelen
waameming het gevolg is van zowel onverklaard willekeurig gedrag van het gemodelleerde systeem als van
waamemingsfouten. Deze vaststelling zal de systematische afwijking in de geschatte parameters verminderen en
derhalvehet vermogen van hetmodel totvoorspellingverbeteren,ook ondernieuwecondities.Hoewel stochastische
toestandsmodellen die Kalman filters gebruikten vooral in de hydrologie en de waterkwaliteits modellering hun
intrede deden in de late 70-er jaren, betroffen deze voornamelijk empirische formuleringen die geheel op
meetgegevens waren gebaseerd. Daardoor waren deze van weinig nut voor de ingenieur die altematieve scenarios
wilde beoordelen en vergehjken. Om te vermijden dat modellen te veel parameters bevatten die in hoge mate
uitwisselbaar zijn, ishetvan belang dathunmodelstruktuur kanworden geidentificeerd opbasisvandegegevens die
werden gebruikt om de parameters te schatten. De a posteriori schattings criteria die kwantitatieve a priori kennit
insluiten, vormen een interessante geformaliseerde methode om de intuitie en ervaring van de ingenieur te
introduceren indeparameter schattingsprocedure.
Een nieuwe methodologie om de mate van de onzekerheid in de analyse van herhalingstijden te bepalen wordt
gepresenteerd entoegelicht in een geintegreerde benadering van de verontreiniging van stedelijk watermet modellen
van zowel het gemengde rioolstelsel als van het ontvangende oppervlakte water (Hoofdstuk 9). De achterliggenck
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vooronderstelling in de gepresenteerde methodologie is dat een onderscheid moet worden gemaakt tussen variaties
die aan het systeem eigen zijn en onzekerheid dievoortkomt uitgebrek aan kennis.Ditonderscheid werd verkregen
door een ingebedde voortplanting van fouten, die hier geimplementeerd werd als een "Embedded Monte Carlo
Simulation".Erwordtbeargumenteerddathetsamenvoegenvanonzekerheid eninherentevariatiessystematischleidt
tot een verhoging van de frequentie van extreme gebeurtenissen met frequentieverdelingen van herhalingstijden die
weinig of geen waarde voor de ingenieur hebben. Het onderzoek toont ook dat aandacht nodig is om snellere
altematieven te implementeren dan de ruwe Monte Carlo simulaties om de rekentijd te bekorten. Dit zou voor
praktischetoepassingnodigzijn.
Een inspectie van methoden om herhalingstijden te analyseren voor de vervuiling van stedelijke wateren en de
onzekerheid daarin werd uitgevoerd met debedoeling om de inHoofdstuk 9 gepresenteerde methodes in een breder
perspectief te beschouwen (Hoofdstuk 10). Drie principieel onderscheiden methoden om herhalingstijden van
bepaalde effecten te berekenen worden beschreven: direkt fitten; transformatie van momenten en analytische of
numerieke integratie. De combinatie van deze methoden met verschillende model typen (in termen van input en
output als tijdreeksen of als "lumped" grootheden), leidt tot een raamwerk waarin de meeste benaderingen tot de
analyse van herhalingstijden zijn begrepen. In ingenieurs werk wordt onzekerheid bijzonder belangrijk wanneer
ontwerp criteria worden gebaseerd op defrequentievan zeldzame,extreme gebeurtenissen. Juistomdatzij zeldzaam
zijn is de precisie waarmee ze worden beschreven gering,hetgeen niet kan worden genegeerd wanneer het gaat om
grote investeringen en belangrijke consequenties.Een onderscheid dient teworden gemaakt tussen inherente variatie
enonzekerheid alsgevolgvan ontbrekendekennis.Daamaastdientteworden geprobeerd om stochastische modellen
tegebruiken in deanalysevan herhalingstijden om systematischeafwijkingen tengevolge van ongeschikte aannames
bij de parameterschatting te beperken. Ook de onderschatting van de frequentie van extreme gebeurtenissen ten
gevolgevanhetnietmeerekenen vanbepaald systeem-eigentoevalliggedragdienttewordenvermeden.
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APPENDIX A

EQUATIONSOFTHE
LINEARKALMANFILTER

Thisappendix contains theequations of thelinearKalmanfilter aspresentedinMadsen, H andHoist, J. (1998).
ModellingNon-linearandNon-stationary Time Series. Lecturenotes usedatInstituteforMathematicalModelling
Technical University ofDenmark, University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen Business School, andthe University of
Iceland. 284pp., www.imm.dtu.dk. Detailedoutline ofthelinearKalmanfilter canalso befound inHarvey. A. C.
(1993).Forecasting, StructuralTimeSeriesModelsandtheKalmanFilter. 310pp.
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MODEL
System equation:

(A1)

2L,= £2L,-i + §_IL-I +£/,,
Observation equation:

(A-2>

Yt =C_Xt+ e2,

KALMAN FILTER
Up-dateor reconstruction

2Lt\t=2Lt\t-l+£,,[¥-! ~ CX-t\t-l)

L,T =h^-rL.,^u-i^I,
wheretheKalmangainisgivenby

K = 1 ? CTk™ J"'
=t

=t\t-\=

W*-i)

Prediction

Xr+llf =AJLt\t +^H.,

z** =A-z™

£+^

2L»+l|<- £^L(+l|r
sry = 0 2 ^ cT+s.
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jAppendix A

Equations oftheLinear Kalman Filter

j
I

Innovation

j

( A - 10 >

L + I|,=L, + I-L + I|,
=£yi\

R
=

1+ 1

= <+ l (

V

(A.ii)
'

Maximum LikelihoodEstimation Criteria

logL(0;Y N )=--Y, [log(det R.).+ ^R'.'£,Jfconstant

(A.12)

SYMBOLS
Xt

isavectorcontainingthestatevariablesattimet,

Ut

isavectorcontainingthevaluesof the inputvariablesattimet,

A

isthesystemmatrix,

B

istheinputmatrix,

e^t

isthesystemnoisetermsattwhich isassumedtobenormallydistributed withmeanzeroand
variance S . (adiagonalmatrix),

Yt

istheobservation attimet,

C

isanobservation matrix indicatingtheobserved statevariables,

e_2 t

istheobservation (measurement) errorattimetwhichisassumedtobenormallydistributed
withmean zeroandvariance 2 (adiagonal matrix),

K

istheKalmanamplification attimet.
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APPENDIX B

EQUATIONS OFTHE
EXTENDEDKALMAN FILTER

This appendix contains theequations ofthediscrete timeextendedKalmanfilterthathasformedthebasisfor the
modelling inChapter 5.Thefilter equations arefrom Madsen, H andHobt,J. (1998). ModellingNon-linear and
Non-stationary TimeSeries. LecturenotesusedatInstitutefor Mathematical ModellingTechnical University of
Denmark,University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen Business School,and the University of Iceland.284 pp.,
www.imm.dtu.dk. DetailsoftheKalmanfilteringcanalsobefound inHarvey. A. C.(1993). Forecasting, Structural
TimeSeriesModelsandtheKalmanFilter. 310pp.
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MODEL
System equation:

2L, =/(£,-/£,-/)+£/,,

(

Observation equation:

L,=h(Xt)+e2j

(

KALMAN FILTER
Up-date or reconstruction

lt\t =
\*XX

tt\t-i+Kt(Yt-h(xtlt_j))
\*XX

T/T^ YY

TST

kt\t ~tt\t-\~£t h\t-\ kt
where theKalman gain isgivenby
v-1

where H\ X_At_i J i s m e partial derivatives of hi X_) with respect to X_.

Prediction

X-t+\\t - f\2Lt\t,utj

where F\X_t\t ,Ut I isthepartial derivatives of flX,u)

r,+,|,=i(l<+ii<)
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Appendix B

Equations ofthe Extended Kalman Filter

Innovation
(B.10)

¥-t+i\t -Y-t+\ ~Zt+i\t
R

YY

,=2 =t+l\t
„

(B.ll)

=/+l

MaximumLikelihood Estimation Criterion

\ogL{0;YN) = -W\^g(d^Ri)

+YTiR:lYi

+ constant

(B.12)

SYMBOLS
Xt
Ut

isavectorcontainingthestatevariablesattimet,
isavectorcontainingthevaluesoftheinputvariablesattimet,

f[ ) isthesystem function and hi J istheobservation function (seemodeldefinition attop),
isthe systemnoiseterms,normallydistributedwithmeanzeroandvariance X . ,

It

istheobservation attimet,
isthe observation (measurement),normallydistributedwithmeanzeroandvariance E ,
istheKalman amplification attimet.
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